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ABSTRACT 
The recent proliferation of computers and communication networks has made it possible 
for individuals around the world to access a wide variety of information sources through the 
Internet. However, effective use of these information sources reqtiires fairly sophisticated tools 
or software agents for locating, classifying, selectively retrieving and extracting knowledge from 
data. This dissertation addresses several related resecirch issues in the design of such intelligent 
agents for information retrieval and knowledge discovery from distributed data and knowledge 
sources. 
Axtificial neural networks, because of their potential for massive parallelism and fault toler­
ance, offer an attractive approach to the design of intelligent agents. Our work extended severed 
single layer perceptrons and constructive neural networks of perceptrons in order to handle 
multi-category, real-valued patterns. In particular, we designed DistAI. a novel constructive 
neural network leamig algorithm based on inter-pattem distance. DistAI is significantly faster 
than conventional neural network algorithms ajid has been demonstrated to perform well on 
a broad variety of benchmark data-driven knowledge discovery problems. The performance of 
DistAI was further improved by using it in conjunction with a genetic algorithm for automated 
selection of features used to encode the data. DistAi was also used for data-driven refinement of 
incomplete or inaccurate domain knowledge. Some of these algorithms were used in a design of 
a multi-agent system consisting of multiple cooperating customizable intelligent mobile agents 
for selective information retrieval and knowledge discovery from distributed data sources. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Recent advances in high throughput data acquisition technologies, digital storage tech­
nologies. computers and communications have made it possible to gather and store scientifir. 
business, and military data in electronic form in databases and computerized information sys­
tems. In order to trajislate the advances in our ability to acquire and store data in increasing 
volumes and at increasing rates into gains in our understanding of the respective domains 
and new capabilities for effective decision-making, sophisticated tools axe needed for informa­
tion retrieval, knowledge discovery, decision-making and distributed problem-solving [Honavar 
et ai, 1998]. 
Several applications (e.g., military command and control, law enforcement, scientific dis­
covery) require the use of multiple, geographically distributed, heterogeneous data and knowl­
edge sources (e.g.. sensors, satellites, intelligence reports, and so on). For instance, military 
commanders and intelligent analysts need to have critical information in a timely fashion to 
effectively perform their responsibilities. Day-to-day operations involve intelligence data gath­
ering and cuiciiysis. situation monitoring and assessment, and looking for potentially increasing 
patterns in the data gathered (e.g., the relationship between troop movements and significant 
political developments in a region). This information can be extremely valuable for decision­
making to safeguard a nation's security concerns. Therefore, it is important to have the right 
information at the right time at the disposal of the decision-makers instead of overwhelming 
them with large volumes of irrelevant data. 
In this dissertation, we attempt to address several related research problems concerning 
the design and development of such tools, and describe some approaches to solving them. 
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1.1 Intelligent Agents 
It is assomed here that an agent purports a software agent. An agent is an entity that 
perceives its environment and performs a set of tasks on behalf of a user with some degree 
of autonomy [Russell & Norvig, 1995; Honavar, 1999]. In order to do this, an agent has to 
embody a certain amount of intelligence (e.g., the ability to choose among alternative courses 
of action, plan, communicate, adapt to changes in the environment, and learn from experience). 
An agent consists of program code, a persistent internal state, and a set of attributes (e.g.. 
movement history, authentication keys, and so on) [Russell &: Norvig, 1995: Honavar. 1999]. 
Design of such mechanisms for intelligent agents has been the subject of study in artificial 
intelligence for over three decades. A. broad variety of architectures for agents with differing 
degrees of intelligence have been proposed in the literature. These include: reactive agents 
which respond reactively to changes that they perceive in their environment, deliberative agents 
that plan and act in a goal-directed fashion, utility-driven agents that act in ways designed to 
maximize a suitable utility function, learning agents which modify their behavior as a function 
of experience, and agents that combine different modes of behavior [Russell k. Norvig. 1995: 
Honavar, 1999]. 
In this dissertation, we are interested in designing agents for Intelligent, selective, and 
context-sensitive gathering of data and its assimilation prior to analysis. 
1.2 Machine Learning 
Selective and context-sensitive retrieved of data requires familiarity with the user's interests. 
Once the data is retrieved, there is a need to extract knowledge from data. This calls for the use 
of techniques for automated knowledge acquisition. Machine Learning is probably the most 
practical and cost-effective approach to automated knowledge acquisition. A key objective 
of machine learning is to design and analyze programs that learn from experience [Langley, 
1995; Mitchell, 1997; Honavar et aL. 1999a]. A typical machine learning system interacts with 
its environment, takes actions and observes their effect on the environment, and improves its 
performance over time. 
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There are several differeat types of machine learning approaches based on the learning 
mechanism used: rote learning (memorization); learning through instruction; learning from 
analogy, deductive learning (learning how to apply given principles); inductive learning (learn­
ing from examples). Among those, inductive learning approaches are the most prevalent type. 
Inductive leciming attempts to find a sncdnct model to explain the examples. In other words, a 
hypothesis (represented by a proper language) that approximates (or describes) the target con­
cept best is pursued in the hypothesis space by a well-defined procedure. In particular, we are 
interested in inductive learning systems for pattern classification tasks that involve classifying 
examples into appropriate categories. Pattern classification tasks a^re of interest since many 
real-world applications can boil down to pattern classification with appropriate transformation 
of representation and simplification. Artificial neural networks [Gallant. 1993: Haykin. 1994: 
Hassoun, 1995] and decision trees [Quinlan, 1986; Quinlan. 1993] are representative examples 
of inductive learning well-suited for pattern classification. 
1.3 Artificial Neural Networks 
An artificial neural network is a massively parallel system of simple processing units that 
are interconnected via trainable connection weights. Artificial neural networks have been 
successfully used in the design of pattern cleissification. function approximation, and knowledge 
acquisition systems. A wide variety of neural network architectures have been proposed in the 
literature. These differ in terms of the choice of the mathematical functions implemented by the 
individual neurons (processing units), the network topology (fixed or dynamic), the network 
architecture (nxmiber of layers and neurons), the network interconnections (connectivity among 
the existing neurons), the activity propagation (feedforward or recurrent), and the training 
methodology (one-shot or iterative) [Dayhoff, 1990]. 
A perceptron (or Threshold Logic Unit) [McCuUoch & Pitts. 1943] is a simple neuron capable 
of classifying a set of patterns into two classes. The perceptron learning algorithm is a well-
defined, iterative procedure for training perceptrons that guarantees correct classification for 
linearly separable sets of patterns [Rosenblatt, 1958; Minsky & Papert, 1969]. There are 
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a ntunber of variants of the perceptron learning algorithin to optimize the performance (in 
terms of say, misclassification error) for linearly non-separable datasets while preserving the 
classification capability for linearly separable dat&sets [Gallant, 1990; Gallant, 1993; Frean. 
1992; Poulard, 1995]. 
Constructive neural network learning algorithms [Honavar & Uhr, 1993: Gallant, 1993; 
Honavar et al., 1999b] generate a set of neurons in a systematic, incremental way to obtain the 
desired accuracy on the training set. They have a significant advantage over conventional neural 
networks with fixed architecture in that they obviate the need for an ad hoc, a priori choice of 
the network topology, and possibly generate the optimal network with perceptron-style weight 
update procedures (e.g., pocket algorithm [Gallant, 1990; Gallant, 1993]) that are faster and 
simpler than the error backpropagation algorithm [Rumelhart et aL, 1986]. In addition, other 
constructive neural network learning algorithms that do not rely on the perceptron learning 
algorithm can be designed [Yang et al.. 1998b; Yang et a/., 1999a]. 
1.4 Feature Subset Selection 
The performance of neuraJ network classifiers depends critically on the choice of features 
used to represent the input patterns to be classified. The existence of irrelevant and redundant 
features can degrade the performance, cause unnecessary search effort, and bring computational 
overhead. Each feature also has its own measurement cost. For inst«ince. in medical diagnosis, 
patterns are described using different diagnostic tests that might have different costs and risks 
associated with them. The feature subset selection task involves selecting a relevant subset of 
features from the entire feature set to satisfy some criteria such as improving the classification 
accuracy and minimizing the overall (measurement) cost of features. Constructive neural 
network learning aigorithms can be used for the feature subset selection task (in determining 
the quality of feature subsets). 
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1.5 Knowledge-based Theory Refinement 
Constructive neural network learning algorithms, since they obviate the need for a priori 
choice of the network topology and adaptively recruit neurons as needed, provide a framework 
for cumulative multi-task learning [Caruana, 1993; Thrun, 1995] as well as for knowledge-
based theory refinement which provides a means for extending incomplete knowledge [Towell 
et al., 1990; Fletcher & Obradovic, 1993; Parekh & Honavar, 1998]. Domain specific knowledge 
exists in many real-world applications, and the prior knowledge (which is often incomplete) 
can be exploited in learning. This is because domain specific prior knowledge can easily be 
incorporated into the initial network configuration, and then the learning is carried out to 
refine the knowledge [Shavlik. 1994]. Multi-task learning can also be done in a similar way. 
Tasks that are learned previously can be represented by a constructive network, which can be 
used in learning a new task. 
1.6 Mobile Agents and Multi-agent Systems 
As described before, an agent is an intelligent, autonomous entity that perceives the envi­
ronment and performs tasks on behalf of a user. .A.gents might need to move within heteroge­
neous networks of computers to accomplish useful tasks. .A.gents that can move in a computer 
network from host to host are called mobile agents. They are able to make intelligent decisions 
regarding their itinerary and modify it in a dynamic fashion in response to information that 
becomes available as they move from one host to another. Mobile agents provide a potentially 
efficient framework for performing computation in a distributed fashion at sites where the rele­
vant data is available instead of expensive shipping of large volumes of data across the network. 
Unlike remote procedure calls (RPC) which require ongoing communication through a failsafe 
network connection from the time of initiation of the task until its completion, a major ad­
vantage of mobile agents is that ongoing interaction does not require ongoing communication 
[White, 1997]. 
The design of systems for non-trivial tasks (such as information retrieval and knowledge 
discovery from heterogeneous and distributed data and knowledge sources) can be simplified by 
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decomposing the overall task into several atomic and more manageable subtasks. Multi-agent 
systems are a natural consequence of this modular approach to designing complex agent-based 
information systems. In such multi-agent systems, satisfactory completion of the tasks depends 
on effective communication, negotiation, and collaboration among several independent agents 
that each offer a particular service associated with some cost. KQML (Knowledge Query 
and Manipulation Language) pFinin et aL, 1997] and contract net protocol [Smith. 1980] are 
exaunples of such tools that have been proposed for multi-agent coordination. 
This dissertation explores several research problems related to the discussion above in the 
design of adaptive agents for information retrieval and data-driven knowledge discover\'. The 
rest of the dissertation is organized as follows: 
• Chapter 2 
.A. brief and general introduction to artificial neural networks is given. The definition, 
practical advantages, brief history and taxonomy of artificial neural networks are de­
scribed along with their learning mechanisms. 
• Chapter 3 
The perceptron learning aJgorithm is introduced and its limitations are e.Kplained. We 
also study three different variants of the perceptron learning algorithm (especially for 
linearly non-separable data) for both independent asid xoinner-take-all training of neurons. 
• Chapter 4 
Most of the constructive neural network learning algorithms proposed in the Uterature are 
capable of solving two-class problems with binary/bipolar inputs only. However, many 
real-world applications include multiple classifications and real-valued input patterns. We 
extend several constructive neural network learning algorithms proposed in the literature 
to deal with multi-category, real-valued problems [Yang et aL. 1996: Parekh et aL, 1997b: 
Parekh, 1998]. 
• Chapter 5 
The perceptron-style weight training algorithms are still iterative and time-consuming 
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even though they are faster than gradient-descent based learning algorithms like the error 
backpropagation algorithm [Rumelhart et al., 1986]. We propose a new non-iterative 
constructive neural network algorithm, DistAI, based on the inter-pattem distances [Yang 
et ai. 1998b; Yang et al., 1999a]. DistAI is significantly faster than other constructive 
learning algorithms and is not restricted to binary inputs or two output classes. DistAI 
is introduced in detail with comparative studies of its performance. 
• Chapter 6 
We apply DistAI in conjunction with a genetic algorithm to the feature subset selection 
task to improve its performance by selecting the appropriate set of features. DistAI is 
used to evaluate the fitness value of each individual (i.e., possible solution). Experimental 
results verify the feasibility of this approach [Yang & Honavar, 1997: Yang k Honavar. 
1998a; Yang k. Honavar. 1998b]. 
• Chapter 7 
We apply DistAI to the task of theory refinement. The prior knowledge is incorporated 
into the initial network ajid then refined. Experimental results verify feasibility of this 
approach [Yang et a/., 1999b]. 
• Chapter 8 
We design intelligent mobile agents for retrieving relevant information. They demonstrate 
the feasibility and efficiency of using mobile agents for retrieving information from remote 
sites [Yang et al.. 1998d: Vang et aL, 1998c]. We also design a multi-agent system for 
information retrieval and knowledge discovery' using the contract net protocol. The 
agents in the system negotiate and cooperate among themselves to improve the overall 
performance of the system. [Y«ing et aL, 1998a]. 
• Chapter 9 
We conclude with a summary of the research contribution of this dissertation and present 
some interesting directions for future research. 
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2 ABTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS 
2.1 Introduction 
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) or connectionist networks are massively parallel, highly 
interconnected, shallowly serial networks of relatively simple computing elements (or neurons) 
inspired by biological neural systems [Gallant. 1993; Honavar, 1994; Hassoun. 1995: Ripley. 
1996; Mitchell, 1997; Honavar et al., 1999a; Honavar et aL, 1999b]. The neurons are intercon­
nected via one-way (and generally trainable) connections. Each connection has an associated 
weight that represents the strength of connection. Each neuron takes inputs from neurons 
it is connected to via its incoming weights and computes a fimction of the weighted sum of 
its inputs. The output is then transmitted to other neurons to which it is connected via its 
outgoing weights. 
Learning IS applied to ANN as it is happening with experience in its biological counterparts 
(animal brains). Learning plays an important role in ANN to accomplish certain tasks. Learn­
ing includes changing and finetuning some parameters in ANN with respect to well-defined 
criteria (e.g., minimizing the mean squared error). In general, learning involves modifying the 
weights in networks of a certain a priori chosen network architecture. It might involve modify­
ing the network architecture as well. Learning makes use of a set of labeled examples called the 
training set. Each example is referred to as a pattern and is typically represented by a vector 
of real-valued elements. Learning in .A.NN roughly mimics the learning from experience that 
is in animal and biological brains. Typically prevalent learning in .A.NN involves modifying 
some pcirameters (such as connection weights) with respect to the patterns in the training set. 
Although ANN can adjust their behavior to accomplish tasks through learning, it should be 
noted that ANN are not precise models of the animal brain. It has been suggested there exist 
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vast differences in the models of computation in ANN and biological neoral networks, and 
ANN are believed to have limited capabilities compared to biological nenrons in the brain. 
2.2 Potential Advantages of ANN 
Some of the attractive features of ANN include [Gallant. 1993; Honavar. 1994; Uhr L 
Honavar, 1994]: 
• ANN provide attractive approaches to implementing elegant learning algorithms for cer­
tain types of networks. A variety of machine learning algorithms have been developed 
for ANN with different characteristics (e.g., network architecture, activation function, 
connections, and so on) proposed to solve various problems. 
• ANN are designed for massively parallel computation with each neuron operating inde­
pendently and in parallel with others. Thus. ANN are well suited to the design of parallel 
hardware and algorithms. 
• ANN have a potential for noise and fault tolerance. Since neurons work with a number 
of inputs, they are insensitive to noise. In other words, a larger number of correct inputs 
Ccin outweigh a smaller number of incorrect inputs. Similarly, the effect of a few faulty 
neurons can be nullified by a larger number of properly functioning neurons. 
• ANN might offer representational and computational efficiency over disjunctive normal 
form (DNF) expressions and decision trees. For instance, perceptrons (or threshold logic 
units to be described shortly) are simple and efficient in representing and computing a 
particular type of problems. 
• ANN are similar to the networks of neurons in the brain. ANN are used as mathematical 
models for studying the information processing capability of the biological brain. 
• ANN are shown to be Turing-equivalent as other computational models are such as 
Lambda-calculus [Church, 1941] and post-productions [Post. 1943]. The Turing machine 
is a universal model of computation in that the Turing machine can be designed to 
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implement any computable fimction [Taring, 1936]. Thus, ANN are a powerful model of 
computation. 
ANN have been successfully applied to different types of practical problems including pat­
tern classification, function approximation, optimization, pattern association, clustering, vector 
quantization, prediction, control and the like [Gallant, 1993; Kung. 1993: Haykin. 1994; Ripley, 
1996; Zalzala Ic Morris, 1996; Mehrotra et al., 1997; Mitchell, 1997]. In this dissertation, we 
focus only on pattern classification using ANN. Pattern classification involves matching a pat­
tern with the right class it belongs to ajid typically makes use of a set of training patterns along 
with the corresponding class labels. ANN are trained to learn a mapping from the training 
patterns to their corresponding output clcisses. After the training, the neural network can be 
used to classify new formally unseen patterns. 
2.3 A Brief History of ANN in Pattern Classification 
In the early 1940's, McCuUoch and Pitts proposed and explored a mathematical model of 
a biological neuron [McCuUoch k Pitts. 1943]. It is variously referred to as McCulloch-Pitts 
neuron. Threshold Logic Unit (TLU).OT Perceptron. 
Hebb conceived the idea of correlating the strength of the connection weights to the activity 
of neurons which the weight connects [Hebb. 1949]. If both the neurons are simultaneously 
active (inactive), the weight connecting the neurons is increased. This Hebbian leaminghecame 
the basis of many learning algorithms. 
Rosenblatt proposed the perceptron learning algorithm to train a TLU [Rosenblatt. 1958]. 
It is a simple, iterative procedure to find the weight setting to compute a function implicitly 
specified ui a set of training examples. In other words, it attempts to find a separating hyper-
plane that partitions the patterns space into two regions. A perceptron thus acts as a binary 
classifier. The perceptron learning algorithm and its variants will be described in detail in 
chapter 3. Perceptrons are fairly limited in their capability. Minsky and Papert pointed out 
the limitation of a single perceptron by demonstrating that perceptrons can solve only linearly 
separable problems [Minsky iz Papert. 1969]. 
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Widrow and Hoff developed a learning algorithm for perceptrons based on the gradient 
descent technique called the Widrow-Hoffor delta rule [Widrow & Hoff, I960]. The delta rule 
tries to find an optimal weight setting for a given task with respect to certain criteria (e.g.. 
minimizing the mean squared error) regardless of the linear separability of the dataset. while 
the perceptron learning algorithm is not guaranteed to converge to am optimal solution for 
non-separable datasets. 
.A5 a way around for the limitation of single layered ANN with perceptrons. several ap­
proaches and algorithms were proposed. Werbos proposed the basis of the famous backpropaga-
tion learning algorithm [Werbos, 1974] and several researchers developed the algorithm [Parker. 
1985: Rumelhart et aL, 1986]. The backpropagation algorithm is a generalized version of the 
delta rule for networks with multiple layers, and thus is also called as generalized delta rule. 
The success of the backpropagation algorithm resuscitated the neural network community and 
revitalized ANN in both the theory and applications. Several variants of the backpropagation 
learning algorithm have appeared in the literature during the last decade. 
2.4 Taxonomy 
We present a taxonomy of ANN based on factors such as neuron types, network topologj'. 
and leciming algorithms. 
2.4.1 Neuron Types 
.A.n artificial neuron consists of a set of inputs and an output. The inputs are fed Into the 
neuron as a vector of (typically) numeric elements. The output is computed using the inputs, 
the weights associated with the inputs, and the activation function associated with the neuron. 
The output is then propagated to adjacent neurons connected via outgoing weights. 
The output is determined as follows: First, the net input ( n e t )  is typically computed as 
the weighted sum of the inputs. A neuron has an additional input connection called the 
bias or threshold. The input associated with the threshold is assumed to be always 1. Let 
W = [VFo. 1^*1, • •VFn] and X = [A'o. A'l, • •A'„] (A'o = 1) be the weight and input vectors, 
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respectively. Then, net = W •x = ES=o W{-Xi. Second, an activation function / is applied to 
the net inpat to compute the output: output = f(net). The choice of the activation function 





Figure 2.1 An artificial neuron. 
Some of the activation functions that cire widely used in the literature include: 
• Linear 
f { n e t )  =  n e t  
•  S t e p  
a if net > 0 f ( n e t )  =  <  
b if net < 9 
where a and b are desired output values and ^ is a threshold. 
• Sigmoid 
f ( n e t )  =  
1 + e-"'' 
Gaussian 
1 I , net->».2 f i n e t )  =  ^  e  '  
\/2x<T 
where /i is the mean and a is the standard deviation. 
2.4.2 Network Topology 
ANN consist of diflFerent sets of neurons: input, output, and possibly intermediate (or 
hidden) neurons. The input neurons receive inputs from the environment, and the output 
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neurons compute the final ontputs of the network. Generally, the total number of input and 
output neurons are equal to the total number of input attributes of the training patterns 
and output classes in the training patterns, respectively. There might exist one or more 
intermediate layers between the input layer and the output layer each of which includes a set 
of hidden neurons. Hidden neurons are introduced for the problems that can not be solved by 
networks with input and output layers only. The number of hidden neorons and hidden layers 
depend on the learning algorithm and the task being solved. The network architecture can be 
either fixed a priori or determined dynamically. 
ANN can be classified as feedforward networks or recurrent networks. In feedforward net­
works, neurons in each layer are connected only to neurons in layers above the current layer. 
In recurrent networks, neurons are allowed to be connected to neurons in layers below the cur­
rent layer, and thus cyclic interconnections among the neurons Eire allowed. Figure 2.2 shows 




(a) feedforward network (b) recurrent network 
Figure 2.2 Feedforward and recurrent ANN. 
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2.4.3 Learning AJgorithins 
Learning in ANN generally involves one or both of the following approaches [Honavar, 
1994]: 
• Learning as parameter modification: 
This approach involves changing the weights in ANN with a certain a priori chosen net­
work architecture. The number of layers, the number of hidden neurons in each hidden 
layer, and the connections between each neuron are defined a priori for each classification 
task. This is done on the basis of problem-specific knowledge (if a\'ailable). or in an ad 
hoc fashion (requiring a process of trial and error). Finding the right architecture that 
has the potential for producing an optimal solution is the crucial requirement in this 
approach. A set of training patterns is used to finetune the weights to approximate an 
unknown function or to cleissify the patterns correctly. 
There are two different methods to update weights: First, the weights can be ad­
justed so as to decrease the number of misclassified patterns in the pattern space. The 
weight vector can be moved toward a better position geometrically for this purpose. The 
perceptron learning algorithm [Rosenblatt. 1958] belongs to this category. (See chapter 3 
for detailed descriptions on the perceptron learning algorithm). 
Second, the weights can be adjusted by the gradient descent technique using a well-
defined objective function. The backpropagation algorithm [Parker. 1985: Rumelhart 
et al.. 1986] is an example of this method. There are two phases in the backpropagation 
algorithm: forward and backward. In the forward phase, the pattern is presented, outputs 
are produced in intermediate neurons, and fin<d outputs are determined in the output 
layer. Then, the objective fimction (typically the mean squared error) is computed. 
In the backward phase, the error is propagated backward and the weights (and other 
modifiable parameters) are adjusted in the direction of negative gradient of the objective 
function. This process is repeated iteratively until the objective function reaches a (local) 
minimum. See [Dayhoff. 1990; Gallant, 1993; Mitchell, 1997] for detailed explanation on 
backpropagation algorithm and the derivation of weight update rule. The backpropga-
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tion algorithm is perhaps the most popular and practical algorithm and has been used 
in many applications. However, it has the followiiig drawbacks as well: slow learning 
and local miniTna. The algorithm reqTiires expensive computations for error propagation 
and iterative weight npdates. The algorithm tjrpically requires smaller learning rates In 
order to converge to a solution, which entails a large number of iterations. Even though 
several approaches are proposed to speed up the learning (e.g., use of momentum con­
stant), backpropagation algorithm has a significant disadvantage in terms of speed. In 
addition, the gradient descent method does not guarantee the global minimum. In the 
search space with multiple minima the algorithm is susceptible to local minima. 
• Learning by changing network architecture: 
This approach is called a constructive or generative neural network learning [Honavar. 
1990; Honavar & Uhr, 1993]. It attempts to find an appropriate network architecture for 
a given task as well as proper weight settings within the network architecture. This is 
motivated by the fact that there is no guarantee of discovering the solution weights within 
the search space defined by the network architecture and the search algorithm chosen 
a priori. The topology of the target network is determined dynamically by introducing 
new neurons, layers, and connections in a controlled fashion. In some cases, pruning 
mechanisms that discard redundant neurons and connections are used in conjunction with 
the network construction mechanisms [Reed, 1993; Parekh et ai. 1997c]. The problem 
of determining the network architecture a priori in the fixed architecture approach no 
longer exists in this case, and the chance of discovering a near minimal network increases. 
Finding parsimonious or compact network topologies is of interest because they provide 
a potential for simpler hardware design, easier interpretation of the network, better 
matching of the intrinsic complexity of the given task, superior generalization capability, 
and so on. While networks with a fixed architecture do not even guarantee the existence 
of solutions in the space defined by the architecture, constructive learning algorithms 
attempt to find a suitable architecture that contains a solution. 
A variety of constructive neural network learning algorithms have been proposed in 
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the literature. We wilt explore several constructive neural network learning algorithms 
that use perceptrons. We wiU also propose a new constructive neural network learning 
algorithm based on the inter-pattem distances of patterns. These will be described in 
detail in chapter 4 and chapter 5, respectively. 
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3 PERCEPTRON LEARNING ALGORITHMS 
3.1 Introduction 
A perceptron (or TLU) is a simple mathematical model motivated by the McCulloch and 
Pitts model of the biological neuron [McCulloch & Pitts, 1943]. A perceptron implements the 
step function and can be trained to classify a set of patterns into two classes. Consider a 
pattern set defined over the iV-dimensional Euclidean space. The output of a perceptron 
with a weight vector W = ( WQ, W\,- - - . ) for an input pattern = ( XQ. A'f. - • •. A'y) is 
computed as follows: 
The pattern classification properties of a perceptron (and networks of perceptrons) are 
better understood in geometrical terms [Nilsson. 1965: Chen et ai. 1995]. -A. perceptron im­
plements a (iV — 1 )-dimensional hyperplane given by W • X^ = 0. The hyperplane partitions 
the iV-dimensional pattern space (defined by the coordinates A'l. - • - . A',v) into two regions. 
3.1.1 Limitation of Perceptrons 
A perceptron is only capable of correctly classifying patterns that are linearly separable. A 
set of patterns 5 = 5+ U S" where 5+ = {(Xp,CP) | Cp = 1} and 5" = {(Xp. CP) | Cp = -1} 
(CP is the desired output for the input pattern XP) is said to be linearly separable if there exists 
a weight vector W such that VXP G S"*", W-Xp > 0 and VX' G S~. W-X'< 0. For instance, 
consider the AND pattern set S = {[( — 1 - 1). —1],[( —1 1). -1],[(1 — 1). —1].[(1 1), 1]}. 
The AND pattern set is linearly separable since there exist lots of hyperplanes separating the 
— 1 otherwise 
1 if W • XP > 0 
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(-1.1) \ (1.1) 
• ^ ^  • 




X1+X2-  1 =0  
Figure 3.1 AND pattern set. 
patterns into two classes including the one with W = [—1 1 1] as shown in Figure 3.1. Note 
that the first component of the weight vector is the threshold (t^o). 
On the contrary, there are patterns sets for which there does not exist a hyperplane 
to separate the pattern sets into two regions. In other words, perceptrons alone are not 
sufficient to implement arbitrarily complex decision regions that may be necessary to deal 
with linearly non-separable training sets. For instance, consider the XOR pattern set S = 
{[(-I - 1). 1],[( —1 1), —1],[(1 — 1). -1],[(1 1). 1]} in Figure 3.2. The patterns can never 
be separated into corresponding classes by any hyperplanes. A perceptron has this limited 
capability of handling linearly non-separable training sets. 
(-1.1) 
(-1,-1) 





Figure 3.2 XOR pattern set. 
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3.1.2 Learning Algorithm 
The following learning algorithm is proposed for perceptrons [Rosenblatt. 1958; Nibson. 
1965; Minsky & Papert, 1969]: 
w - w + TjCi?" - onx" 
where W is the weight vector, X** is the pattern vector, is the desired output and is 
the computed output for X**. and q > 0 is the learning rate, respectively. The perceptron 
algorithm updates weights iteratively by adding (or subtracting) a fraction of the misclassified 
pattern to the current weight vector in a bid to correctly classify as many patterns as possible 
as learning proceeds. The perceptron weight update rule is guaranteed to converge to a weight 
vector of the separating h5rperplane in the pattern space if one exists. However, if the dataset 
is not linearly separable, the behavior of the perceptron learning algorithm is unpredictable in 
the sense that the classification accuracy might fluctuate from iteration to iteration. 
A single perceptron is capable of classifying a set of linearly separable patterns into two 
classes. However, a number of practical applications involve a multi-category classification 
where there are M(M > 2) output classes. .A.n extension of the simple perceptron model to 
multiple output categories is rather straightforward with one TLU being allocated per output 
category. .Assuming that the training patterns belong to M output categories, the M TLUs 
can be trained either independently or as a winner-take-all ^ group. 
The independent training is similar to 2-category classification which involves just a single 
TLU. For M categories, the TLU i is trained with S+ being the set of patterns belonging to class 
i and 5_ being the set of patterns belonging to all the other classes. However, the independent 
training does not consider the interrelationships among the different pattern classes. 
The WTA output strategy- takes into account the fact that each pattern can belong to only 
one output class. Here the weight updates are geared toward pushing the target TLU to have 
the highest net input among the group of jXI TLUs. Let D** and represent the desired and 
obtained output vectors in response to input pattern respectively. The weight vectors of 
the M TLUs are W1.W2.---.Wjv/ respectively and computed 
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as follows: If 3j 6 such that Wj • X** > W,- • Vi j,i = then Oj = 1 and 
Of = -1, i ^  j. If 6 such that Wjj - XP = Wj, •X'' = • - - = Wj^ -X" 
and Wj.-X" > Wi • XP V» ^ { j i , j 2 , - - - r J k }  then O? = -1, V j  €  The weights 
are then modified according to the perceptron weight update rule as independent training: 
Wj — Wj + ri(n^ - opxp vj e 1, • • •, M. 
The WTA training offers a significant advantage over independent training in that pattern 
classes that are only pairwise separable from each other can be correctly classified using WTA 
while in independent training only pattern classes that are independently separable from each 
other can be correctly classified. Figure 3.3 depicts a set of patterns with three classes that 
can be classified by WTA training (i.e., pairwise separable) but not by independent training. 
Class I 
^ Class in Class n 
Figure 3.3 An example of pairwise separable pattern set. 
Some advantages of the perceptron family of learning algorithms include the existence of 
well-known convergence results [Rosenblatt. 19-58: Nilsson, 1965: Minsky &: Papert. 1969], 
and substantially faster learning as compared to typical gradient-based error minimization 
strategies. However, they also have the following limitations: 
• They behave poorly on datzisets that are not linearly separable - i.e.. the classification ac­
curacy on the training set can fluctuate considerably from iteration to iteration [Gallant. 
1993]. 
• They alone cire not sufficient to implement arbitrarily complex decision regions that may 
be necessary to deal with training sets that are not linearly separable. 
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The focus of this chapter is on variants of perceptron algorithms that address these two limita­
tions. These variants, while preserving the convergence properties of the perceptron algorithm 
on linearly separable data, attempt to find near-optimal weights (so as to correctly classify 
as large a fraction of the training set as possible) when the training dataset is not linearly 
separable. One approach to overcome the second limitation is to use generative or constructive 
learning algorithms [Honavar & Uhr, 1993; Gallant, 1993; Parekh. 1998; Honavar et al.. 1999b]. 
Such constructive algorithms rely on the addition of typically one (but in some cases, a few) 
neurons at a time to build a multi-layer perceptron that correctly classifies a given training 
set. Each added neuron is trained using an appropriate weight modification algorithm. Since 
constructive learning algorithms are designed to deal with non-linearly separable datasets. the 
behavior of the weight modification routine on such data is critical to their performance. (See 
chapter 4 for constructive learning algorithms). A perceptron learning algorithm has its own 
inductive bias. In other words, the process of determining the weights is different in each algo­
rithm. The bias makes a particular algorithm more suitable to a particular problem and yields 
a better performajice than other algorithms. It is against this background that we approach 
our study of the performance of \'ariants of perceptron algorithms on non-linearly separable 
datasets. 
A number of variants of the perceptron learning algorithms have been proposed by many 
researchers [Krauth & Mezard, 1987; Anlauf & Biehl. 1990; Gallant. 1990; Frean. 1992; Gallajit. 
1993; Poulard, 1995; Rafiin & Gordon. 1995]. Recently, the necessary and sufficient conditions 
for a pattern se^ to He linearly non-separable were given in [Siu et al., 1995]. It was also shown 
that the problem of identifying a largest lineiirly separable subset of a pattern set is NP-
complete. Therefore, the primary motivation for the variants is to find near-optimal weights 
(so as to correctly classify as large a fraction of the tr<iining set as possible) when the training 
dataset is not linearly separable, while preserving the convergence properties of the perceptron 
algorithm on linearly separable data. This chapter considers the following three algorithms 
among many approaches; pocket algorithm [Gallant, 1990; Gallant, 1993], thermal perceptron 
[Frean, 1992] and barycentric correction procedure [Poulard, 1995]. The performance of the 
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algorithms is compared using a variety of both real-world and toy datasets. A majority of 
these datasets are linearly non-separable. The three algorithms give 100% training accuracy 
on datasets that are linearly separable and attempt to classify as large a subset of the training 
set as possible in the case of non-linearly separable datasets. 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 introduces the three variants 
of the perceptron learning algorithm, provides the pseudo code and analyzes the time and 
space complexity of each algorithm. Section 3.3 describes the datasets used in experiments. 
Section 3.4 presents the results of the comparative experiments of three cdgorithms. Section 3.5 
concludes with a summary and discussion of future research. 
3.2 Description of Three Variants of Perceptron Learning Algorithm 
3.2.1 Pocket Algorithm 
The perceptron edgorithm updates weights iteratively by adding (or subtracting) a fraction 
of the misclassiiied pattern to the current weight vector in a bid to correctly cleissify as many 
patterns as possible as learning proceeds. 
The key idea behind the pocket algorithm [Gallant. 1990: Gallant. 1993] which is explicitly 
designed to improve the behavior of the perceptron algorithm on non-linearly separable data 
is to maintain an additional weight vector "Wpocket in addition to current W. Wpocket stores 
the best weight setting encountered during treuning. .A. further refinement on this idea, called 
the ratchet modification (RP) [Gallant. 1993], is to ensure that replacement of Wpocket by W 
is performed only if W correctly classifies a greater fraction of the training set than 'Wpocket-
The pocket convergence theorem [Gallant. 1993] guarantees that the RP will find an optimal 
weight setting given enough training time. 
In the following discussion on mtdti-category algorithms, W and Wpocket denote the entire 
set of weight vectors of M output neurons in the network. Wj represents a specific weight 
vector of neuron j. The pseudo code for pocket algorithm with ratchet modification is depicted 
in Figure 3.4. 
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1. Initialize W (can be initialized to 0 or small random values); 
2. for k := 1 to (# of epochs) do 
3. Select a training example (X'',D'') at random: 
4. Compute the output vector (O''); 
5. if {C = DP) then // correct classification 
6. if (run of correct classification with W is longer than that with "W packet) then 
7. if (W correctly classifies more training examples than Vf pocket) then 
8. Replace Wpocket by W and adjust the length of correct run: 
endif 
endif 
else // incorrect classification 
9. Update weight vectors: W j  — Wj +  r f  •  ( D j  —  6 1, • - - . .V/ 
endif 
Figure 3.4 Pocket algorithm with ratchet modification. 
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3.2.1.1 Time Complexity 
Let Nepoch be the total number of epochs for which the algorithm is trained. Let iV,-„ and 
Nout be the number of input and output neurons respectively. Let Npattem be the number of 
training patterns. 
Step 1,4 and 8 take 0(Nin • Nout)- Step 3 and 6 take 0(1). Step 5 takes 0{Nout)- Step 7 
takes 0{Npattem • Nin • Nout)- Step 9 takes 0(iV,„ • Nout)- Thus, the total time complexity (at 
step 2) is 0(Nepoch * Npattern ' Nin • Nout)-
3.2.1.2 Space Complexity 
The space requirement for input patterns and their targets is 0( Npattem • Nin • Nout)- and for 
^pocket and W is 0{Nin - Nout)- Thus, the overall space complexity is 0(Npattem • Nin • Nout )• 
3.2.2 Thermal Perceptron Algorithm 
The rationale behind the thermal perceptron algorithm (TP) [Frean. 1992] is to control 
the weight updates to avoid drastic changes for outliers as learning progresses. The fact that 
the weight update rule of the standard perceptron <dgorithm for misclassifications is the same 
irrespective of the magnitude of the error can cause severe fluctuations in the classification rate 
for non-separable datasets. A damping factor is introduced in the weight update equation to 
stabilize learning: Wj — Wj + where 0 is the net input for the output 
neuron and T is the temperature. The temperature T is set to an initial value To at the start of 
learning and gradually ajmealed to 0 as the training progresses. Since the exponent effectively 
decays the learning rate, the probability of undoing previous work is decreased as training pro­
gresses. In eflfect, the algorithm behaves like the perceptron cilgorithm at the start and avoids 
any large weight changes at the end of training. Note that the performance of this algorithm is 
heavily dependent on the initial temperature. This difficulty can be overcome to a significant 
extent if at the end of each epoch the initied temperature Tq is set to the average net input 
over that particular epoch [Burgess, 1994]. The TP can be directly applied to multi-category 
classification problems using WTA computation as in RP. However, it is reasonable to account 
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for the interactions between output neurons in the computation of <!>. In other words, the dif­
ference of net inputs between target output neuron and the neuron with highest net input (step 
8 of the pseudo-code in Section 3.2.2) is used as <> in the weight update formula. (In fact, direct 
extension of TP to WTA groups was found to perform poorly and thus the above heuristic 
was incorporated). The pseudo code for thermal perceptron algorithm is depicted in Figure 3.5. 
1. Initialize W (can be initialized to 0 or small random values); 
2. Set initial temperature TQ = I; F = 1: T = JTQ; 
3. for k := 1 to (# of epochs) do 
4. for I := 1 to (# of patterns) do 
5. Select a training example (X^.D^) at random; 
6. Compute the output vector (C): 
7. if (C ^  D*") then // incorrect classification 
8. Update weight vectors: 
• Independent: 
Wj - Wj -h/?^.(D^-0^)XPe-|WrX''|/r vj e 
• VVT.A. (neuron i has the highest net input): 
Wj - Wj + nj. • {D^j - vy e i, • -A/ 
endif 
9. Compute the average net input (Oavg) over all output neurons: 
10. 7 = 7 - (1/# of Epoch); To = {2TQ + )/3; T = ITQ; 
Figure 3.5 Thermal perceptron algorithm. 
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3.2.2.1 Time Complexity 
We use the same notation as described in RP. Step 1 and 6 take 0{Nin • Nout)- Step 2, 
5, 9 and 10 take 0{1). Step 7 takes 0{Noxit)- Step 8 takes 0{Nin • Ngut)- Thus, step 4 takes 
0(Npattem' ^in • Nout)- Therefore, the total time complexity (at step 3) is 0{Nepoch • Npattern • 
Niji • Ngrut)' 
Note that TP has a merit of not requiring the ratchet test (i.e., computing the overall train­
ing accuracy), but it depends on expensive exponent calculations and floating point arithmetic. 
3.2.2.2 Space Complexity 
As in RP, input patterns and their targets need 0{Npattem • ^in • Nout)-> an<i W requires 
0{Nin • Nout)- Thus, the overall space complexity is 0{Npattem • Nin • Nout)-
3.2.3 Barycentric Correction Procedure 
The barycentric correction procedure (BCP) [Poulard, 1995] is «in efficient algorithm for 
training single layer neurons. It is based on the geometric properties of the training patterns 
and provides a framework for rapidly determining a stable weight setting that correctly classifies 
as large a subset of the training patterns as possible. 
The BCP algorithm for two-category classification involves iteratively computing the barycen-
ters for each of the two classes and the threshold in a bid to minimize the number of misclassi-
fications. The BCP features separate methods for computing the weights and the threshold of 
the TLU being trained. Let Ni and No be the number of patterns in S+ tind S- respectively. 
The barycenters bi and bo represent the weighted averages of the patterns Ln S+ and «S_ re­
spectively with ot= (qi, • • - jOAf,) and (/ii, • ••jfiNo) representing the weighting coefficients 
for patterns belonging to S+ and «S_ respectively. The weight vector W = (tui, • • -, Wff) is 
determined as W = bi — bo. The threshold 6 is then chosen to optimize classification accuracy. 
The sets = {—W•X''|Xp G 5+} and VQ = {—W •X''|X'' G 5_} representing the projections 
of the individual patterns on the weight vector W are first computed, ff max(t/i) < min(i/o) it is 
clear that the projections of the patterns belonging to the two classes do not overlap and hence 
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the patterns S+ and S- are linearly separable. 0 is set to ^^ separating 
hyperplane is given by W = (d,W). ff however, max({/i) > min(i/t)) then the pattern set is not 
linearly separable and 9 is selected randomly from the interval [—W • bi .. — W - bo]. Like RP, 
BCP maintains a pocket hyperplane Hpocket = i^pockeu^poeket) capturing the threshold and 
weights encoimtered daring training that together give minininTn classification error. For each 
training epoch t the candidate pocket hjrperplane is denoted as W). 
^pocket 
is selected from a pool of values representing the overlapping region of patterns belonging to 
both classes in the set of projections i/ = I/iU VQ. The separation (or gap) of the patterns from 
the hjrperplane Wpocket computed as the sum of the distances from closest 
patterns on either side. Finally, "W-pocket replaces the current pocket hyperplane CHpocket) if the 
number of misclassiiications is less than the number of misclassifications of "Hpocket or if the 
number of misclassiiications is the same and the gap is greater than the gap of "Hpocket • To end 
one epoch, the weighting coefficients of the patterns that are still misclassified are boosted up 
by a positive weighting modification. Intuitively, this causes the misclassified patterns of the 
two classes to be weighted more heavily in the computation of the barycenters. Training is 
performed for a prespecified number of epochs at the end of which the best weights represented 
by the pocket h3T)erpIane are returned. 
The multicategory extension of the BCP is implemented as a sequence of A/ calls to the 
two-category BCP procedure once for each of the M pattern classes. The training set for 
output neuron j is constructed by assigning target output 1 to patterns of class j and output 
— 1 to all other patterns. 
The extension of the BCP to WTA groups involves treating the barycenters for each class of 
patterns as the weights for the corresponding neuron. The thresholds for the neurons are then 
determined by minimizing the loss due to misdassification. The loss-minimization algorithm 
[Hrycej, 1992] can be adapted for this purpose. Of course, the loss minimization algorithm 
can be used by itself as a weight training rule for the weights of the TLU. However, the 
convergence speed of this process which is based on loss minimization by gradient decent is 
excruciatingly slow for the complex loss surface when it is used to train the weights and the 
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threshold. Thus we use the loss minimization routine to compute just the thresholds in this 
case. Given the set of weights, the loss can be defined as the sum squared error incurred in 
classifying each pattern. Suppose the TLIJ numbered i with weight vector W,- (remember 
that in the case of the BCP the threshold 0,- is computed separately from the weight vector) 
produces the highest activation among all the neurons for pattern Xp. Suppose j is the correct 
classification for pattern X''. Then the cumulative loss for the training patterns is given by 
Q = ~ where nf = X** -W,- is the activation of neuron i in response to pattern 
XP. It can be shown that the cumulative loss function is a convex differentiable function of the 
modifiable thresholds, and consequently, has a unique minimnm [Shynk, 1990; Hrycej, 1992]. 
The thresholds that correspond to the minimum value of Q are found by gradient descent. It is 
easy to prove that such a learning rule is guaranteed to find a set of separating thresholds if the 
training set is linearly separable. Even if the training set is not linearly separable, this method 
guarantees to find the thresholds that minimize the cumulative loss and hence maximize the 
number of correctly classified patterns. However, the quality of the solution is a function of 
the distribution of patterns in the pattern space. Because the purpose of introducing loss 
minimization algorithm here is to find the optimal thresholds to minimize the misclassification 
and use the routine as an inner loop of WTA BCP. we provide a limited number of iterations to 
perform the gradient descent instead of allowing indefinite training time. Finally, to obviate the 
oscillation of cumulative loss due to large learning rate, we dynamically decrease the learning 
rate T) if the cumulative loss diverges during the gradient descent. 
The pseudo code in Figure 3.6 is the independent BCP for two class problems. For multi-
category problems, this procedure is nm several times (once for each category) as described 
before. 
The pseudo code for WTA barycentric correction procedure is depicted in Figure 3.7. Let 
ot denote a collection of weighting coefficients aj. Let W (and Wp^citet) denote a collection of 
weight vectors Wj (and pocket vectors "Wpocket) for each class j. Let 0= [^i,• ••,614] be the 
thresholds of the M neurons and ®pocket be the pocket thresholds. 
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1. Initialize a and ft to values in the range [l,a]; 
2. for k := 1 to (# of epochs) do 
3. Compute bi and bo; 
4. Set W = hi - bo; 
5. Compute 1^1 and I/q; 
6. if (maxi^ < mini/o) then begin; 
7. 
8. Return H = [0,'W\ and stop; 
else 
9. Pick d randomly from [—W • hi .. — W • bo]; 
10. Compute the candidate 6\,ocket S^-P of 'f^pocket-
11. Replace the pocket hyperplane Hpocket by "H^pocket '^pocket correctly classifies 
more training exajnples than Hpocket or has same classification accuracy 
and a larger gap; 
12. Update a and ft: 
endif 
Figure 3.6 Barycentric correction procedure (independent). 
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1. Initialize a; 
2. for k := 1 to (# of epochs) do 
3. for j := 1 to Af do 
4. Compute bj; 
5. Set Wj = bj; 
6. Determine © by loss minimization; 
7. if (all patterns are correctly classified by H = [©,W]) then 
8. return H and stop; 
9. else If (7t results in fewer errors compared to Hpocket = [®pocket-^pocket]) then 
10. 'Hpocket-
endrf 
1 1 .  Update a; 
Figure 3.7 Baxycentric correction procedure (VVTA). 
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3.2.3.1 Time Complexity 
Using the same notation as in RP we analyze the time complexity as: 
1. Independent BCP 
Step 1, 3, 6 and 12 take OiNpauem)- Step 4 takes 0(iV,„). Step 5 and 11 take 
0{^Npattern ' ^ in)' Step 7, 8 and 9 take 0(1). Step 10 takes Oi^Npattcm^^^pattem)' 
Thus, the total time complexity (at step 2 with multicategory) is C?(max[iVo„t - Nepoch • 
^pottemlg Npattem, N^t' Nepoch ' ^pattern.' ^^n]). (For multicategory problems, the algo­
rithm should be run for each output.) 
2. WTA BCP 
Step 1, 4 and 11 take 0{Npattem)- Step 5 takes 0{Nin), and therefore step 3 takes 
(!7(max[^0ut • ^out ' ) • Step 6 takes inner epoch ' ^pattern ' ^ tn ' out) 
{innerepoch is needed for loss minimization). Step 7 takes OlNpattern * ^in)- Step 8 and 
9 take C?(l). Step 10 takes 0(iV,„ • Nout)- Thus, the total time complexity (at step 2) is 
Of^Ngpoch ' ^pattern ' ^ in ' ^out)-
3.2.3.2 Space Complexity 
As in RP, the space requirement for the input patterns and their targets is 0( A pattern ' A in • 
Nout)- W, Wpocket and b require 0(Nin • Nout)j and © and ®pocket require O(Nout)- Thus, 
the overall space complexity is 0{Npattem • Nin • Nout)-
3.3 Datasets 
In order to conduct a thorough and systematic comparison between the three edgorithms, 
a wide range of datasets was chosen based on a set of carefully chosen criteria which involved: 
• Attribute Type: binary/bipolar, integer and real valued attributes. 
• Number of Output Categories: two classes or multiple output classes. 
• Linear separability: separable and non-separable sets of training patterns. 
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The real-world datasets used are avaflable at UC Irvine's Machine Learning repository [Murphy 
& Aha, 1994]. Table 3.1 summarizes the characteristics of the datasets selected for our exper­
iments. Train and Test are the number of patterns in the training and test sets, respectively. 
Attribute is the number of input attributes. Class is the number of output classes. 
Table 3.1 Datasets used in the experiments. 
Oataset Train Test Attribute Attribute Type Class 
balance 416 209 4 real 3 
concentric (two concentric circles) 1666 834 2 real 2 
glass 142 72 9 real 6 
ionosphere 234 117 34 real 2 
liver 230 115 6 real 2 
p7 (7-bit parity) 128 0 7 bipolar 2 
pima 512 256 8 real 2 
r5 (5-bit random) 32 0 5 bipolar 3 
sep (separable data) 200 100 4 real 2 
soybean 33 14 35 integer 4 
wdbc 380 189 30 real 2 
wine 120 58 13 real 3 
WTA-sep (separable data in WT.A. sense) 44 21 2 real 5 
3.4 Experiments and Results 
Several experiments were conducted to maJce a fair comparison between the three per-
ceptron algorithms (BCP, RP and TP) in terms of classification accuracy, training time, and 
learning curve. Also, a constructive learning algorithm was chosen to study the inductive bias 
of the perceptron algorithms in the constructive learning algorithm. 
3.4.1 Classification Accuracy 
To compare the classification accuracy, sufficient learning time (in terms of the number of 
epochs) was allowed to each algorithm. An epoch indicates a single random pattern presentation 
in RP, I randomly drawn patterns from the training set in TP (where I is the size of the 
trciining set), and a presentation of the entire set of training patterns in BCP. A run of RP was 
terminated upon attaining 100% accuracy on the training data or when the pocket weights 
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Table 3.2 Classification accuracy (independent). 
RP TP BCP 
Dataset train test train test train test 
balance 88.5 ± 0.5 85.6 ± 0.8 84.3 ± 2.8 82.2 ± 1.4 87.7 ± 0.5 82.1 ± 1.1 
concentric 62.7 ±0.0 64.0 ± 0.0 62.7 ± 0.0 64.0 ± 0.0 55.9 ± 0.0 53.1 ± 0.1 
glass 46.8 ± 1.6 41.8 ± 4.5 39.1 ± 2.1 28.9 ± 2.9 54.4 ± 2.0 40.7 ± 4.1 
ionosphere 91.9 ± 0.9 95.0 ± 1.7 95.4 ± 0.5 91.6 ± 2.3 91.9 ± 0.2 95.1 ± 0.9 
liver 70.7 ±1.0 70.8 ± 3.0 71.7 ± 0.9 72.1 ± 2.6 72.0 ± 0.3 70.2 ± 1.7 
p7 61.0 ± 4.5 — 65.2 ± 1.6 — 63.6 ± 3.8 — 
pima 68.9 ± 1.0 68.7 ± 2.0 72.0 ± 0.8 71.0 ± 1.4 74.6 ± 0.4 77.8 ± 0.7 
r5 56.9 ± 3.4 — 58.6 ± 4.9 — 57.6 ± 3.8 — 
Sep 100 ±0.0 99.8 ± 0.5 100 ± 0.0 99.8 ± 0.5 100 ± 0.0 99.8 ± 0.4 
soybean 100 ± 0.0 92.3 ± 7.4 100 ± 0.0 94.3 ± 4.6 100 ± 0.0 80.9 ± 4.0 
wdbc 92.3 ± 0.3 91.4 ± 4.1 92.7 ± 0.2 90.8 ± 1.4 90.3 ± 0.0 91.6 ±0.2 
wine 71.8 ± 6.3 75.9 ± 10.3 77.1 ± 1.5 85.4 ± 2.2 73.9 ± 3.9 83.2 ± 3.3 
WTA-sep 71.1 ± 1.4 78.7 ± 3.1 59.9 ± 12.2 62.5 ± 11.7 58.6 ± 1.1 57.0 ± 1.0 
did not ondergo update for a stretch of 50,000 epochs (pattern presentations). Training was 
conducted until either all patterns were correctly classified or 500 training epochs were reached 
for TP and BCP. In the case of TP. a heuristic alteration of the initial temperature was 
performed after each epoch (as suggested in [Burgess. 1994]). 
Table 3.2 and 3.3 report the average accuracy and the standard deviation over 25 runs of the 
three algorithms with independent and WTA training strategy, respectively. Datasets without 
a test set have 's in the column for testing accuracy. Dynamic reduction of the learning 
rate was performed in the loss minimization routine for the WTA BCP. If the cumulative 
loss diverged over 5 consecutive epochs of the loss minimization routine the learning rate was 
decreased to 0.95 times its current value (with the initial learning rate set to 1.0). © is 
randomly initialized and a are randomly initialized to integer values between 1 and 4. 
As we can see from Table 3.2 ajid 3.3, given enough training time the three algorithms 
are comparable in general. However, each algorithm outperforms the others on some datasets. 
For almost all multi-category datasets, WTA strategy gave higher accuracies (except the wine 
dataset for BCP). 
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Table 3.3 Classification accuracy (WTA). 
RP TP BCP 
Dataset train test train test train test 
balance 92.1 ± 0.9 89.2 ±1.4 91.8 ±1.1 89.5 ± 0.8 92.3 ± 0.3 89.9 ± 0.2 
glass 56.5 ± 4.5 48.2 ± 6.9 58.8 ± 3.9 43.2 ± 3.6 49.0 ± 0.5 51.2 ±1.9 
r5 67.9 ± 1.9 — 76.3 ±1.8 — 66.6 ± 1.5 — 
soybean 100 ± 0.0 98.9 ± 2.7 100 ± 0.0 96.9 ± 4.2 100 ± 0.0 100 ± 0.0 
wine 91.7 ± 2.4 95.7 ± 1.2 91.5 ±0.4 93.5 ± 1.1 70.2 ± 0.4 81.3 ±0.6 
WTA-sep 100 ± 0.0 100 ± 0.0 100 ± 0.0 100 ± 0.0 100 ± 0.0 100 ± 0.0 
3.4.2 Training Time 
In the previous set of experiments virtually unlimited training time is allowed, but it does 
not guarantee monotonic increase of training accuracy. We have compared the relative speeds 
of the three algorithms by measuring the total CPU time in seconds taken by each algorithm 
to reach 50%, 60%, 70%, 80% and 90% classification accuracy on the training set. Tables 3.4-
3.9 show the average training times and the standard deviations needed to achieve the above 
accuracy milestones for 25 runs of each dataset. The total time represents the CPU time 
taken to achieve either 100% classification accuracy (on separable datasets) or the total time 
to complete the meiximum epochs allowed for training. A in a column indicates that the 
Table 3.4 Training time for RP (independent). 
Dataset 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% total time 
balance 0.04 ±0.01 0.05 ±0.01 0.06 ± 0.02 0.09 ±0.03 — 4.03 ±1.00 
concentric 0.05 ± 0.00 0.07 ±0.02 - — - 65.63 ± 60.62 
glass 4.94 ± 0.00 - - — - 12.77 ±3.40 
ionosphere 0.03 ±0.01 0.05 ±0.01 0.07 ±0.02 0.13 ±0.05 1.06 ±0.62 6.70 ± 1.23 
liver 0.01 ±0.01 0.06 ±0.04 0.82 ± 0.83 — - 3.78 ± 1.14 
p7 0.02 ± 0.02 1.16 ± 1.34 
- -
- 4.12 ±0.97 
pima 0.03 ±0.01 0.04 ±0.02 3.77 ±2.79 — - 4.92 ± 1.65 
r5 0.33 ± 0.50 - - — — 5.83 ±1.48 
sep 0.01 ±0.00 0.01 ±0.00 0.01 ±0.00 0.01 ±0.01 0.02 ±0.01 0..35±0.17 
soybean 0.02 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.01 0.03 ±0.01 0.05 ± 0.02 0.06 ±0.02 0.08 ± 0.02 
wdbc 0.06 ± 0.02 0.10 ±0.01 0.13 ±0.03 0.11 ±0.03 0.21 ±0.07 8.82 ±4.91 
wine 0.23 ± 0.25 0.59 ± 0.87 10.14 ±1.91 20.62 ±0.00 - 15.71 ±5.38 
WTA-sep 0.13 ±0.06 0.40 ±0.22 1.45 ±0.51 
— 
- 4.61 ±0.85 
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Table 3.5 Training time for TP (independent). 
Dataset 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% total time 
balance 0.26 ±0.31 0.25 ±0.23 0.17 ±0.18 0.26 ±0.22 — 48.48 ± 33.69 
concentric 0.08 ±0.02 0.08 ±0.03 — — — 905.99 ±1001.31 
glass 5.04 ±2.35 — — — — 59.29 ±30.02 
ionosphere 0.04 ±0.02 0.06 ± 0.02 0.11 ±0.03 0.20 ±0.06 1.00 ±0.52 148.13 ±27.32 
liver 0.05 ± 0.06 0.23 ± 0.12 0.81 ± 1.13 — — 30.50 ± 12.68 
p7 0.0I±0.00 2.32 ±1.24 — — — 22.70 ± 2.80 
pima 0.ir±0.30 0.23 ± 0.30 8.71 ± 3.84 — - 79.87 ±28.33 
v5 0.23 ±0.21 1.27 ±0.07 — — - 9.13 ± 3.52 
sep 0.01 ± 0.00 0.01 ±0.00 0.01 ± 0.00 0.02 ± 0.01 0.03 ±0.01 0.39 ±0.13 
soybean 0.04 ±0.01 0.05 ± 0.01 0.05 ± 0.01 0.07 ±0.01 0.08 ±0.02 0.10 ±0.02 
wdbc 0.30 ± 0.37 2.11 ±2.08 1.17 ±0.81 1.57 ± 1.00 1.72 ±1.18 17-5.08 ± 36.51 
wine 0.29 ±0.13 0.51 ±0.49 5.73 ± 0.36 — — 88.34 ± 4.30 
WTA-sep 0.14 ±0.06 0.38 ± 0.20 0.96 ± 0.35 — - 7.26 ± 1.68 
Table 3.6 Training time for BCP (independent). 
Dataset 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% total time 
concentric 0.43 ±0.01 — — — — 206.97 ±2.21 
ionosphere 
- — 0.04 ±0.01 0.14 ±0.08 1.29 ±0.68 14.08 ±0.28 
liver 
- 0.02 ±0.01 0.28 ±0.21 — - 11.54 ±0.32 
P7 0.01 ±0.00 0.46 ± 0.44 - - - 4.16 ±0.22 
pima 





0.02 ± 0.00 0.18 ±0.04 
wdbc 
- — -
0.06 ± 0.00 1.65 ± 0.37 25.30 ± 0.52 
corresponding level of training was not achieved (i.e., either the training jumped to a higher 
level of accuracy or the training could achieve only a lower accuracy level). Since the indepen­
dent BCP training algorithms for datasets with multiple output classes involves independently 
training each class of patterns, it is not possible to measure the total time to achieve the various 
accuracy levels. 
Theoretically, the variants of the perceptron learning algorithm converge to the optimal 
classification on linearly non-sepaxable data only when unlimited training time is allowed. 
However, in practice unlimited training time is not allowable and thus a limited time should 
be given instead. From the results we observe that in general RP takes the least total time for 
training. It reaches the highest accuracy much faster than TP and BCP. This can be attributed 
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Table 3.7 T^raining time for RP (WTA). 
Dataset 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% total time 
balance 0.12 ±0.03 0.15 ±0.04 0.20 ±0.07 0.23 ±0.07 1.84 ±1.50 12.54 ±3.81 
glass 3.59 ±1.92 19.48 ±4.23 — — — 23.94 ±8.17 
r5 0.03 ±0.02 0.25 ±0.28 5.09 ±1.32 - - 10.80 ± 2.36 
soybean 0.03 ±0.01 0.02 ±0.01 0.03 ±0.01 0.04 ±0.02 0.06 ± 0.02 0.09 ± 0.03 
wine 0.14 ±0.05 0.21 ±0.12 2.33 ± 0.82 6.14 ±1.26 13.13 ±2.71 24.26 ±3.49 
WTA-sep 0.08 ± 0.03 0.12 ±0.06 0.22 ±0.07 0.31 ± 0.09 0.57 ±0.17 1.14 ±0.28 
Table 3.8 Training time for TP (WTA). 
Dataset 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% total time 
balance 0.43 ± 0.54 1.92 ±1.04 1.46 ±1.08 1.50 ± 1.08 2.96 ±1.63 112.16 ±51.20 
glass 4.51 ±3.19 17.09 ±0.87 — - — 137.21 ± 22.79 
r5 0.03 ±0.02 0.22 ±0.43 1.60 ±0.68 — — 75.75 ± 1.63 
soybean 0.06 ±0.02 0.08 ±0.03 0.08 ± 0.02 0.12 ±0.01 0.12 ±0.02 0.15 ± 0.04 
wine 0.55 ± 0.30 0.61 ± 0.24 3.90 ±1.39 7.11 ± 1.07 9.70 ±1.25 97.32 ± 10.33 
WTA-sep 0.12 ±0.04 0.18 ±0.06 0.31 ± 0.07 0.49 ±0.11 0.75 ±0.18 1.19 ±0.20 
to the simplicity of the algorithm. BCP on the other hand has the merit of achieving high 
accuracy very rapidly. The high total training time in the case of BCP is indicative of the 
time spent in training without any substantial improvement in training accuracy. The quick 
convergence to high accuracy levels in the BCP can be exploited to rapidly train constructive 
networks. 
Table 3.9 Training time for BCP (WTA). 
Dataset 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% total time 











32.88 ± 0.39 
soybean 
- - -
- 0.13 ±0.13 0.20 ± 0.34 
wine 




- - 0.62 ± 0.00 0.62 ±0.01 0.64 ± 0.04 4.00 ± 5.46 
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3.4.3 Learning Curve 
There can be varions possibilities in the process of perceptron training. For example, an 
algorithm can reach a near-optimal solution very fast but approach to the optimal solution 
slowly from there. On the other hand, another algorithm can reach the optimal solution with 
a constant speed. (For example, we can choose the former for problems that need a reasonable 
solution within a time constraint, and choose the latter for problems that need a good solution 
within a finite time limit). Therefore, studjring the bias of perceptron algorithms with respect to 
the lecLming speed is of interest. We compared the learning speeds of the algorithms by plotting 
the learning curves of the algorithms on ionosphere and the pima datasets. Both datasets 
cire real-world and substantially large and fairly good training accuracies are possible with each 
of the three algorithms on these datasets. Ten runs were performed with the same parameter 
settings as described earlier. The training and generalization accuracies were measured at the 
end of each epoch for each of the three algorithms. Note that for the purpose of this experiment 
in the case of RP and TP, one epoch was measured as a presentation of / randomly chosen 
training patterns (where / is the total number of training patterns for the dataset) while in 
the case of the BCP each epoch involved seeing aU the training patterns once. Training was 
performed for 500 epochs. 
Figure 3.8 and 3.9 show the learning curves for the three algorithms. In the case of iono­
sphere both BCP and RP climb to a high level of training accuracy very rapidly. TP performs 
poorly at the start but stabilizes to a good training and test accuracy toward the end of the 
training epochs. The pima dataset clearly shows the demarcation between the three training 
algorithms. Here the BCP outperforms both TP and RP in both the training and generalization 
accuracies. TP starts off poorly but eventually stabilizes to an accuracy level comparable to 
RP. 
3.4.4 The Impact of Perceptron Learning in Constructive Neural Networks 
As explained in Section 5.1, a perceptron learning algorithm can not classify a linearly 
non-separable data [Minsky Sz Papert, 1969]. Constructive neural network learning algorithms 
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[GaUant, 1993; Honavar & Ulir, 1993; Honavar et aL, 1999a] provide a framework for incre­
mental construction of networks. They keep recruiting a set of hidden neurons and setting the 
connections (i.e., weights) between neurons in a systematic way until the stopping criteria <Lre 
satisfied (e.g., 100% training accuracy is reached or the number of hidden neurons recruited 
exceeds some limit). Several constructive learning algorithms appeared in the literature and 
are shown to guarantee 100% training accuracy theoretically [Mezard & Nadal, 1989: Nadal, 
1989; Frean, 1990; Gallant, 1990: Marchand et aL, 1990; Burgess. 1994: Yang et aL. 1996: 
Parekh et aL, 1997b; Parekh, 1998; Yang et aL, 1998b]. Most of them employ a perceptron 
style weight update procedure (e.g., RP) to determine the weight setting between neurons. 
The performance of the perceptron algorithm used in the constructive learning algorithm de­
termines the overall performance of classification. In other words, if the perceptron learning 
algorithm fails to find a proper weight setting for newly recruited neurons, it would not de­
crease the classification error and thus not converge to 100% training accuracy. Therefore, 
exploring the bias of a perceptron learning algorithm in the context of constructive learning 
algorithm is clearly of interest. 
The Tiling algorithm [M^ard &: Nadal. 1989: Yang et aL. 1996: Parekh. 1998] is chosen 
in our experiments. The Tiling algorithm constructs a strictly layered network of TLUs. The 
bottom-most layer receives inputs from each of the input neurons. The neurons in each subse­
quent layer receive inputs from those in the layer immediately below itself. Each layer maintains 
M master neurons for M output classes. The network construction procedure ensures that the 
master neurons in a given layer correctly classify more patterns than the master neurons of the 
previous layer. Each layer maintains a set of ancillary neurons that are added and trained to 
ensure a faithful representation of the training patterns. The faithfulness criterion states that 
no two training examples belonging to different classes should produce identical output at any 
given layer. See chapter 4 for a detailed description on Tiling algorithm. The Tiling algorithm 
is shown to outperform other constructive learning algorithms in various datasets [Parekh, 
1998]. The reason is most likely due to the fact that the Tiling algorithm trains neurons on 
progressively smaller subset of the entire training set. 
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Three artificial datasets are used to study the internal bias of RP, TP and BCP: 
• concentric; concentric circles dataset in Table 3.1. 
• Dl: two well-formed clusters of two classes with a region of mixed patterns belonging to 
different classes (see Figure 3.10(a)). There are 250 patterns in both training and test 
sets. 
• D2: totally randomly generated patterns (see Figure 3.10(b)). There are 250 patterns 
in both training and test sets. 
In Figure 3.10, white boxes denote patterns belonging to a single class and shaded boxes 
indicate patterns belonging to both classes (A and B). 
Class H Class 
A Q B 
(a) Dl: Marginally non-separable data (b) D2: Random data 
Figure 3.10 Two artificial datasets. 
Table 3.10 shows the average performance of 10 runs of the perceptron algorithms on the 
three artificial datasets. Table 3-11 shows the average performance of 10 runs of the Tiling 
algorithm combined with the perceptron algorithms for the three artificial datasets (Tiling-RP, 
Tiling-TP, and Tiling-BCP). Here, success is the number of runs that succeeded to converge. 
Table 3.10 Performance in a single layer perceptron 
RP TP BCP 
Dataset train test train test train test 
concentric 62.7 64.0 62.7 64.0 55.9 .53.1 
Dl 91.9 90.7 91.0 90.8 92.1 90.2 
D2 55.7 53.3 53.3 47.6 56.8 56.8 
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Table 3.11 Performance in Tiling algorithm 
Dataset 
Tiling-RP 
success train test 
Tiling-TP 
success tmin test 
Tiling-BCP 
success train test 
concentric 0 0 10 100 99.1 
Dl 3 100 89.2 10 100 90.0 10 100 89.3 
D2 9 100 50.5 9 100 50.0 10 100 51.7 
Table 3.10 shows comparable accuracy between the three algorithms in Dl cind D2. How­
ever, BCP gave lower accnracy for concentric since the barycenters of patterns in both classes 
are very close. 
The performance of Tiling algorithm with different perceptron algorithms is different from 
that of perceptron algorithms used alone. In particular, Tiling-BCP always converged to net­
works with 100% trciining accuracy while Tiling-RP and Tiling-TP did not converge at all on 
concentric. On Dl «ind D2, the Tiling-BCP always converged to networks with 100% training 
accuracy while Tiling-RP and Tiling-TP failed to converge in several runs. All three algorithms 
gave comparable generalization accuracy. This shows that Tiling-BCP outperforms Tiling-RP 
ajxd Tiling-TP though there was not much difference in single layer perceptron learning. 
3.5 Summary and Discussion 
Perceptrons are simple computing elements inspired by a biological neuron. .A. perceptron 
is capable of classifying a linearly separable set of patterns. The perceptron learning algorithm 
finds a proper weight setting to classify such patterns. However, the perceptron learning 
algorithm can not classify linearly non-separable datasets, and its behavior is unpredictable. 
A number of variants of the perceptron learning algorithm have been proposed to optimize the 
performance for linearly non-sepaxable datasets. 
Three most commonly used variants of perceptron learning algorithms (pocket Jiigorithm 
[Gallant, 1993], thermal perceptron [Frean, 1992], and barycentric correction procedure [Poulard, 
1995]) are compared experimentally on a collection of benchmark datasets. Both independent 
and winner-take-all strategies were designed for the algorithms and evaluated on multiple out-
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pnt classes. 
The three algorithms were comparable in terms of training accuracy on the datasets used 
for comparison though some algoritiun performed better than others on some datasets. The 
difference in the accuracy was large for some datasets due to the inductive bias of each al­
gorithm. For example, BCP performed poorly on concentric dataset which produces similar 
barycenters for each class. On the contrary, BCP performed even better than RP and TP on the 
difficult pima dataset. As expected, WTA training gave higher accuracies than independent 
training. 
BCP approached the best accuracy very fast while RP and TP required sufficient time. 
Because of its simplicity, RP was the fastest given the stopping criteria set up for each algorithm. 
BCP's fast convergence was also verified by the learning curves on ionosphere and pima 
datasets. Both BCP and TP showed nice performance of continuously increasing generalization 
accuracies during learning. 
Preliminary experiments on three artificial datasets show that BCP outperforms RP and 
TP in a constructive learning algorithm. 
Some avenues for future research include: 
• Each variant of the perceptron learning algorithm has its own inductive bias. In other 
words, some algorithm can outperform others for certain kind of tasks. Exploiting the 
bias and choosing the right algorithm for a dataset will be of significant importance. 
• Multilayer perceptrons are necessary to obtain 100% trciining accuracy for linearly non-
separable data. Constructive neural network learning algorithms generate networks of 
multiple layers of perceptrons dynamically for this purpose. Most of the constructive 
learning algorithms rely on a perceptron style weight update procedure to find the 
weight setting for generated neurons. The performance of a constructive learning algo­
rithm heavily depends on the perceptron learning algorithm it employs. Each perceptron 
learning algorithm h«is its own inductive bias. Exploiting the bias and choosing the right 
algorithm for a dataset will be of significant importance. Further experiments with var­
ious datasets combined with several constructive learning algorithms axe necessary for 
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a thorough study of the inductive bias of each perceptron learning algorithm. Chap­
ter 4 introduces several constructive neural network learning algorithms for real-valued 
patterns with multiple classes. 
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4 CONSTRUCTIVE LEARNING ALGORITHMS FOR NETWORKS OF 
PERCEPTRONS 
4.1 Introduction 
Constructive (or generative) neural network algorithms are not restricted to a priori chosen 
network architectures. Instead, they attempt to dynamically discover an adequate network 
architecture for a given task. Some of the motivations for using constructive neural network 
learning algorithms include [Honavar, 1990; Honavar k. Uhr, 1993: Parekh, 1998]: 
• Limitations of learning by weight modification alone xuithin an a priori fixed network 
architecture: 
Learning by weight modification involves searching the weight space for an acceptable 
solution that satisfies the desired performance criterion (e.g.. classification error). To be 
successful, such a solution must lie within the weight space being searched, and the search 
procedure employed must be able to locate it. If the user does not have adequate problem-
specific knowledge that could be used to choose an appropriate network architecture, the 
process can try ad hoc choices of network architectures, which leads to trial-and-errors. 
Constructive algorithms can potentially offer a way around this problem by extending 
the search for a solution to the space of network topologies in a controlled fashion. 
• Complexity of the network and the classification task: 
It is desirable that a learning algorithm construct networks whose complexity (in terms 
of relevant criteria such as number of nodes, number of links, connectivity, etc.) is com­
mensurate with the intrinsic complexity of the classification task (implicitly specified 
by the training data). Everything else being equal, the more compact the network, the 
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more likely it is that it exhibits better generalization properties. In addition, smaller net­
works yield efficient hardware implementations. Constructive algorithms can potentially 
discover near-minimal networks for correct classification of a given dataset. 
• Estimation of expected case complexity of pattern classification tasks: 
Many pattern classification tasks are known to be computationally hard. However, little 
is known about the expected case complexity of classification tasks that are encountered. 
«ind successfully solved, by living systems - primarily because it is difficult to mathemat­
ically characterize the properties of such problem instances. Constructive algorithms, if 
successful, can provide useful empirical estimates of expected case complexity of real-
world pattern classification tasks. 
• Trade-offs among performance measures: 
Different constructive learning algorithms offer natural means of trading off certain per­
formance measures against others. For instance, some algorithm can yield higher gen-
ercdization accuracy and/or smaller network size but longer training time. Others can 
converge to the solution faster but with lower generalization accuracy and/or larger net­
work size. 
• Incorporation of prior knowledge: 
Constructive algorithms provide a natural framework for incorporating problem-specific 
knowledge into the initial network configuration. Knowledge refinement can then be 
performed using new training examples. 
Two prominent approaches to constructive learning include growing algorithms and shrink­
ing algorithms: 
• Growing algorithms: 
They start with an initial network composed of input and output neurons. .A. set of hidden 
neurons are then added into the network iteratively based on some criteria [Mezard fc 
Nadal, 1989: Gallant, 1990; Frean. 1990: Marchand et al.. 1990: Burgess. 1994: Yang 
et al.. 1998b]. For instance, when the current network does not yield improved training 
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accttracy, new hidden nenrons are added, and then trained. This process of addition and 
training of new hidden neurons is repeated until some suitably selected stopping criteria 
is satisfied (e.g., the training accuracy increased up to some level or the number of hidden 
neurons exceed some limit). 
• Shrinking algorithms: 
They are exactly the opposite of growing algorithms. They start with sufficient number 
of hidden neurons in the initial network. A set of hidden neurons are then deleted from 
the network based on some criteria. For example, if some hidden neurons are determined 
to be redundant or irrelevant, they are eliminated [Mozer & Smolensky. 1989: Parekh 
et aL, 1997c]. In addition, the error function can be modified to include a penalty term 
for weight decay, and the weights of insignificant magnitude are eliminated [Hanson k: 
Pratt, 1991; Le Cun et aL, 1990; Weigend et aL, 1991]. 
In both cases, there should be a well-defined procedures of growing or shrinking the net­
works. For instance, it should be specified that where new neurons are added, how they are 
interconnected, which set of training patterns are to be used to train newly added neurons, 
what learning algorithm is to be used, which neurons are deleted on what basis, and the like. 
In this dissertation, we focus on growing algorithms. 
A number of growing constructive learning algorithms have been proposed in the literature. 
They are clcissiiied into two groups based on the type of the neurons recruited: sigmoid or 
perceptron. 
[Ash. 1989; Fahlman & Lebiere, 1990; Hirose et aL. 1991] proposed constructive neurcd 
network learning algorithms with sigmoid neurons. They used training sdgorithms for neurons 
similar to the backpropagation algorithm. A constructive learning algorithm using radial basis 
function was also proposed in [Roy et aL, 1995]. 
[M^ard & Nadal, 1989; Nadal. 1989; Frean, 1990; Gallant. 1990: Golea Sz Marchand, 1990; 
Marchand et aL, 1990; Bose k Geirga, 1993; Burgess, 1994; Campbell k. Vicente, 1995; Def-
fuant. 1995] proposed constructive neural network learning algorithms with perceptrons. Such 
networks offer significant representational and computational efficiencies and simpler digital 
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hardware realizations than their continiioiis counterparts. In addition, they are guaranteed 
to converge to zero classiiication errors on all finite and non-contradictory datasets using a 
perceptron learning algorithm. 
There have been also several approaches in the design of neural networks using genetic 
algorithms [Kitano, 1990; Andersen &: Tsoi, 1993]. They produce the best neural network 
based on some fitness function using either sigmoid neurons or perceptrons as hidden neurons. 
Among the various constructive neural network learning algorithms with perceptrons for 
2-category pattern classiiication tasks proposed in the literature, the Tower [Nadal. 1989: 
Gallant, 1990], Pyramid [Gallant, 1990], Tiling [Mezard & Nadal. 1989]. Vpstart [Frean. 
1990], Perceptron Cascade [Burgess, 1994], and Sequential [Maxchand et al.. 1990] algorithms 
are studied in this dissertation. With the exception of the Sequential learning algorithm, 
constructive leciming algorithms are based on the idea of transforming the task of determining 
the necessary network topology and weights to two subtasks: 
• Incremental addition of one or more perceptrons to the network when the existing network 
topology fails to achieve the desired classification accuracy on the training set. 
• Training the added perceptrons using some variant of the perceptron trziining algorithm. 
In the case of the Sequential learning algorithm, hidden neurons are added and trained by an 
appropriate weight training rule to exclude as many patterns belonging to the same class as 
possible from the currently unexcluded patterns. 
The constructive algorithms differ in terms of their choices regarding: restrictions on input 
representation (e.g.. binar>% bipolar, or real-valued inputs); when to add a neuron; where to 
add a neuron; connectivity of the added neuron; weight initialization for the added neuron; 
how to train the added neuron (or a subnetwork affected by the addition): and so on. The 
interested reader is referred to [Chen et al.. 1995] for an analysis (in geometrical terms) of 
the decision boundaries generated by some of these constructive learning algorithms. Each of 
these algorithms can be shown to converge to networks which yield zero classification errors 
on any given training set wherein the patterns belong to one of two classes (i.e.. 2-category 
classification). The convergence proof of the Sequential learning algorithm is based on the 
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ability of the perceptron weight training algorithm to exclude at least one formerly onexcluded 
pattern from the training set each time a new hidden neoron is trained. In the case of the 
other algorithms the convergence proof is based on the ability of the perceptron weight training 
algorithm to find a weight setting for each newly added neoron or neurons such that the 
number of pattern misclassifications is reduced by at least one each time a neuron (or a set 
of neurons) is added and trained and the network's outputs are recomputed. We will refer to 
such a perceptron weight training algorithm as A and assume that it will correspond to an 
appropriate choice depending on the constructive algorithm being considered. In practice, the 
performance of the constructive algorithm depends partly on the choice of A and its ability 
to find weight settings that wiU reduce the total number of misclassifications (or to exclude 
at least one formerly onexcluded pattern from the training set) each time new neurons are 
added to the network and trained. Some possible choices for A when the desired task is to 
maximize classification accuracy are the pocket algorithm [GaUa^t. 1990: Gallant. 1993], the 
thermal perceptron a/jronfAm [Frean. 1992]. and the barycentric correction procedure [Poulard. 
1995] as introduced in chapter 3. A variant of the barycentric correction procedure ca.n be used 
to efficiently exclude patterns as desired by the Sequential learning algorithm. 
Pattern classification tasks often require assigning patterns to one of M (M > 2) classes. 
.Although in principle, an i\/-categor\" classification task can be reduced to an equi\'alent set 
of M 2-category classification tasks (each with its own training set constructed from the given 
iV/-category training set), a better approach might be one that takes into account the inter­
relationships between the M output classes. For instance, the knowledge of membership of 
a pattern X** in category can be used by the learning algorithm to effectively rule out 
its membership in a different category {j ^ i) and any internal representations learned 
in inducing the structure of can therefore be exploited in inducing the structure of some 
other category 'tj {j 5^ /). In the case of most constructive learning algorithms, extensions to 
multiple ootpot classes have not been e.xplored. In other Ceises, only some preliminary ideas 
(not sopported by detailed theoretical or experimental analysis) for possible molti-category 
extensions of 2-category algorithms are available in the literatore. 
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Additionally, practical classification tasks often involve patterns with real-valued attributes. 
The perceptron weight training algorithms like the pocket algorithm, thermal perceptron al­
gorithm , and barycentric correction procedure do handle patterns with real-valued attributes. 
However, extensions of the constructive learning algorithms to handle patterns with real-valued 
attributes have only been studied for the Upstart [Saffery & Thornton, 1991] and the Percep­
tron Cascade [Burgess, 1994] algorithms. 
Against this background, this chapter revisits the extended versions of the roti7er(Section 4.2), 
Pyramirf(Section 4.3), !rt7ing(Section 4.6), Upstart{Section4A). Perceptron Cascarfe(Section 4.5). 
and Sequential (Section 4.7) algorithms for multi-category pattern classification with real-
valued patterns studied in [Parekh, 1998]. Detailed algorithmic description, convergence proof, 
and performance evaluations of these algorithms are given in [Parekh, 1998]. Section 4.8 con­
cludes with summary and future research directions. 
4.2 Tower Algorithm 
The 2-category Tower algorithm [Nadal, 1989: Gallant, 1990] constructs a tower of per-
ceptrons. The bottom-most neuron receives inputs from each of the N input neurons. The 
tower is built by successively adding neurons to the network and training them using A until 
the desired classification accuracy is achieved. Each newly added neuron receives input from 
each of the N input neurons and the output of the neuron immediately below itself and takes 
over the role of the network's output. 
To handle patterns with real valued attributes it is necessary to consider the projection of 
the patterns onto a parabolic surface [Burgess, 1994]. The extension of the 2-category Tower 
algorithm to deal with multiple (Af) output categories is accomplished by simply adding M 
neurons each time a new layer is added to the tower. Each neuron in the newly added layer 
(which then serves as the network's output layer) receives inputs from the N + l input neurons 
(including the extra input of projection) as well as the M neurons in the preceding layer (if 
one exists). The newly added neurons are trained using A. A Tower network with two hidden 
layers is shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1 Multi-category Tower network. 
4.3 Pyramid Algorithm 
The 2-category Pyramid algorithm [Gallant. 1990] constructs a network in a manner similar 
to the Tower algorithm, except that each newly added neuron receives input from each of the 
N input neurons as well as the outputs of all the neurons in each of the preceding layers. The 
newly added neuron becomes the output of the network. As in the case of the Tower algorithm, 
the extension of the 2-category Pyramid aJgorithm to handle M output categories and real-
valued pattern attributes is quite straightforward. Each pattern is modified by appending the 
extra attribute ). Each newly added layer of M neurons receives inputs from the N + I 
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Hidden Layer 2: M neurons 
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' Group connection: full connectivity between tiie two biocics connected 
Figure 4.2 Mtilti-category Pyramid network. 
input neurons and the outputs of each neuron in each of the previously added layers. A 
Pyramid network with two hidden layers is shown in Figure 4.2. 
4.4 Upstart Algorithm 
The 2-category Upstart algorithm [Frean, 1990] constructs a binjiry tree of threshold neu­
rons. A simple extension of this idea to deal with M output categories would be to construct 
M independent binary trees (one for each output class). This approach fails to exploit the 
inter-relationships that might exist between the different outputs. We therefore follow an al-
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temative approach [Frean, 1990] using a single hidden layer instead of a binary tree. Again, to 
handle patterns with real-valued attributes we consider the projection of the pattern vectors*. 
The extension of the Upstart algorithm to handle multiple output categories is described 
as follows. First, an output layer of M neurons is trained using the algorithm >1. If aU the 
patterns are correctly classified, the procedure terminates without the addition of any hidden 
neurons. If that is not the case, the output neuron (Lk) that makes the most number of errors 
(in the sense ^ 's identified. Depending on whether the neuron k is wrongly-on (i.e., 
Cjt = 0,0^^ = 1) or varongly-off (i.e., = 0) more often, a wrongly-on corrector 
daughter (JT) or a wrongly-off corrector daughter (Y") is added to the hidden layer and trained 
to correct some errors of neuron Lk- For each pattern X** in the training set, the target outputs 
(C^ and Cy) for the X ajid Y daughters are determined as follows: 
• If = 0 and = 0 then (7^ = 0, = 0. 
• If Cj^ = 0 and = 1 then = 1, Cf- = 0. 
• If = 1 and 0^^ = 0 then = 0, = 1. 
• If = 1 and = 1 then C$- = 0, C?- = 0. 
The daughter is trained using the algorithm A. The daughter is connected to each neuron 
in the output layer and its weights are frozen. Then the output weights are retrained. The 
resulting network is shown in Figure 4.3. 
4.5 Perceptron Cascade Algorithm 
The Perceptron Cascade algorithm [Burgess, 1994] draws on the ideas used in the Upstart 
algorithm and constructs a neural network that is topologically similar to the one built by 
the Cascade correlation algorithm [Fahlman & Lebiere, 1990]. However, unlike the Cascade 
correlation algorithm the Perceptron Cascade algorithm uses perceptrons. Initially an output 
neuron is trained using the algorithm A. If the output neuron does not correctly classify the 
'An extension of the Upstart algorithm to handle patterns with real valued attributes using stereographic 
projection was originally proposed by [SaiFery & Thornton, 1991]. 
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Figure 4.3 Multi-category Upstart network. 
training set, a daughter neuron (wrongly-on or wrongly-ofF as desired) is added and trained to 
correct some of the errors. The daughter neuron receives inputs from each of the input neurons 
and from each of the previously added daughters. As shown in Figure 4.4 each daughter neuron 
is added to a new hidden layer during the construction of the Perceptron Cascade network. 
The targets for the daughter are determined exactly as in the case of the Upstart network. 
The extension of the Perceptron Cascade algorithm to M output classes is relatively straight 
forward. First, an output layer of M neurons is trained. If all the patterns are correctly 
classified, the procedure terminates without the addition of any hidden neurons. If that is not 
the case, the output neuron, Lk, that makes the largest number of errors (in the sense that 
CI ?£ OL) is identified and a daughter neuron (an X daughter if the neuron is wrongly-on 
more often or a V daughter if the neuron is wrongly-off more often) is added to a new hidden 
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Figure 4.4 Multi-category Perceptron Cascade network. 
layer and trained to correct some of the errors made by the output neurons. For each pattern 
X** in the training set, the target outputs for the daughter neuron are determined as in the 
Upstart algorithm. The daughter receives its inputs from each of the input neurons and from 
the outputs of each of the previously added daughters. -After the daughter is trained it is 
connected to each of the M output neurons and the output weights are retrained. Figure 4.4 
shows the construction of a Perceptron Cascade network. The extension to handle real-valued 
pattern attributes involves taking the projection of the patterns. 
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4.6 Tiling Algorithm 
The Tiling algorithm [M^ard & Nadai, 1989] constructs a strictly layered network of 
threshold neurons. The bottom-most layer receives inputs from each of the N input neurons. 
The neurons in each subsequent layer receive inputs from those in the layer immediately below 
itself. Each layer maintains a master neuron. The network construction procedure ensures that 
the mcister neuron in a given layer correctly classifies more patterns than the master neuron of 
the previous layer. Ancillary neurons may be added to layers and trained to ensure a faithful 
representation of the training set. The faithfulness criterion simply ensures that no two trciining 
examples belonging to different classes produce identical output at any given layer. Faithfulness 
is dearly a necessary condition for convergence in strictly layered networks [Mezard k. Nadal. 
1989]. 
The proposed extension to multiple output classes involves constructing layers with M 
master neurons (one for each of the output classes). Unlike the other algorithms seen before, 
it is not necessary to take the projection of the input patterns to guarantee convergence for 
patterns with real-valued attributes. Sets of one or more ancillary neurons are trained at a time 
in an attempt to make the current layer faithful: Among all the unfaithful output vectors at the 
current output layer, identify the one that the largest number of input patterns map to. (An 
output vector is said to be unfaithful if it is generated by input patterns belonging to different 
classes); Determine the set of patterns that generate the output vector identified; Add a set of 
k {1 < k < M) ancillary neurons where k is the number of target classes represented in the set 
of patterns identified, and train them; Repeat these (adding and training ancillary neurons) till 
the output layer representation of the patterns is faithful. Then, train a new layer M master 
neurons that are connected to each neuron in the previous layer. If desired classification 
accuracy is obtained, stop. Otherwise, repeat the process described above. Figure 4.5 shows 
the construction of a Tiling network. 
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Figure 4.5 Multi-category Tiling network. 
4.7 Sequential Learning Algorithm 
The Sequential learning algorithm [Marchand et ai, 1990] offers an alternative scheme for 
network construction where instead of training neurons to correctly classify a maximal subset 
of the training patterns, the idea is to train neurons to sequentially exclude patterns belonging 
to one class from the remaining patterns. The algorithm constructs a two layer network of 
threshold neurons where the hidden layer neurons are trained to sequentially e-xclude patterns 
belonging to a one class. When all the patterns in the training set have been thus excluded, 
the internal representation of the patterns at the hidden layer is guaranteed to be linearly 
separable. The weights of the single output layer neuron are fixed to correctly classify all 
patterns. Recently, Poulard has shown that a variation of the barycentric correction procedure 
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can be used effectively in Sequential learning to exclude as many patterns belonging to one 
class as possible [Poniard, 1995]. 
The tension of the Sequential learning algorithm to multiple output categories follows the 
same principles as the original version. Using a simple modification of the barycentric correction 
procedure, hidden neurons can be trained to exclude patterns belonging to one of the Af classes 
from the remaining patterns. Once all the patterns in the training set have been excluded by 
the hidden layer neurons, the output layer with M neurons can be constructed to correctly 
classify aU patterns without going through perceptron weight update procedures [Marchand 
et al., 1990; Parekh, 1998; Yang et al., 1998b]. As in the case of the Tiling algorithm, it is 
not necessary to consider the projection of the training patterns to prove the convergence for 
patterns with real-valued attributes. Figure 4.6 depicts a network constructed by Sequential 
learning. 
Output Layer M neurons 
Single Hidden Layer 
i 
Input Layer N neurons 
Group connection: full connectivity between the two blocks connected 
Figure 4.6 Multi-category Sequential network. 
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4.8 Summary and Discussion 
Constructive learning algorithms offer an attractive approach to the automated design 
of neural networks for pattern classification. In particular, they obviate the need for an ad 
hoc, a priori choice of the network topology. Instead, a network architecture is dynamically 
determined in proportion to the complexity of the task. Therefore, they have a potential 
to generate parsimonious, near-optimal networks. In addition, they offer natural ways to 
incorporate prior knowledge into the network to guide learning. 
We have focused on a family of such algorithms that incrementally construct networks of 
perceptrons. Using perceptrons (instead of its continuous counterparts) enables us to use a 
simple, fast perceptron style weight update procedures without too much parameter iinetuning. 
Although a number of such algorithms have been proposed in the literature, most of them are 
limited to 2-category pattern classification tasks with binary/bipolar valued input attributes. 
We extended several existing constructive learning algorithms to handle multi-category classi­
fication for patterns having real-valued attributes. All of the algorithms considered were shown 
to converge to 100% training accuracy on finite and non-contradictory datasets. The conver­
gence of the algorithms relies on the weight training rules used inside. Under the assumption 
that the weight update procedure finds a proper weight setting successfully, all the algorithms 
are guaranteed to converge to zero cl«issification error. 
Simulation results [Parekh, 1998] demonstrated the usefulness of the constructive neural 
network learning algorithms in classification tasks. Detailed description of the algorithms, 
convergence proofs, and experimental results are shown in [Parekh, 1998]. 
Some avenues for future research include: 
• All algorithms shown in this chapter depends on a perceptron learning algorithm and 
each perceptron algorithm also has its own set of inductive biases implicit in the weight 
update procedure. A systematic and theoretic characterization of this bias would help 
us determine proper algorithms (combined with the constructive learning algorithms) for 
different tasks to maximize the performance. 
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Hybrid network training schemes that dynamically select an appropriate network con­
struction strategy, an appropriate perceptron weight training algorithm, an appropriate 
output computation strategy and such to obtain locally optimal performance at each 
step of the classification task are also of interest. 
Various pre-processing techniques are responsible for transforming the training data in 
a manner that might simplify the learning task. Normalization and quantization of the 
training patterns are proposed to handle resil-valued patterns [Yang & Honavar. 1996; 
Parekh, 1998]. 
Post-processing techniques such as pruning of networks eliminate nodes and connections 
that do not adversely affect the network's performance. Pruning can potentially overcome 
the over-fitting problem by jdelding more compact networks with superior generalization. 
In recent work it was demonstrated that the application of simple pruning strategies on 
the Tiling networks leads to substantial reduction in the network sizes [Parekh et aL. 
1997c]. 
The algorithms studied in this chapter generate networks of perceptrons. The behavior 
and performance of the algorithms heavily depend on the perceptron learning algorithm 
employed inside. Design of new constructive neural network learning algorithms (possibly 
with different types of neurons, different learning algorithms, etc.) is of interest. A new 
constructive learning algorithm, DistAI. is designed and introduced in chapter 5. DistAI is 
based on inter-pattem distance and does not rely on iterative, time-consuming perceptron 
learning algorithms. 
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5 DistAI: AN INTER-PATTERN DISTANCE-BASED CONSTRUCTIVE 
LEARIsrCNG ALGORITHM 
5.1 Introduction 
Several constructive neural network learning algorithms with perceptrons were introduced 
in chapter 4. They rely on a perception style weight update procedure to find proper weight 
settings. The time-consuming, iterative nature of the perceptron training algorithm (though 
considerably faster than the corresponding error guided backpropagation training) often makes 
the use of such algorithms impractical for very large datasets (e.g.. in largescale data mining and 
knowledge acquisition tasks), especially in applications where reasonably accurate classifiers 
have to be learned in almost real time. Similarly, hybrid learning systems that use neural 
network learning as the inner loop of a more complex optimization process (e.g.. feature subset 
selection using a genetic algorithm where evaluation of fitness of a solution requires training a 
neural network based on a subset of input features represented by the solution and evaluating 
its classification accuracy [Yang k Honavar, 1997; Yang L Honavar. 1998a; Yang Honavar, 
1998b]) caU for a fast neural network training algorithm. 
Instance-based learning (IBL) [Aha, 1991; Aha et aL, 1991; Tumey, 1994; Domingos, 
1995] is an approach to learning in which the learning algorithm typically stores some or all 
of the training examples as prototypes. Each prototype is stored as an ordered pair (X,c) 
where X is a pattern represented in some chosen instance language (typically, in the form of 
a vector of attribute values), and c is the class to which X belongs. Such a system, when 
used to classify a new pattern Y, uses some distance function (e.g., Euclidean distance in 
the case of real-valued patterns) that computes the distance of Y from each stored prototype 
and predicts the classification of Y using the known classification of the nearest prototype 
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(or prototypes). Such algorithms, also referred to as nearest neighbor techniques have been 
investigated by researchers in pattern recognition [Cover & Hart, 1967; Diday, 1974; Dasarathy, 
1991], case-based reasoning [StanfiU & Waltz, 1986; Cost & Salzberg, 1993; Kolodner, 1993], 
artificial neural networks [Carpenter & Grossberg, 1991], cognitive psychology [Tversky, 
1977; Nosofsky, 1986], and text classification [Salton & McGiU, 1983]. Such distance-based 
techniques are also related to radial basis function networks [Broomhead & Lowe, 1988; Powell. 
1987; Honavar & Uhr, 1993; Girosi et al., 1995]. 
Rule induction algorithms [Michalski et al., 1986; Clark & Niblett. 1989] learn sets of rules 
corresponding to given sets of training examples. They induce a rule to cover a subset of 
training examples. New rules are induced iteratively until all training examples are covered. 
We present a new constructive neural network learning algorithm (DistAI). which can be 
viewed as a variant of the instance-based, nearest-neighbor, radial-basis function-based, and 
rule induction approaches to pattern classification. DistAI replaces the iterative weight update 
of neurons that is typically used in constructive learning algorithms by a comparison of pair-
wise distances among the training patterns. Since the inter-pattem distances are computed 
only once during the execution of the algorithm our approach achieves a significant speed 
advantage over other constructive learning algorithms. 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 describes DistAI. Section 5.3 
presents the results of various experiments designed to evaluate the performance of neural 
networks trained using DistAI on some benchmark classification problems as well as a document 
classification task. Section 5.4 concludes with a summary and discussion of some directions 
for future research. 
5.2 DistAI: A New Constructive Learning Algorithm 
DistAI differs from other constructive learning algorithms mentioned above in two respects: 
• It uses spherical threshold units - a variant of the TLU - as hidden neurons. The regions 
that are defined (or separated) by TLUs axe unbounded. This motivates us to use 
spherical threshold units that cover locally botmded regions [Langley, 1995]. A spherical 
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threshold neoron i has associated with it a weight vector W,-, two thresholds - Oijow and 
Oijiighi a suitably defined distance metric d. It computes the distance d{Wi,'XP) 
between a given input pattern XP and W,-. The corresponding output Of = 1 if 9ijour < 
d(Wi,X'') < Oijiigh 0 otherwise. The spherical neuron thus identifies a cluster 
of patterns that lie in the region between two concentric hyperspherical regions. W,-
represents the common center and Oijow ^iMgh respectively represent the boundaries 
of the two regions. 
• DistAI does not use an iterative algorithm for finding the weights and the thresholds. 
Instead, it computes the inter-pattem distance once between each pair of patterns in the 
training set and determines the weight values for hidden neurons by a greedy strategy 
(that attempts to correctly classify as many patterns as possible with the introduction 
of each new hidden neuron). The weights and thresholds are then set without the com­
putationally expensive iterative process (see section 5.2.2 for details). 
The use of one-time inter-pattem distance calculation instead of (usually) iterative, expensive 
and time-consuming perceptron training procedure makes the proposed algorithm significantly 
faster than most other constructive learning algorithms. In fact, the time and space complex­
ities of DistAI can be shown to be polynomial in the size of the training set (see section 5.2.6 
for details). 
5.2.1 Distance Metrics 
Each hidden neuron introduced by DistAI essentially represents clusters of patterns that 
fall in the region bounded by two concentric hyperspherical regions in the pattern space. The 
weight vector of the neuron defines the center of the hyperspherical regions and the thresholds 
determine the boundaries of the regions (relative to the choice of the distance metric used). 
The choice of an appropriate distance metric for the hidden layer neurons is critical to achieving 
a good performance. Different distance metrics represent different notions of distance in the 
pattern space. They also impose different inductive biases [Langley, 1995: Mitchell, 1997] on 
the learning algorithm. Consequently, many researchers have Investigated the use of alternative 
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distance fdnctions for instance-based learning [Duda & Hart, 1973; Diday, 1974; Salton & 
McGill, 1983; Batchelor, 1978; Wilson & Martinez, 1997]. The number and distribation of the 
clusters that result from specific choices of distance functions is a function of the distribution 
of the patterns as well as the clustering strategy used. Since it is difficult to identify the best 
distance metric in the absence of knowledge about the distribation of patterns in the pattern 
space, we chose to explore a number of different distance metrics proposed in the literature. 
The distance between two patterns is often skewed by attributes that have high values. 
Normalization of individual attributes overcomes this problem in the distance computation. 
Normalization can be achieved by dividing each pattern attribute by the range of possible 
values for that attribute, or by 4 times the standard deviation for that attribute [Wilson k. 
Martinez, 1997]. 
Normalization also allows attributes with nominal and/or missing values to be considered 
in distance computation. The distance for attributes with nominal values (say with attribute 
values X and y) is computed as foUows [Wilson k Martinez, 1997]: 
• Overlap: doi(x,y) = 0 if x = y; 1 otherwise. 
• Value difference: 
- ^a^(Na,y): number of patterns in the training set that have value x ( y )  for attribute 
- ^ a^A^a,y,c)- number of patterns in the training set that have value x { y )  for at­
tribute a and output class c 
- C: number of output classes 
— q: a. constant (Euclidean: 2, Manhattan: 1) 
If there is a missing value in either of the patterns, the distance for that component (of the 




Let XP = and X' = [X^,"-,XS} be two pattern vectors. Let max,, mm, 
and ffi be the maximiun, minimmn, and the standard deviation of values of the tth attribute of 
patterns in a dataset, respectively. Then the distance between X'' and X^, for different choices 
of the distance metric d is defined as follows: 
1. Range, value-difference based Euclidean (point-to-point): 
\ D(„5 S-' '  d ^ { x f , x ? n  f - f  m a x ;  —  m i T i i  
2. Range, value-difference based Manhattan (city-block): 
^  \ x f - x n  ^  ^ i ^ x f . X f ) ]  
^'•maxi — miTii ' t=i 
3. Range, value-difference based Maximum Value: 
I y — A''! 
max[-^ ^ or d^aiXf.X^)] i maxi — mini 
Similarly, 4*a,- can be used instead of maxi — mirii for standard deviation based metrics, 
and doi(Xf,X^) can be used instead of dyd(Xf,Xf) for overlap based metrics in above 
formulas. 
4. Dice coeffident: 
5. Cosine coefficient: 
6. Jaccard coefficient: 
1 -
Er=i(-Yf)2-hE?=i(-Y?)2 
ELi x f x ?  
v'E?=x(-Yr)2 •Er=i(A7P 




Attribute based dxtstering: 
Occasionally, the values of a single attribute between two bounds (say aio and ahi) might 
exclusively identify patterns belonging to a particular output class. Thtis, a hidden neuron 
that remembers the name of the attribute a and the two thresholds (aio and a^i) can be used to 
form a cluster of patterns belonging to the same class. We use the attribute based comparison 
in conjunction with the inter-pattem distance bctsed clustering to obtain homogeneous clusters. 
5.2.2 Network Construction 
DistAi determines a 'Region" (defined by a spherical hidden neuron) iteratively by a greedy 
strategy (in terms of the number of training patterns). In other words, it finds a maximal 
subset of training patterns that can be clustered in a region. The training patterns included in 
a region are eliminated from further consideration. This set of ordered regions are generated 
until aU patterns are included in a region. In testing, a test pattern is checked to see if it lies 
in a region. The first match is chosen for the classification. If there is no match, the closest 
region (by a distance metric) is chosen for the classification. Figure 5.1 shows how regions 
are generated for a dataset of 15 patterns with two clcisses. O and X. Rl, R2. R3, R4 and R5 
are determined sequentially to cover 5. 4, 3, 2 and 1 training patterns, respectively. (.Another 
example wiU be given in Section 5.2.4 with a detailed explanation of network construction). 
R2 
Figure 5.1 Regions induced by DistAI based on the pattern space. 
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Let 5 = represents the N training patterns. DistAi calculates the pair-
wise inter-pattem distances for the training set (using the chosen distance metric d) and stores 
them in the distance matrix P. Each row of P is sorted in ascending order. Thus, row 
k of V corresponds to the training pattern and the elements V[k,i] correspond to the 
distance of X^ to the other training patterns. P[fe, 0] is the distance to the closest pattern and 
P[fc, iV] is the distance to the farthest pattern from X^. Simultaneously, the attribute values 
of the training patterns ctfe stored in P'. P' is essentially the entire training set with P'[A:, i] 
representing the ith attribute value of the Arth training pattern. Each column (attribute) of P' 
is sorted in ascending order. 
The key idea behind DistAI is to generate a single layer of hidden neiirons each of which 
separates a subset of patterns in a training set using P (or P'). Then, they are fully connected 
to M output TLUs (1 for each output class) in an output layer. The representation of the 
patterns at the hidden layer is linearly separable [Marchand et al., 1990]. Thus, an iterative 
perceptron learning rule can be used to train the output weights. However, the output weights 
can be directly set as follows; The weights between output and hidden neurons are chosen 
such that each hidden neuron overwhelms the effect of the hidden neurons generated later. If 
there are a total of h hidden neurons (numbered 1,2.. ..,/i from left to right) then the weight 
between the output neuron j and the hidden neuron i is set to 2''"' if the hidden neuron i 
excludes patterns belonging to clctss j and zero otherwise. 
Let be the weights between the /th hidden neuron and inputs. Let be the weights 
between the output neuron for class m and hidden neurons, and be the weight between 
the output neuron for class m and the /th hidden neuron, respectively. The pseudo-code shown 
in Figure 5.2 summarizes the process of network construction. 
5.2.3 Use of Network in Classification 
The outputs in the output layer are computed by the winner-take-all (WTA) straXegy. The 
output neuron m that has the highest net input produces 1 and all the other neurons produce 
O's. The WTA strategy and the weight setting explained in section 5.2.2 guarantee 100% 
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Initialize the number of hidden neurons: ft = 0; 
while S ^ <f> 
do 
1. Double all existing weights (if any) between hidden and output neurons: 
W ^ = W ^ * 2  
2. Increment the number of hidden neurons: ft = A + 1 
3. Inter-pattem distance based: 
Identify a row k oiV that excludes the largest subset of patterns in 5 that belong to 
the same class m as follows: 
(a) For each row r = 1, - - •, iV do 
i. Let ir and jV be column indices (corresponding to row r) for the matrix V 
such that the patterns corresponding to the elements P[r, ir], Pfr, jV + 1], 
X>[r, jV] all belong to the same class and also belong to S. 
ii. Let Cr = jr — ir + 1 (the number of patterns excluded). 
(b) Select k to be the one for which the corresponding Ck is the lairgest: 
k = argmaxr Cr 
(c) Let Sk be the corresponding set of patterns that are excluded by pattern 
^fow — (distance to the closest pattern of the cluster) and 
'^high — ^[^•>Jk] (distance to the farthest pattern of the cluster). 
4. Attribute based: 
Ancdogously, using V' identify an attribute a that excludes the largest number of 
patterns in 5 that belong to the same output class m (i.e.. identify a for which Ca is 
the largest among all attributes.); Let 5a be the corresponding set of patterns from S 
that are excluded by attribute a, and be the minimum and maximum 
values respectively for attribute a among the patterns in set Sa-
5. if [Inter-pattem distance based] then 
(a) Define a spherical threshold neuron with = K'^ydiow = dkigh = dhigh-
i h )  S  =  S - S k  
else 
(a) Define a neuron corresponding to attribute a with 9iow = ^high = 
(b)  5  =  5-5a 
endif 
6. Connect the new hidden neuron to output neurons: = 1; W ° f ^  = 0 'in ^  m 
end while 
Figure 5.2 DistAI algorithm. 
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training accuracy for any finite non-contradictory set of training patterns. (See section 5.2.5 
for the detailed convergence proof.) 
The generalization accuracy of a test set is computed in the same way. Each test pattern is 
fed into the network and the outputs are computed by the WTA strategy. If there are one or 
more hidden neurons that produce 1 (i.e., there exist one or more hidden neurons that include 
the test pattern within their thresholds), the outputs are computed by the WTA strategy in the 
output layer. Otherwise (i.e., all hidden neurons produce O's and all output neurons produce 
O's as well), the distance between the test pattern and the thresholds of each hidden neuron is 
computed. The hidden neuron that has the TniniTnTim distance is chosen to produce 1. Then 
the outputs are computed again in the output layer to compare with the desired classification. 
5.2.4 Example 
We illustrate the operation of DistAI using Llie simple XOR problem. We will assume the 
use of Manhattan distance metric. There are four training patterns (5 = {X^,X^.X^,X''}): 
input class 
X^: 0 0 A 
X2; 0 1 B 
X^: 1 0 B 
X-*: 1 1 A 
This yields the following distance matrix after sorted: 
' ' 0 1 1 2 ' ^  
V = 
\ 
0  1 1 2  
0  1 1 2  
0  1 1 2 ^  
The first row of the matrix is the distance of X^, X^, X^ and X"* from pattern X^. The second 
row of the matrix is the distance of X^,X^,X'' and X^ from X^. The third row of the matrix 
is the distance of X^,X^,X'' and X^ from X^. The last row of the matrix is the distance of 
X^X^X3 and X^ from X". 
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excludes the maxunam number of patterns firom a single class (l.e., St = 
class = B). A hidden neuron is introduced for this cluster with = [0 0],0iow = ^high = 
l,Wgi = ~ 0- X® are now eliminated from further consideration (i.e.. 
S  =  S  —  S k  =  {X^jX"*}) The remaining patterns ( S k  = {X^,X'*}, class = A) can be ex­
cluded by any pattern (say, X^ again) with another hidden neuron with Wj = [0 O].0/ou.- = 
0, Ohigh = 2, WX2 = 1, W^b2 = 0' ^ Ai - ^Ai *2 = 0, » 2 = 2. Now the algorithm 
stops since the entire training set is correctly classified (i.e., S = S — Sk = <t>)- Figure 5.3 shows 




(a) after the first neuron is introduced (^) sfter the second neuron is introduced 
(final network) 
Figure 5.3 Process of network construction for the example in DistAI. 
r - 1  1-2 
5.2.5 Convergence Proof 
Theorem: 
Given a finite non-contradictory set of training examples E, DistAI is guaranteed to converge 
to zero classification error after adding a finite number (A) of hidden neurons, where h < |fj|. 
( I n  p r a c t i c e ,  h  C  | £ | ) .  
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Proof: 
Let Zi be the set of patterns that are excluded by tth hidden nenron. Each hidden neuron 
finds the largest subset of patterns to be excluded. DistAI keeps introducing a hidden neuron 
until S becomes an empty set (i.e., S = 5 — Z,). Since 5 = {X^, • • %X^} is the training set 
with the cardinality of iV, H = \ZI,Z2,---.ZH\ < N where ZH is the last subset of patterns 
to be eliminated. It is clear that at least one pattern (X^) can be excluded by a new hidden 
neuron i with = XP and 0 thresholds. ^ Since there aire a finite number of patterns 
in the training set, and since each added hidden neuron is guaranteed to correctly classify a 
non-empty subset of the training set which is then eliminated from further consideration, no 
more than \E\ hidden neurons are needed. 
The internal representation of the hidden layer for a pattern X** (which is a member of the 
tth cluster) has the form 
H "  =  ( O . O , - - - . 0 , 1 , ( 5 . 1 )  
(it has O's in the first i — 1 hidden neurons. I in the ith hidden neuron and either 0 or I in the 
remaining hidden neurons) for a network with h hidden neurons. The weights from hidden to 
output neurons are set directly as explained in Section 5.2.2: 
(•2/1-1 jf j jg right class of hidden neuron i 0 otherwise 
Consider a pattern X** which belongs to the subset Z, of patterns excluded by the /th hidden 
neuron that represents the pattern X!'. Let Cj be the classification of XJ'. Then > 
W°^ Vj ^ I. Also, the internal representation (5.1) guarantees the net input of output neuron 
j to be larger than that of any other output neuron. Consequently, X^ is correctly classified 
in the output layer by the WTA strategy. As an example, assume H'' = (1,1.1) for a pattern 
X** belonging to class A, and the hidden neurons represent clusters for class .A., B and B. 
respectively. Then, when X^ is fed into input neurons, the net input to the output neuron for 
'Note that this is not always true for maximum value distance metric and attribute-based approach. That is 
because there can be many patterns of different classifications that have the same maximum values/at tributes 
values. Therefore, the convergence proof given here and the complexity analysis in Section 3.2.6 apply to 
distance-based approaches (excluding Maximum value metric), but not attribute-based approach. 
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rlass A will be 2^^ = 4 and that to the oatpnt neuron for class B will be 2^ ^ + 2^^ = 3. 
Thus, X** win be correctly classified as class A. 
Therefore, DistAI is guaranteed to converge to zero classification error after adding a finite 
number of hidden neurons for a finite non-contradictory set of training examples. • 
5.2.6 Complexity Analysis 
This section presents the complexity analysis for DistAI. The complexity analysis assumes 
that network construction is based on a single distance metric. 
Let Npat be the number of training patterns «ind Natt be the number of attributes in a 
dataset, respectively. Let Nout be the number of output neurons. Assume Npat > Natt and 
Npat A]. 
1. Time Complexity 
Computing and sorting the distance matrix V  takes 0 { m a x [ N p a t  • N a t t -  N ^ a t ' log ^Vpot]). 
^ Now, consider the pseudo-code given in Section 5.2.2. Step 1 takes 0(Nout • h). Step 
2 takes C?(l). Step 3 takes O(Npat) because we need to go through the entire matrix 
V to determine Sk- ^ Step 5 takes O(Npat) to update 5. Step 6 takes O(Nout)- Thus, 
the while loop takes 0{Npat) worst case. Therefore, the overjill worst-case time 
complexity is O(Npat)- In practice, DistAI runs significantly faster than the worst-case 
time complexity because it eliminates a subset of elements from the origincd training set 
instead of a single pattern. This makes DistAI paxticularly well-suited for largescale data 
mining tcisks. 
2. Space Complexity 
The space requirement for the input patterns and their targets is 0(Npat • [-/Vok -h iVo^t]). 
The weights require 0{Nout - h + h- Nin). The distance matrix requires O(N^at)' Thus, 
the total space complexity is 0{Npat)' 
^Compntation of V  in attribute-based approach takes only 0 { N a t t  •  N p a t  log Npat) because distance compu­
tation is not necessary. 
^Step 4 is not considered here because it b used only with the attribute-based metric. The time required for 
step 4 is comparable to the time required for step 3. 
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5.3 Experimental Evaluation of DistAI 
This section presents results of experiments using DistAI on several benchmark problems 
and compares them with the results of other learning algorithms. 
5.3.1 Datasets 
Two artificial datasets (parity and two spirals) and a wide range of real-world datasets from 
the machine learning data repository at the University of California at Irvine [Murphy Aha, 
1994] were chosen to test the performance of DistAI. Table 5.1 summarizes the characteristics 
of the datasets selected for our experiments. Size is the number of patterns in the dataset. 
Dimension is the number of input attributes. Missing? is whether there are any missing values, 
and Class is the number of output classes in the table. 
5.3.2 Experimental Results 
DistAI is deterministic in the sense that its behavior is always identical for a given training 
set. Most other constructive learning algorithms are non-deterministic because their behavior 
is not always identical in different runs with the same training set and even with the same 
learning parameters due to the randomness in selecting initial weights, pattern presentations, 
and so on. Therefore, just one run of DistAI per dataset is sufficient to study the performance. 
5.3.2.1 Parity Datasets 
The seven, eight and nine-bit parity datasets (P7, P8, P9) were used to evaluate the 
performance of DistAI in terms of the network size. The Manhattan distcince metric was used 
to train the entire set of patterns. Table 5.2 presents the size of the network generated by several 
algorithms. (A indicate that the result is not reported in the corresponding reference). It 
shows that DistAI is capable of generating compact networks comparable to other algorithms 
for non-trivial tasks like the parity problem. Note that DistAI is also fast. Since DistAI does 
not require iterative perceptron training procedure and keeps eliminating a subset of patterns 
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Table 5.1 Datasets used in the experiments with DistAI. 
Dataset Size Dimension Attribute Type Missing? Class 
7-bit parity (P7) 128 7 numeric No 2 
8-bit parity (P8) 256 8 numeric No 2 
9-bit parity (P9) 512 9 numeric No 2 
two spirals (2SP) 192 2 numeric No 2 
annealing database (Annealing) 798 38 numeric, nominal Yes 5 
audioiogy database (Audiology) 200 69 nominal Yes 24 
Pittsburgh bridges (Bridges) 105 11 numeric, nominal Yes 6 
breast cancer (Cancer) 699 9 numeric Yes 2 
credit screening (CRX) 690 15 numeric, nominal Yes 2 
flag database (Flag) 194 28 numeric, nominal No 8 
glass identification (Glass) 214 9 numeric No 6 
heart disease (Heart) 270 13 numeric, nominal No 2 
heart disease [Cleveland](HeartCle) 303 13 numeric, nominal Yes 2 
heart disease [Hungarian](HeartHun) 294 13 numeric, nominal Yes 2 
heart disease [Long Beach] (HeartLB) 200 13 numeric, nominal Yes 2 
heart disease [Swiss}(HeartSwi) 123 13 numeric, nominal Yes 2 
hepatitis domain (Hepatitis) 155 19 numeric, nominal Yes 2 
horse colic (Horse) 300 22 numeric, nominal Yes 2 
ionosphere structure (Ionosphere) 351 34 numeric No 2 
iris plants (Iris) 150 4 numeric No 3 
liver disorders (Liver) 345 6 numeric No 2 
monks problems (Monks-1,2.3) 432 6 nominal No 2 
pima Indians diabetes (Pima) 768 8 numeric No 2 
DNA sequences (Promoters) 106 57 nominal No 2 
sonar classification (Sonar) 208 60 numeric No 2 
large soybean (Soylarge) 307 35 nominal Yes 19 
small soybeaui (Soysmall) 47 35 nominal No 4 
vehicle silhouettes (Vehicle) 846 18 numeric No 4 
house votes (Votes) 435 16 nominal Yes 2 
vowel recognition (Vowel) 528 10 numeric No 11 
wine recognition (Wine) 178 13 numeric No 3 
zoo database (Zoo) 101 16 numeric, nominal No 7 
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Table 5.2 Network size for parity datasets. 
Algorithm P7 P8 P9 
DistAI 5 5 6 
GA-MLP [Andersen & Tsoi, 1993] 9 15 -
Perceptron cascade [Burgess, 1994] 3 4 4 
Cascade correlation [Fahlman & Lebiere, 1990] 4-5 5-6 -
Upstart [Frean, 1990] 6 7 8 
Growth algorithm [Golea & Marchand, 1990] 7 8 9 
Sequential [Marchand et al., 1990] 7 8 9 
Tiling [M&ard & Nadal, 1989] 7 8 9 
Tower [Nadal, 1989; Gallant, 1990] 3.5 4 4.5 
that are not considered further in the learning process, it converges significamtiy fast. 
5.3.2.2 Various Datasets from UCI Repository 
DistAi was run once for each distance metric to compare the performance in terms of the 
generalization accuracy and the network size. A simple pruning technique was implemented 
to produce compact networks: When a new hidden neuron is introduced, the generalization 
accuracy of the network is computed. The current best generalization accuracy is stored in 
a pocket along with the network size. .Aiter the training is completed (i.e.. 100% training 
accuracy is obtained) or no further training is possible (i.e.. the limit of allowable hidden 
neurons (currently set to 100) is reached or no more patterns can be eliminated in Maximum 
value metric or attribute-b«ised approach), the network with the best generalization accuracy 
in the pocket is restored by pruning the unnecessary hidden neurons. 
A 10-fold cross-validation was performed for each dataset with all the distance metrics 
introduced in Section 5.2.1 and its performance was shown in Tables 5.3-5.8. Different methods 
of normalization are indicated by either r (range-based) or s (standard deviation-based), and 
different methods for handling nominal values are indicated by either v (value difference) or 
''It is not feasible to make a fair, thorough comparison of speeds of different algorithms. DistAI converged 
fairly quickly for almost all datasets. (See Section 5.2.6 for detailed analysis of time complexity). GA-MLP 
[Andersen ic Tsoi, 1993} is based on a genetic algorithm and thus it usually takes significant amount of time to 
get a quality solution. Cascade correlation [Fahlman & Lebiere, 1990] uses Qutcil:prop [Fahlman. 1988]. Quickprop 
uses an iterative gradient descent method based on a second order heuristic. 
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Table 5.3 Results of Range, Value-difference based distance metrics. 
Dataset 
Euclidean [r.v] Manhattan [r,v] Maximum value [r.v] 
Accuracy Hidden Accuracy Hidden Accuracy Hidden 
2SP 79.5 ± 10.1 8.7 ± 1.5 72.1 ± 5.8 8.5 ± 3.7 70.5 ± 8.9 10.1 ±3.7 
Annealing 96.6 ±2.0 12.1 ± 2.4 93.3 ± 2.8 15.5 ±3.4 0.0 ±0.0 0.0 ±0.0 
Audiology 66.0 ±9.7 24.7 ±4.8 59.0 ± 8.6 26.7 ±3.0 1.0 ±2.0 0.6 ± 1.2 
Bridge 55.0 ± 15.6 3.5 ±2.1 59.0 ± 10.4 3.2 ± 2.6 45.0 ±16.9 3.4 ±1.5 
Cancer 97.8 ± 1.2 2.9 ± 1.2 97.5 ± 1.7 3.9 ±1.4 95.1 ± 1.5 6.2±5.1 
CRX 87.7 ±3.3 7.7 ± 6.9 87.5 ± 3.8 7.3 ±4.3 86.4 ± 3.3 7.7 ± 3.5 
Flag 63.7 ±8.0 5.7 ± 3.2 64.7 ±11.3 6.0 ± 3.6 57.9 ± 5.8 7.0 ± 2.7 
Glass 70.5 ± 8.5 9.8 ±6.9 66.2 ± 4.3 9.9 ± 6.5 67.6 ± 7.6 10.1 ±5.6 
Heart 83.7 ±5.3 3.3 ± 1.8 84.8 ± 4.8 5.7 ± 3.6 85.2 ± 3.3 7.6 ±4.5 
Heart Cle 85.3 ± 7.2 4.6 ± 3.8 85.3 ± 3.4 6.0 ± 2.9 82.3 ± 4.5 10.9 ±6.7 
HeartHim 84.5 ± 5.8 6.7 ±2.8 84.8 ±5.6 6.6 ± 2.9 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 ±0.0 
HeartLB 78.5 ± 9.2 5.0 ± 3.5 77.5 ± 6.8 4.9 ± 3.0 0.0 ±0.0 0.0 ±0.0 
HeartSwi 93.3 ±3.3 2.0 ± 0.0 93.3 ± 5.0 2.2 ± 0.8 0.0 ±0.0 0.0 ±0.0 
Hepatitis 83.3 ±4.5 3.0 ± 1.3 83.3 ± 6.2 2.5 ±0.8 79.3 ± 8.7 2.0 ± 0.0 
Horse 86.0 ±3.6 5.3 ± 4.5 84.7 ±4.3 5.1 ±3.2 63.7 ±5.9 2.0 ±0.0 
Ionosphere 93.1 ±4.5 6.8 ± 1.4 90.0 ± 5.8 5.8 ±2.1 91.4 ±4.2 5.5 ±1.7 
Iris 93.1 ±4.5 6.8 ± 1.4 90.0 ± 0.8 5.8 ±2.1 91.4 ±4.2 5.5 ± 1.7 
Liver 67.7 ± 6.8 7.8 ± 4.5 63.5 ± 8.2 6.4 ± 6.8 67.4 ± 5.3 7.1 ±3.7 
Monks-1 90.0 ±9.3 7.4 ±4.4 89.1 ±7.7 7.4 ± 5.1 82.8 ±9.1 9.6 ±4.9 
Monks-2 79.8 ± 10.4 8.4 ± 4.5 79.5 ± 10.4 13.0 ±9.5 82.8 ± 9.4 6.4 ±2.9 
Monks-3 99.1 ± 1.5 3.0 ± 0.0 98.6 ± 1.9 3.0 ±0.6 98.6 ± 1.9 2.1 ±0.3 
Pima 74.3 ± 3.2 9.5 ±6.7 73.4 ± 4.0 13.2 ±7.8 73.7 ±5.2 8.3 ±5.0 
Promoters 87.0 ± 11.0 2.8 ± 0.4 88.0 ± 7.5 2.2 ± 0.4 85.0 ±8.1 2.8 ±0.6 
Sonar 83.0 ± 7.8 6.4 ± 2.7 81.5 ± 9.5 4.8 ±2.4 78.5 ±8.1 7.5 ± 3.8 
Soylarge 81.0 ±5.6 20.2 ±3.2 74.3 ±9.3 21.6 ±5.0 67.7 ± 4.5 16.7 ±2.4 
Soysmall 90.0 ± 16.6 3.4 ± 0.5 92.5 ± 16.0 3.6 ± 0.5 97.5 ± 7.5 3.6 ±0.5 
Vehicle 64.1 ± 6.5 29.5 ± 13.3 61.7 ±3.2 25.9 ± 18.3 57.0 ± 4.7 49.4 ± 22.2 
Votes 96.1 ± 1.5 3.2 ± 1.5 95.4 ± 2.3 3.7 ±1.2 78.8 ±8.1 3.6 ± 1.4 
Vowel 65.2 ±6.9 34.6 ± 8.5 65.8 ± 6.4 40.7 ±8.5 61.7 ±8.3 39.5 ± 7.7 
Wine 92.9 ± 5.8 4.3 ±0.8 92.9 ± 5.8 4.1 ±0.7 94.1 ±6.4 4.7 ±0.6 
Zoo 96.0 ± 4.9 6.1 ± 1.1 96.0 ± 8.0 6.1 ±0.9 93.9 ±4.6 6.0 ±1.2 
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Table 5.4 Results of Standard Deviation, Value-difference based distance metrics. 
Dataset 
Euclidean [s.v] Manhattan [s.v] Maximum value [s.v] 
Accuracy Hidden Accuracy Hidden Accuracy Hidden 
2SP 83.7 ±7.6 7.7 ±1.8 69.5 ±6.1 7.1 ± 3.9 72.1 ±6.7 8.8 ±3.1 
Annealing 96.3 ± 1.4 10.6 ±2.8 93.9 ±2.3 13.7 ±3.4 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 ± 0.0 
Audiology 66.0 ±9.7 24-7 ±4.8 59.0 ±8.6 26.7 ±3.0 1.0 ± 2.0 0.6 ± 1.2 
Bridge 56.0 ±17.4 4.0 ± 3.6 59.0 ±13.0 3.4 ± 2.7 52.0 ± 14.7 4.0 ± 2.8 
Cancer 96.8 ±2.0 4.0 ± 1.6 96.8 ± 1.9 4.5 ± 2.6 95.4 ±1.7 10.4 ± 4.4 
CRX 87.4 ±3.6 7.2 ± 3.7 87.0 ±4.1 7.0 ±4.5 86.4 ±4.5 6.1 ±4.6 
Flag 60.5 ±8.2 6.4 ±4.6 65.8 ±9.5 9.1 ± 6.2 55.3 ± 10.3 11.1 ±9.2 
Glass 68.1 ± 7.7 11.5 ±7.7 66.2 ± 5.8 7.3 ±3.6 69.5 ±6.8 9.5 ± 7.7 
Heart 82.6 ±5.0 3.6 ± 1.6 85.6 ±5.1 4.7 ±3.1 81.5 ±6.2 7.7 ± 5.9 
HeartCle 81.7 ±4.8 3.9 ± 2.7 83.7 ±4.6 4.6 ± 3.3 83.7 ± 6.7 5.6 ±4.5 
HeartHun 84.8 ±6.4 7.0 ±4.1 83.1 ±4.7 5.5 ±3.4 0.0 ±0.0 0.0 ±0.0 
HeartLB 76.5 ± 8.7 3.3 ± 2.8 77.5 ± 6.8 3.9 ± 2.5 0.0 ±0.0 0.0 ±0.0 
HeartSwi 94.2 ± 3.8 2.2 ± 0.6 94.2 ± 3.8 2.3 ±0.9 0.0 ±0.0 0.0 ±0.0 
Hepatitis 84.7 ±9.5 6.2 ± 4.0 84.0 ± 6.8 4.6 ±3.1 84.7 ±9.5 4.2 ± 1.8 
Horse 83.0 ±5.7 4.4 ± 3.5 83.7 ± 6.9 7.9 ± 4.4 63.7 ±5.9 2.0 ±0.0 
Ionosphere 92.9 ± 5.5 6.9 ±2.1 91.4 ±5.9 5.8 ± 1.4 92.6 ±4.1 5.3 ± 1.9 
Iris 92.9 ± 5.5 6.9 ±2.1 91.3 ±6.0 3.3 ± 1.0 94.0 ± 6.3 4.0 ± 1.2 
Liver 66.5 ±5.1 9.9 ± 5.7 64.4 ± 4.6 10.6 ± 8.3 66.2 ±6.2 11.3 ±7.6 
Monks-1 90.0 ±9.3 7.4 ± 4.4 89.1 ±7.7 7.4 ± 5.1 82.8 ±9.1 9.6 ±4.9 
Monks-2 79.8 ±10.4 8.4 ± 4.5 79.5 ± 10.4 13.0 ±9.5 82.8 ±9.4 6.4 ± 2.9 
Monks-3 99.1 ± 1.5 3.0 ± 0.0 98.6 ± 1.9 3.0 ±0.6 98.6 ±1.9 2.1 ±0.3 
Pima 74.2 ± 3.9 10.0 ±3.8 76.3 ±5.1 8.1 ±4.9 74.7 ±4.0 13.1 ± 10.8 
Promoters 87.0 ± 11.0 2.8 ± 0.4 88.0 ± 7.5 2.2 ± 0.4 85.0 ±8.1 2.8 ± 0.6 
Sonar 73.5 ± 7.4 4.6 ±3.1 78.5 ±8.1 4.8 ±2.1 73.5 ±7.4 5.6 ± 3.6 
Soylarge 81.0 ±5.6 20.2 ±3.2 74.3 ± 9.3 21.6 ±5.0 67.7 ±4.5 16.7 ± 2.4 
Soysmall 90.0 ±16.6 3.4 ±0.5 92.5 ± 16.0 3.6 ± 0.5 97.5 ±7.5 3.6 ± 0.5 
Vehicle 65.1 ±4.0 24.4 ±9.6 65.4 ±3.5 23.7 ± 5.0 62.1 ±4.7 52.9 ± 18.6 
Votes 96.1 ±1.5 3.2 ± 1.5 95.4 ± 2.3 3.7 ±1.2 78.8 ±8.1 3.6 ±1.4 
Vowel 66.7 ± 7.5 31.2 ±10.1 65.0 ± 7.7 36.3 ± 8.5 57.9 ± 8.8 39.2 ± 13.5 
Wine 95.9 ±4.6 4.9 ±0.3 92.4 ± 7.5 4.4 ±0.7 92.9 ± 5.8 4.4 ±0.9 
Zoo 96.0 ±4.9 6.1 ±1.1 96.0 ± 8.0 6.1 ±0.9 93.0 ±4.6 6.0 ±1.2 
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Table 5.5 Results of Range, Overlap based distance metrics. 
Oataset 
Euclidean [r.o] Manhattan [r.o] Maximum value [r.o] 
Accuracy Hidden Accuracy Hidden Accuracy Hidden 
2SP 79.5 ±10.1 8.7 ±1.5 72.1 ±5.8 8.5 ± 3.7 70.5 ±8.9 10.1 ±3.7 
Annealing 94.7 ±1.8 14.6 ±3.6 93.2 ±2.5 15.6 ± 5.0 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 ±0.0 
Audiology 66.0 ± 10.0 27.3 ±7.4 66.0 ± 10.0 27.3 ± 7.4 1.0 ±2.0 0.6 ± 1.2 
Bridge 60.0 ± 10.0 4.8 ±3.0 60.0 ±10.0 6.3 ±5.0 36.0 ± 18.0 10.0 ± 17.1 
Cancer 97.8 ±1.2 2.9 ±1.2 97.5 ±1.7 3.9 ±1.4 95.1 ± 1.5 6.2 ±5.1 
CRX 83.8 ± 5.3 9.7 ±5.1 83.9 ±3.8 9.1 ±4.4 61.9 ± 7.9 56.4 ±20.7 
Flag 47.4 ±7.1 6.9 ±5.4 50.5 ± 10.8 10.3 ± 6.4 24.7 ± 9.4 2.1 ± 0.3 
Glass 70.5 ± 8.5 9.8 ±6.9 66.2 ±4.5 9.9 ±6.5 67.6 ± 7.6 10.1 ±5.6 
Heart 86.7 ± 7.6 5.7 ±4.4 86.3 ±5.8 4.1 ±3.0 73.3 ±4.9 26.5 ± 25.0 
Heart Cle 83.0 ± 5.5 4.9 ±2.7 85.3 ± 2.7 3.4 ± 1.1 71.7 ± 10.3 23.6 ± 15.3 
HeartHun 85.9 ± 6.3 5.0 ±2.9 84.8 ±3.8 4.5 ± 3.0 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 ±0.0 
HeartLB 77.0 ±9.8 3.4 ±2.5 80.0 ± 7.4 5.1 ±2.6 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 ±0.0 
HeartSwi 94.2 ± 3.8 2.3 ±0.9 94.2 ± 3.8 2.3 ±0.9 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 ±0.0 
Hepatitis 83.3 ± 4.5 3.0 ±1.3 83.3 ± 6.2 2.5 ±0.8 79.3 ± 8.7 2.0 ± 0.0 
Horse 84.0 ± 6.3 5.6 ±2.2 85.7 ±7.9 4.1 ±2.5 63.7 ± 5.9 2.0 ± 0.0 
Ionosphere 93.1 ±4.5 6.8 ±1.4 90.0 ± 5.8 5.8 ±2.1 91.4 ±4.2 5.5 ± 1.7 
Iris 96.0 ±4.4 3.4 ±0.7 96.0 ± 3.3 3.4 ±0.7 91.3 ±6.7 3.3 ±0.5 
Liver 67.7 ± 6.8 7.8 ±4.5 63.5 ± 8.2 6.4 ±6.8 67.4 ± 5.3 7.1 ±3.7 
Monks-1 90.9 ±7.1 26.9 ± 7.5 90.9 ±7.1 26.9 ± 7.5 49.3 ±7.1 2.0 ± 0.0 
Monks-2 100 ± 0.0 2.7 ±2.1 100 ± 0.0 2.7 ±2.1 33.0 ±4.3 2.0 ± 0.0 
Monks-3 91.6 ±4.4 16.2 ±4.4 91.6 ±4.4 16.2 ±4.4 49.3 ± 6.6 2.0 ± 0.0 
Pima 74.3 ± 3.2 9.5 ±6.7 73.4 ±4.0 13.2 ± 7.8 73.7 ±5.2 8.3 ±5.0 
Promoters 83.0 ±6.4 3.4 ±1.4 83.0 ±6.4 3.4 ± 1.4 56.0 ± 6.6 20.0 ± 36.0 
Sonar 83.0 ± 7.8 6.4 ±2.7 81.5 ±9.5 4.8 ±2.4 76.0 ±9.2 7.5 ± 3.8 
Soylarge 75.0 ± 5.2 26.3 ± 4.7 75.0 ± 5.2 26.3 ±4.7 12.3 ± 6.8 2.0 ±0.0 
Soysmall 97.5 ± 7.5 3.9 ±0.3 97.5 ± 7.5 0.9 ±0.3 30.0 ±21.8 13.3 ± 18.2 
Vehicle 64.1 ± 6.5 29.5 ±13.3 61.7 ±3.2 25.9 ±18.3 57.0 ±4.7 49.4 ± 22.2 
Votes 95.6 ± 2.6 6.1 ±2.3 95.6 ± 2.6 6.1 ±2.3 47.0 ±8.1 42.5 ± 29.2 
Vowel 65.2 ± 6.9 34.6 ± 8.5 65.8 ±6.4 40.7 ±8.5 61.7 ±8.3 39.5 ±7.7 
Wine 92.9 ± 5.8 4.3 ±0.8 92.9 ± 5.8 4.1 ±0.7 94.1 ±6.4 4.7 ±0.6 
Zoo 92.0 ± 7.5 6.2 ±0.9 92.0 ± 7.5 6.2 ± 0.9 75.0 ± 12.9 33.4 ± 17.4 
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Table 5.6 Results of Standard Deviation, Overlap based distance metrics. 
Dataset 
Euclidean [s.o] Manhattan [s.o] Maximum value [s.o] 
Accuracy Hidden Accuracy Hidden Accuracy Hidden 
2SP 83.7 ±7.6 7.7 ±1.8 69.5 ±6.1 7.1 ± 3.9 72.1 ± 6.7 8.8 ±3.1 
Annealing 95.2 ±1.9 14.5 ±2.4 94.8 ±3.0 17.5 ± 2.5 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 ±0.0 
Audiology 66.0 ± 10.0 27.3 ±7.4 66.0 ± 10.0 27.3 ± 7.4 1.0 ±2.0 0.6 ± 1.2 
Bridge 63.0 ± 7.8 5.2 ± 3.3 60.0 ±7.8 4.2 ± 2.7 38.0 ± 14.7 15.3 ±21.9 
Cancer 96.8 ± 2.0 4.0 ± 1.6 96.8 ±1.9 4.5 ±2.6 95.4 ± 1.7 10.4 ±4.4 
CRX 85.2 ± 5.6 10.5 ±5.4 84.9 ±6.3 9.1 ± 6.3 58.7 ± 6.5 44.0 ± 24.0 
Flag 46.8 ±7.2 7.2 ±4.4 51.1 ±8.8 9.1 ±8.2 31.6 ± 10.8 3.6 ± 1.4 
Glass 68.1 ± 7.7 11.5 ±7.7 66.2 ±5.8 7.3 ± 3.6 69.5 ± 6.8 9.5 ± 7.7 
Heart 85.9 ±6.4 5.5 ± 3.3 85.6 ±4.5 5.2 ±3.6 71.1 ±5.2 26.4 ± 17.0 
HeartCle 82.0 ±4.5 3.9 ± 2.4 83.3 ± 7.0 5.4 ± 4.2 67.0 ±7.1 26.7 ± 17.5 
HeartHun 82.1 ±4.8 5.4 ± 4.4 85.5 ± 4.6 5.2 ±3.7 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 ± 0.0 
HeartLB 77.0 ±7.5 4.3 ± 3.4 79.0 ±6.2 5.9 ± 4.4 0.0 ±0.0 0.0 ±0.0 
HeartSwi 94.2 ± 3.8 2.2 ±0.6 94.2 ± 3.8 2.2 ± 0.6 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 ± 0.0 
Hepatitis 84.7 ± 9.5 6.2 ± 4.0 84.0 ±6.8 4.6 ±3.1 84.7 ± 9.5 4.2 ± 1.8 
Horse 80.0 ±5.2 10.1 ±6.2 84.3 ±4.2 4.5 ± 2.0 63.7 ±5.9 2.0 ± 0.0 
Ionosphere 92.9 ± 5.5 6.9 ±2.1 91.4 ±5.9 5.8 ± 1.4 92.6 ±4.1 5.3 ± 1.9 
Iris 94.0 ±3.6 3.8 ± 1.2 91.3 ±6.0 3.3 ± 1.0 94.0 ± 6.3 4.0 ± 1.2 
Liver 66.5 ± 5.1 9.9 ± 5.7 64.4 ± 4.6 10.6 ± 8.3 66.2 ±6.2 11.3 ±7.6 
Monks-1 90.9 ±7.1 26.9 ± 7.5 90.9 ±7.1 26.9 ± 7.5 49.3 ±7.1 2.0 ± 0.0 
Monks-2 100 ± 0.0 2.7 ±2.1 100 ± 0.0 2.7 ±2.1 33.1 ± 0.5 2.0 ±0.0 
Monks-3 91.6 ±4.4 16.2 ±4.4 91.6 ±4.4 16.2 ±4.4 49.3 ± 6.6 2.0 ± 0.0 
Pima 74.2 ±3.9 10.0 ±3.8 76.3 ±5.1 8.1 ±4.9 74.7 ±4.0 13.1 ±10.8 
Promoters 83.0 ±6.4 3.4 ± 1.4 83.0 ± 6.4 3.4 ± 1.4 56.0 ± 6.6 20.0 ± 36.0 
Sonar 82.0 ± 6.8 4.6 ±3.1 78.5 ± 8.9 4.8 ±2.1 73.5 ±7.4 5.6 ± 3.6 
Soylarge 75.0 ±5.2 26.3 ±4.7 75.0 ± 5.2 26.3 ±4.7 12.3 ±6.9 2.0 ±0.0 
Soysmall 97.5 ± 7.5 3.9 ± 0.3 97.5 ± 7.5 3.9 ±0.3 30.0 ±21.8 13.3 ± 18.2 
Vehicle 65.1 ±4.0 24.4 ±9.6 65.4 ± 3.5 23.7 ±5.0 62.1 ±4.7 52.9 ± 18.6 
Votes 95.6 ± 2.6 6.1 ± 2.3 95.6 ± 2.6 6.1 ± 2.3 47.0 ±8.1 42.5 ± 29.2 
Vowel 66.7 ± 7.5 31.2 ± 10.1 65.0 ± 7.7 36.3 ± 8.5 57.9 ± 8.8 39.2 ± 13.5 
Wine 95.9 ±4.6 4.9 ± 0.3 92.4 ± 7.5 4.4 ± 0.7 92.9 ± 5.8 4.4 ±0.9 
Zoo 92.0 ±7.5 6.2 ± 0.9 92.0 ± 7.5 6.2 ±0.9 75.0 ± 12.9 33.4 ± 17.4 
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Table 5.7 Results of Dice, Cosine, Jaccard Coefficient distance metrics. 
Oataset 
Dice coefRcient Cosine coefficient Jaccard coefficient 
Accuracy Hidden Accuracy Hidden Accuracy Hidden 
2SP 56.8 ±8.4 4.7 ± 2.7 56.8 ± 7.4 6.4 ± 10.0 55.3 ± 5.9 5.5 ± 3.2 
Annealing - - - - - -
Audiology 
-
- - - - -
Bridge 
-
- - - - -
Cancer - - - - - -
CRX - - - - - -
Flag 
-
- - - - -
Glass 66.2 ±8.9 7.9 ± 4.6 68.6 ± 5.7 11.0 ±5.4 66.2 ± 8.9 7.9 ± 4.6 
Heart - - - - - -
Heart Cle - - - - - -
HeartHun - - - - - -
HeartLB - - - - - -
HeartSwi - - - - - -
Hepatitis 
-
- - - - -
Horse - - - - - -
Ionosphere 92.6 ±3.9 5.4 ± 1.4 94.3 ±5.0 5.5 ± 1.6 92.9 ± 3.7 5.8 ± 1.5 
Iris 95.3 ± 6.7 3.1 ±0.5 97.3 ± 3.3 4.0 ±0.0 95.3 ± 6.7 3.1 ±0.5 
Liver 66.8 ± 5.8 6.5 ± 5.8 70.6 ± 6.2 6.9 ±3.7 65.9 ± 5.3 6.2 ± 5.5 
Monks-1 - - - - - -
Monks-2 - - - - - -
Monks-3 - - - - - -
Pima 71.6 ±2.8 13.0 ± 10.2 68.2 ± 5.9 8.0 ±8.1 72.4 ± 3.0 11.4 ±8.7 
Promoters - - - - - -








- - - -
Vehicle 58.8 ±3.9 20.2 ± 20.7 61.0 ±3.3 17.3 ±7.5 58.7 ±3.9 20.1 ± 20.8 
Votes - - - - - -
Vowel 69.8 ±6.4 38.0 ±8.3 57.3 ±6.1 35.7 ± 12.1 69.6 ± 7.4 38.1 ±8.6 
Wine 94.3 ± 3.4 6.0 ± 3.6 83.5 ± 6.3 6.7 ±4.0 80.6 ± 6.5 6.3 ±4.1 
Zoo 
- - - - - -
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Table 5.8 Results of Camberra and Attributed-based distance metrics. 
Dataset 
Camberra Attribute-based 
Accuracy Hidden Accuracy Hidden 
2SP * • 63.7 ±9.0 16.4 ±9.2 
Annealing - - - -
Audiology - - - -
Bridge - - - -
Cancer - - - -
CRX - - - -
Flag - - - -
Glass * 65.7 ± 8.7 22.7 ±9.0 
Heart - - - -
HeartCle - - - -
HeartHiin - - - -
HeartLB - - - -
HeartSwi - - - -
Hepatitis - - - -
Horse - - - -
Ionosphere * * 92.6 ± 4.3 8.5 ± 2.9 
Iris 95.3 d: 6.0 3.1 ±0.3 92.6 ± 4.3 8.5 ± 2.9 
Liver * • 72.9 ±5.1 21.5 ±27.3 
Monks-1 - - - -
Monks-2 - - - -
Monks-3 - - - -
Pima * * 74.7 ±3.9 39.5 ± 27.9 
Promoters - - - -







Vehicle * 56.9 ± 5.2 76.1 ±23.7 
Votes - - - -
Vowel • * 50.2 ± 6.2 48.7 ±28.1 





o (overlap) as described in Section 5.2.1. The entries in the tables correspond to means and 
standard deviations and are shown in the form mean ± standard deviation. An indicates that 
the distance computation was not possible (e.g., the denominator might be zero in Camberra 
metric) and a indicates that the distance metric was not applicable (e.g.. Dice coefficient 
metric can not be used for nominal or mi-ssing values). The best generalization accuracy among 
different distance metrics are shown in bold face. As we can see from Table 5.3-5.8, no single 
distance metric outperformed other metrics on all datasets. That is because the performance 
depends on the distribution of the data. A particular distance metric might be appropriate for 
certain kinds of datasets while it might not for others. The Euclidean and Manhattan distance 
metrics outperformed other metrics in many datasets, and gave comparable results to the best 
ones in other datasets considered. 
It is impossible to do a thorough cind fair comparison between various learning algorithms 
since each algorithm has its own optimal parameter settings which is usually unknown and 
not feasible to obtain within a reasonable amount of time. Also, the training and test sets 
that had been generated and used are not identical in general under the assumption that the 
experiments have been done a finite number of times. (An iniinite number of experiments with 
rajidom partitions of training ajid test sets from the same distributions of data can increase 
the confidence level). Following comparisons (summarized in Table 5.9) should be interpreted 
in light of those considerations. The best results of DistAI are compared with the best results 
produced by various learning algorithms in the literature [Weiss & Kapouleas. 1989: Yang 
k Honavar, 1991; Kohavi, 1994; Lowe, 1995; Andersen & Martinez, 1996; Richeldi & Lanzi, 
1996; Parekh, 1998] (Reported in Table 5.9). In particular, the results in [Wilson & Martinez, 
1997] are compared separately since they are recent and also obtained by a nearest-neighbor 
algorithm with a 10-fold cross-validation (NN in Table 5.9). A indicate that the result is 
not reported in the corresponding reference. 
As we can see from Table 5.9, DistAI gave comparable results on most datasets (except 
Audiology, SoyUtrge and Vehicle). 
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Table 5.9 Comparison of generalization accuracy. 
Dataset DistAI NN Reported 
2SP 83.7 - -
Annealing 96.6 96.1 95.6 
Audiology 66.0 77.5 77.7 
Bridge 63.0 60.6 56.0 
Cancer 97.8 95.6 95.9 
CRX 87.7 81.5 85.0 
Flag 65.8 58.8 -
Glass 70.5 72.4 66.3 
Heart 86.7 83.0 74.8 
HeartCle 85.3 80.2 77.0 
HeartHun 85.9 81.3 77.0 
HeartLB 80.0 71.5 79.0 
HeartSwi 94.2 93.5 81.0 
Hepatitis 84.7 82.6 83.0 
Horse 86.0 76.8 80.9 
Ionosphere 94.3 92.6 96.7 
Iris 97.3 96.0 98.0 
Liver 72.9 63.5 69.8 
Monks-1 90.9 77.1 100 
Monks-2 100 97.5 100 
Monks-3 99.1 100 100 
Pima 76.3 71.9 76.0 
Promoters 88.0 92.4 96.2 
Sonar 83.0 87.0 84.7 
Soylarge 81.0 92.2 97.1 
Soysmall 97.5 100 100 
Vehicle 65.4 70.9 79.1 
Votes 96.1 95.2 95.2 
Vowel 69.8 99.2 61.0 
Wine 97.1 97.8 100 
Zoo 96.0 98.9 -
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The network size of three algorithms (perceptron cascade [Burgess, 1994], cascade correla­
tion [Fahlman & Lebiere, 1990], upstart [Frean, 1990]) for the two spirals problem is shown 
in [Burgess, 1994]: 17-8 {perceptron cascade), 15.2 (cascade correlation), 91.4 {upstart). DistAI 
generated more compact networks with 7.7 hiddoi neurons. 
5.4 Summary and Discussion 
A fast inter-pattem distance-based constructive learning algorithm, DistAI. is introduced 
and its performance on a number of datasets is demonstrated. DistAI is different firom other 
constructive learning algorithms in two aspects. First, it does not require an iterative percep­
tron style weight update rules for determining the connections between neurons. Instead, it 
computes the distance (using one of the pre-defined distance metrics) between each pattern 
pair and uses it to set the weights (and the thresholds) between hidden neurons and inputs. 
The weights between the hidden and output neurons are set using a one-shot (as opposed 
to iterative) learning algorithm. Thus, DistAI is relatively fast compared in comparison with 
most neural network training algorithms that rely on an iterative update of weights and con­
sequently require multiple passes through the training set. Furthermore. DistAI is guaranteed 
to converge to 100% classification accuracy on any non-contradictory training set for most of 
the distance metrics used in this paper. Second, it generates a single hidden layer composed of 
hyperspherical threshold neurons instead of threshold logic units. Thus, the induced network 
can potentially discover natural clusters that exist in the data. 
Despite its simplicity, experiments reported in this paper show that DistAI yields good 
performance on almost all real-world datasets that were considered. It also produced good 
performance on difficult artificial tasks such as parity and the two spirals data which have been 
used by numerous researchers for evaluation of supervised learning algorithms. In particular, 
DistAI is suitable to problems that have weD-formed clusters and/or certain regularity (e.g., 
parity) in the pattern space. 
A potential disadvantage of DistAI is its need for maintaining the inter-pattem distance 
matrix during learning. The memory needed to store this matrix grows quadratically with the 
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size of the training set. This problem can be mitigated by freeing the memory for those patterns 
that are excluded by a new hidden neuron as learning progresses. It would be interesting to 
explore variants of DistAI that can avoid the need for maintaining the entire inter-pattem 
distance matrix during learning. 
Because of its speed, DistAI is particularly well-suited to many real-world applications 
involving large amount of data and/or requesting real-time response such as largescale data 
mining and knowledge acquisition tasks and hybrid learning systems that use neural network 
learning as the iimer loop of a more complex knowledge discovery process For instance, DistAI. 
because of its reliance on inter-pattem distances, is sensitive to the presence of irrelevant or 
misleading attributes in the pattern representation. Consequently, its classification accuracy 
can be further improved by incorporating a suitable feature subset selection algorithm. This is 
borne out by the experiments using DistAI in conjunction with a genetic algorithm for feature 
subset selection [Yang & Honavar, 1998a; Yang & Honavar, 1998b]. See Chapter 6 for details. 
DistAI is also a good candidate for knowledge-based theory refinement. The domain knowl­
edge Ccin be translated into the initial network and then refined using DistAI. See Chapter 7 
for details. 
Some avenues for future research include: 
• Each constructive learning algorithm has its own set of inductive and representational 
biases implicit in the design choices that determine when and where a new neuron is 
added and how it is trcdned. .A. systematic characterization of this bias would be useful 
in guiding the design of constructive algorithms exhibiting improved performance. 
• A systematic comparison of the performance of the constructive learning algorithms 
against the performance of other classification algorithms (e.g.. algorithms in chap­
ter 4), backpropagation learning algorithm [Rumelhart et aL. 1986], decision tree al­
gorithms [Quinlan, 1986; Quinlan, 1993], nearest neighbor algorithms [Duda & Hart, 
1973; Dasaxathy, 1991], etc.) would be useful in gaining a better understanding of their 
relative advantages and disadvantages. 
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• The constrnctive learning algorithms can be modified for incremental learning. This 
is significant for learning wherein a single network is trained over a period of time to 
perform different tasks so that each task can exploit the usefol regularities about the 
environment discovered by the network in the course of learning to perform the previous 
tasks. Also, constructive learning algorithms can offer framework for knowledge-based 
theory refinement. The domain theory can be incorporated into the initial network 
architecture and then refined by a constructive learning algorithm. (See chapter 7 for 
some approaches to this purpose). 
• AH the constructive neural network learning algorithms considered in this dissertation 
are for pattern classification tasks. Adaptation of these algorithms for function approxi­
mation is also of interest. 
• A cross-validation based criterion for training constructive networks must be employed 
wherein the training is stopped when the network's generalization begins to deteriorate 
after the addition of a new neuron (or a group of neurons). It is likely to generate com­
pact networks that exhibit good generalization properties with relatively little training 
as opposed to the current stopping-criterion of zero classification errors which might 
lead to over-fitting of the training set. This is verified in our comparative study of the 
performance of DistAI with other algorithms (Table 5.9). 
• The theoretical analysis of DistAI is of significant interest. For instance, the sample 
complexity of DistAI to obtain a certain degree of classification accuracy can be explored 
in the PAC-leaming framework [Valiant, 1984]. 
• It is often the case that the generalization performance of inductive learning algorithms 
can be substantially improved by augmenting them with suitable algorithms for selecting 
a relevant subset of a much larger set of input attributes many of which might be ir­
relevant or misleading. Exploration of constructive learning algorithms augmented with 
suitable feature subset selection techniques will thus be of interest. In chapter 6, we 
demonstrate the effectiveness of genetic algorithms for feature subset selection for pat-
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tem classification using DistAI [Yang k Honavar, 1997; Yang & Honavar, 1998a; Yang k 
Honavar, 1998b]. 
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6 FEATURE SUBSET SELECTION USING A GENETIC ALGORITHM 
6.1 Introduction 
Many practical pattern classification tasks (e.g., medical diagnosis) require learning of an 
appropriate classification fanction that assigns a given input pattern (typically represented 
using a vector of attribute or feature values) to one of a finite set of classes. The choice 
of features, attributes, or measurements ased to represent patterns that are presented to a 
classifier affect (among other things): 
• The accuracy of the classification fanction that can be learned using an inductive learning 
algorithm (e.g., a decision tree induction algorithm or a neural network learning algo­
rithm): The features used to describe the patterns implicitly define a pattern language. 
If the language is not expressive enough, it would fail to capture the information that is 
necessary for clcissification and hence regardless of the learning algorithm used, the ac­
curacy of the classification function learned would be limited by this lack of information. 
• The time needed for learning a sufficiently accurate classification function: For a given 
representation of the classification function, the features used to describe the patterns 
implicitly determine the search space that needs to be explored by the learning algorithm. 
An abundance of irrelevant features can unnecessarily increase the size of the search space, 
and hence the time needed for learning a sufficiently accurate classification function. 
• The number of examples needed for learning a sufficiently accurate clcissification function: 
All other things being equal, the lajger the number of features used to describe the 
patterns in a domain of interest, the larger is the number of examples needed to leam a 
classification function to a desired accuracy [Langley, 1995; Mitchell, 1997]. 
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• The cost of performmg classification using the learned classification function: In many 
practical applications e.g., medical diagnosis, patterns are described using observable 
symptoms as well as results of diagnostic tests. Different diagnostic tests might have 
different costs as well as risks associated with them. For instance, an invasive exploratory 
surgery can be much more expensive and risky than say, a blood test. 
• The comprehensibility of the knowledge acquired through learning: A primary task of 
an inductive learning algorithm is to extract knowledge (e.g.. In the form of classiiication 
rules) from the training data. Presence of a large number of features, especially if they 
are irrelevant or misleading, can make the knowledge difficult to comprehend by humans. 
Conversely, if the learned rules are based on a small number of relevant features, they 
would be much more concise and hence easier to understand, and use by humans. 
This presents us with a feature subset selection problem in automated design of pattern 
classifiers. The feature subset selection problem refers the task of identifying and selecting a 
useful subset of features to be used to represent patterns from a larger set of often mutually 
redundcint. possibly irrelevant, features with different associated measurement costs and/or 
risks. An example of such a scenario which is of significant practical interest is the task of 
selecting a subset of clinical tests (each with different financial cost, diagnostic value, and 
associated risk) to be performed as part of a medical diagnosis task. Other examples of 
feature subset selection problem include large scale data mining applications, power system 
control [Zhou et aL. 1997], construction of user interest profiles for text classification [Yang 
et al., 1998d] and sensor subset selection in the design of autonomous robots [Balakrishnan 
Honavar, 1996a]. 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 summarizes various approaches 
to the feature subset selection. Section 6.3 describes our approach that uses a genetic algorithm 
for neural network pattern classifiers. Section 6.4 explains the implementation details in our 
experiments. Section 6.5 presents the results of various experiments designed to evaluate the 
performance of our approach on some benchmark classification problems as well as a document 
classification task. Section 6.6 concludes with summary and discussion of some directions for 
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fdtnre research. 
6.2 Approaches to Feature Subset Selection 
A number of approaches to feature subset selection have been proposed in the literature. 
(See [Siedlecki & Sklansky, 1988; Doak, 1992; Langley, 1994; Dash k Liu, 1997] for surveys). 
These approaches involve searching for an optimal subset of features based on some criteria 
of interest. Feature subset selection problem can be viewed as a special case of the feature 
weighting problem. It involves assigning a real-valued weight to each feature. The weight 
associated with a feature measures its relevance or significance in the classiiication task [Cost 
tc Salzberg, 1993; Punch et al., 1993; Wettschereck et al., 1995]. If we restrict the weights to be 
binary valued, the feature weighting problem reduces to the feature subset selection problem. 
The focus of this paper is on feature subset selection. 
Let II{S)  be a performance measure that is used to evaluate a feature subset S with respect 
to the criteria of interest (e.g., cost and accuracy of the resulting classifier). Feature subset 
selection problem is essentially an optimization problem which involves searching the space 
of possible feature subsets to identify one that is optimal or near-optimal with respect to /i. 
Feature subset selection algorithms can broadly be classified into three categories according to 
the characteristics of the search strategy employed. 
6.2.1 Feature Subset Selection Using E^xhaustive Search 
In this approach, the candidate feature subsets are evaluated with respect to the perfor­
mance measure n and an optimal feature subset is found using exhaustive search. The Focus 
algorithm [Almuallim k. Dietterich, 1994] employs the breadth-first search algorithm to find the 
minimal combination of features sufficient to construct a hypothesis that is consistent with the 
training examples. The algorithm proposed by [Sheinvald et al., 1990] uses the minimum de­
scription length criterion [Rissanen, 1978] to select an optimal feature subset using exhaustive 
enumeration and evaluation of candidate feature subsets. Exhaustive search is computation­
ally infeasible in practice, except in those rare instances where the total number of features is 
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quite small. 
6.2.2 Feature Subset Selection Using Heuristic Search 
Since exhaustive search over ail possible subsets of a feature set is not computationeilly 
feasible in practice, a number of authors have explored the use of heuristics for feature subset 
selection, often in conjunction with branch and bound search, a technique that is well-known in 
combinatorial optimization [Cormen et ai, 1990] and artificial intelligence [Russell &: Norvig. 
1995]. Forward selection and backward elimination are the most common sequential branch 
and bound search algorithms used in feature subset selection [Narendra & Fukunaga. 1977: 
Devijver, 1982; Foroutan & Sklansky, 1987: Fukunaga, 1990]. Forward selection starts with an 
empty feature set and adds a feature at a time, at each stage choosing the addition that most 
Increases fi. Backward elimination starts with the entire feature set and at each step drops 
the feature whose absence least decreases /i. Both forward and backward selection procedures 
are optimal at each stage, but are unable to anticipate complex interactions between features 
that might affect the performance of the classifier. A related approach, called the exchange 
strategy starts with an initial feature subset (perhaps found by forward selection or backw^ard 
elimination) ajid then tries to exchange a feature in the selected subset with one of the features 
that is outside it. We can often find a feature subset that is guaranteed to be the best for 
a given size of the feature subset without considering all possible subsets using branch and 
bound search [Narendra Fukunaga. 1977] if we assume that is monotone. That is. adding 
features is guaranteed to not decrease fi. It is worth pointing out that in many practiced 
pattern classification scenarios, the monotonicity assumption is not satisfied. For example, 
addition of irrelevant features (e.g.. social security numbers in medical records in a diagnosis 
task) can significantly worsen the generalization accuracy of a decision tree classifier [Quinlan, 
1993]. Furthermore, feature subset selection techniques that rely on the monotonicity of the 
performance criterion, although they appear to work reasonably well with linear classifiers, can 
exhibit poor performance with non-linear classifiers such as neural networks [Ripley, 1996]. 
The use of systematic search to find a feature subset that is consistent with training data 
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by forward selection osing a reliability measure is reported in [Schlimmer, 1993]. Five greedy 
MQclimbing procedures (with different sequential search methods) for obtaining good gen­
eralization with decision tree construction algorithms (IDS and C4.5) [Quinlan, 1993] were 
proposed in [Caruana & Freitag, 1994]. In related work, [John et ai, 1994] used both forward 
selection and backward elimination to minimize the cross validation error of decision tree clas­
sifiers [Quinlan, 1993]; [Kohavi, 1994: Kohavi & Frasca, 1994] used hillclimbing and best-first 
search for feature subset selection for decision tree classifiers. Koller et al. [KoUer &: Sahami. 
1996; Koller & Sahami, 1997] used forward selection and backward elimination to select a fea­
ture that is subsumed by the remaining features (determined by the Markov blanket, the set of 
features that render the selected feature conditionally independent of the remciining features) 
for constructing Naive Bayesian [Duda & Hart, 1973; Mitchell, 1997] and decision tree classi­
fiers [Quinlan, 1993]. The Preset algorithm [Modrzejewski, 1993] employs the rough set theory 
[Pawlak, 1991] to select a feature subset by rank ordering the features to generate a minimal 
decision tree. A class of techniques based for feature subset selection using the probability of 
error and correlation among features is reported in [Mucciardi & Gose, 1971]. 
6.2.3 Feature Subset Selection Using Randomized Search 
Randomized algorithms [Motwani k Raghavan, 1996] make use of randomized or proba­
bilistic (as opposed to deterministic) steps or sampling processes. Several researchers have 
explored the use of such algorithms for feature subset selection. The Relief algorithm [Kira &; 
Rendell, 1992] assigns weights to features (based on their estimated effectiveness for classifica­
tion ) using the randomly sampled instances. Features whose weights exceed a user-determined 
threshold are selected in designing the classifier. Several extensions of Relief have been intro­
duced to handle noisy or missing features as well as multi-category classification [Kononenko. 
1994]. A randomized hillclimbing search for feature subset selection for nearest neighbor clas­
sifiers [Cover & Hart. 1967; Diday, 1974: Dasarathy, 1991] was proposed in [Skaiak, 1994]. 
The LVF and LVW algorithms [Liu iz Setiono, 1996b: Liu & Setiono, 1996a] are randomized 
algorithms that generate several random feature subsets and pick the one that has the least 
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nmnber of unfaithful patterns in the space defined by the feature sabset (LVF) or the one that 
has the lowest error nsmg a decision tree classifier (LVW) giving preference to smaller feature 
subsets. (Two patterns are said to be unfaithful if they have the same feature values but 
different class labels). Several authors have explored the use of randomized population-based 
heuristic search techniques such as genetic algorithms (GA) for feature subset selection for 
decision tree and nearest neighbor classifiers [Siedlecki & Sklansky, 1989; Brill et al., 1992: 
Punch et a/., 1993; Richeldi & Lanzi, 1996] or nde induction systems [Vafaie k. De Jong, 1993]. 
A related approach used lateral feedback networks [Guo, 1992; Kothari & Agyepong, 1996] to 
evaluate feature subsets [Guo ic Uhrig, 1992]. Feature subset selection techniques that employ 
genetic algorithms do not require the restrictive monotonidty assumption. They also readily 
lend themselves to the use of multiple selection criteria (e.g., classification accuracy, feature 
measurement cost, etc.). This makes them particularly attractive in the design of pattern 
classifiers in many practical scenarios. 
6.2.4 Filter and Wrapper Approaches to Feature Subset Selection 
Feature subset selection algorithms can also be classified into two categories based on 
whether or not feature selection is done independently of the learning algorithm used to con­
struct the classifier. If feature selection is performed independently of the learning algorithm, 
the technique is said to follow a filter approach. Otherwise, it is said to follow a wrapper ap­
proach [John et ai, 1994]. While the filter approach is generally computationally more efficient 
than the wrapper approach, its major drawback is that an optimal selection of features may 
not be independent of the inductive and representational bicises of the learning algorithm that 
is used to construct the classifier. The wrapper approach on the other hand, involves the com­
putational overhead of evaluating candidate feature subsets by executing a selected learning 
algorithm on the dataset represented using each feature subset under consideration. This is 
feasible only if the learning algorithm used to train the classifier is relatively fast. Figure 6.1 
summarizes the filter and wrapper approaches. The approach to feature subset selection pro­
posed in this paper is an instance of the wrapper approach. It utilizes a genetic algorithm 
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for feature subset selection. Feature subsets are evaluated by computing the generalization 
accuracy of (and optionally cost of features used in) the neural network classifier constructed 






















(a) Filter approach (b) Wrapper approach 
Figure 6.1 Filter and Wrapper approaches to feature subset selection. 
6.3 Feature Selection Using a Genetic Algorithm for Neural Network Pat­
tern Classifiers 
Feature subset selection in the context of many practical problems (e.g., diagnosis) presents 
an instance of a multi-criteria optimization problem. The multiple criteria to be optimized 
include the accuracy of classification, cost and risk associated with classification which in turn 
depends on the selection of features used to describe the patterns. Genetic algorithms offer a 
particularly attractive approach for multi-criteria optimization. 
Neural networks offer an attractive framework for the design of trainable pattern classifiers 
for real-world real-time pattern classification tasks on account of their potential for paraUelism 
and fault and noise tolerance, [Gallant, 1993; Honavar, 1994; Hassoun, 1995; Ripley, 1996; 
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MitcheQ, 1997; Honavax et aL, 1999a; Honavar et al., 1999b]. (See chapter 2 for detailed 
description on artificial neural networks). 
While genetic algorithms are generally qnite effective for rapid global search of large search 
spaces in difScnlt optimization problems, neural networks offer a particularly attractive ap­
proach to finetuning promising solutions once they have been identified. Thus, it is attractive 
to explore combinations of global and local search techniques in the solution of difficult design 
or optimization problems [Mitchell, 1996]. Against this background, the use of genetic algo­
rithms for feature subset selection in the design of neural network pattern classifiers is clearly 
of interest. 
This chapter explores GADistAi, a wrapper-based multi-criteria approach to feature sub­
set selection using a genetic algorithm in conjunction with DistAi. However, the general ap­
proach can be used with any inductive learning algorithm. The interested reader is referred to 
[Honavar, 1994; Langley, 1995: Mitchell, 1997; Honavar et al.. 1999a: Honavar et al.. 1999b] 
for surveys of different approaches to inductive learning. 
6.3.1 Genetic Algorithms 
Evolutionary algorithms [Goldberg, 1989; Holland. 1992: Koza. 1992: Fogel. 1995: Michalewicz. 
1996; Mitchell, 1996; Banzaf et ai, 1997] include a class related randomized, population-based 
heuristic search techniques which include genetic algorithms [Goldberg. 1989: Holland, 1992; 
Mitchell, 1996], genetic programming [Koza, 1992; Banzaf et al., 1997]. evolutionary program­
ming [Fogel, 1995], and variety of related approaches [Michalewicz, 1996; Mitchell, 1996]. They 
are inspired by processes that axe modeled after biological evolution. Central to such evolu­
tionary systems is the idea of a population of potential solutions (individuals) that corresponds 
to members of a high-dimensional search space. 
The individuals represent candidate solutions to the optimization problem being solved. A 
wide range of genetic representations (e.g., bit vectors, LISP programs, matrices, etc.) can be 
used to encode the individuals depending on the space of solutions that needs to be searched. 
In genetic algorithms [Goldberg, 1989; Michalewicz, 1996: Mitchell, 1996], the individuals are 
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typically represented by n-bit binary vectors. The resulting search space corresponds to an 
n-dimensional boolean space. In the feature subset selection problem, each individual would 
represent a feature subset. 
It is assumed that the quality of each candidate solution (or fitness of the individual in the 
population) can be evaluated using a fitness function. In the feature subset selection problem, 
the fitness fimction would evaluate the selected features with respect to some criteria of interest 
(e.g.. cost of the resulting classifier, classification accuracy of the classifier, etc.). In this case, 
it is essentially the fi function defined earlier. 
Evolutionary algorithms use some form of fitness-dependent probabilistic selection of indi­
viduals from the current population to produce individuals for the next generation. A variety 
of selection techniques have been explored in the literature. Some of the most common ones are 
fitness-proportionate selection, rank-based selection, and toumament-based selection [Goldberg. 
1989; Michalewicz. 1996; Mitchell, 1996]. The selected individuals are subjected to the action 
of genetic operators to obtain new individuals that constitute the next generation. The genetic 
operators are usually designed to exploit the known properties of the genetic representation, 
the search space, and the optimization problem to be solved. Genetic operators enable the 
algorithm to explore the space of caindidate solutions. See [Bedakrishnan i: Honavar. 1995] for 
a discussion of some desirable properties of genetic representations and operators. 
Mutation and crossover are two of the most commonly used operators that are used with 
genetic algorithms that represent individuals as binary strings. Mutation operates on a single 
string and generally changes a bit at random. Thus, a string 11010 may, as a consequence 
of random mutation, get changed to 11110. Crossover, on the other hand, operates on two 
parent strings to produce two offspring. With a randomly chosen crossover position 4, the 
two strings 01101 and 11000 yield the offspring 01100 and 11001 as a result of crossover. 
Other genetic representations (e.g., matrices. LISP programs) require the use of appropriately 
designed genetic operators [Michalewicz, 1996; Mitchell, 1996: Banzaf et al.. 1997]. 
The process of fitness-dependent selection and application of genetic operators to gener­
ate successive generations of individuals is repeated many times until a satisfactory solution 
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is foxmd (or the search fails). It can be shown that evolutionary algorithms of the sort out­
lined above simulate highly opportunistic and exploitative randomized search that explores 
high-dimensional search spaces rather effectively under certain conditions [Holland. 1992]. In 
practice, the performance of evolutionary algorithms depends on a number of factors includ­
ing: the choice of genetic representation and operators, the fitness function, the details of 
the fitness-dependent selection procedure, and the various user-determined parameters such 
as population size, probability of application of different genetic operators, etc. The specific 
choices made in the experiments reported in this paper are summarized in section 6.4. 
6.3.2 Grenetic AJgorithin Wrapper approach to Feature Subset Selection for 
Neural Network Pattern Classifiers: Some Practical Considerations 
Genetic algorithms offier an attractive technique for feature subset selection for neural 
network pattern classifiers for several reasons, some of which were mentioned above. However, 
we are faced with several difficulties in using this approach in practice. 
Traditional neural network learning algorithms (e.g., backpropagation) perform an error 
gradient guided search for a suitable setting of weights in the weight space determined by a user-
specified network architecture. This ad hoc choice of network architecture often inappropriately 
constrains the search for an appropriate setting of weights. For example, if the network has 
fewer neurons than necessary, the learning algorithm will fail to find the desired classification 
function. If the network has far more neurons th«in necessary, it can result in overfitting of 
the training data leading to poor generalization. In either case, it would make it difficult to 
evaluate the usefulness of a feature subset employed to describe (or represent) the training 
patterns used to train the neural network. 
Gradient based learning algorithms although mathematically well-founded for unimodal 
search spaces, can get caught in local minima of the error function. This can complicate the 
evaluation of a feature subset employed to represent the training patterns used to train the 
neural networks. This is due to the fact that the poor performance of the classifier might be 
due to the failure of the learning algorithm, and not the feature subset used. 
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FoTtunately, constructive nenial network learning algorithms [Gallant, 1993; Honavar & 
Uhr, 1993; Honavar et al., 1999a] eliminate the need for awi hoc, and often inappropriate a-priori 
choices of network architectures; and can potentially discover near-minimal networks whose 
size is commensurate with the complexity of the classification t<isk that is implicitly spediied 
by the training data. Several new, provably convergent, and relatively efficient constructive 
learning algorithms for multi-category real as well as discrete valued pattern classification tasks 
have begun to appear in the literature [Yang et al., 1996; Parekh et al., 1997a; Parekh et al.. 
1997b; Yang et al., 1998b; Honavar et al., 1999a]. Many of these algorithms have demonstrated 
very good performance in terms of reduced network size, learning time, and generalization in 
a number of experiments with both artificial and fairly large real-world datasets. [Honavar 
& Uhr, 1993; Parekh et al., 1997a; Yang et al., 1998b]. However, most of them, with the 
exception of DistAI [Yang et al., 1998b] (in Chapter 5) use time-consuming iterative training 
algorithms for setting the weights of the neurons. 
Using genetic algorithms for feature subset selection for the design of neural network pat­
tern classifiers involves running a genetic algorithm for several generations. In each generation, 
evaluation of an individu<J (a feature subset) requires training the corresponding neural net­
work and computing its accuracy and cost. This evaluation has to be performed for each of 
the individuals In the population. Thus, it is not feasible to use computationally expensive 
iterative weight update algorithms for training neural network classifiers for evaluating candi­
date feature subsets. Against this background, DistAI offers an attractive approach to training 
neural networks. Key steps in our approach are shown in Figure 6.2: Starting from the initial 
population (of candidates having different feature subsets), new populations are generated re­
peatedly from the previous ones by applying genetic operators (i.e., crossover ajid mutation) 
to the selected parents, evaluating the fitness values of offsprings by DistAI and ranking them 























Figure 6.2 GADistAI: feature subset selection using a genetic algorithm 
with DistAi. 
6.4 Implementation Details 
As explained earlier, the use of a genetic ctlgorithm in any search or optimization problem 
requires: 
• the choice of a representation for encoding candidate solutions to be manipulated by the 
genetic algorithm 
• the definition of a fitness function that is used to evaluate the candidate solutions 
• the definition of a selection-scheme (e.g., fitness-proportionate selection) 
• the definition of suitable genetic operators that are used to transform candidate solutions 
(and thereby explore the search space) 
• setting of user-controlled parameters (e.g.. probability of applying a particular genetic 
operator, size of the population, etc.) 
Our experiments were run using a genetic cilgorithm [Goldberg, 1989; Mitchell, 1996] using 
rank-bcised selection strategy. The probability of selection of the highest ranked individual 
is p (where 0.5 < p < 1.0 is a user-specified parameter), that of the second highest ranked 
individual is p(l — p), that of the third highest ranked individual is p(l — p)^,..., that of the 
last ranked individual is 1—(sum of the probabilities of selection of all the other individuals). 
The rank-based selection strategy gives a non-zero probability of selection of each individual 
[Mitchell, 1996]. Our experiments used the following parameter settings: 
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• Population size: 50 
• Number of generation: 20 
• Probability of crossover: 0.6 
• Probability of mutation: 0.001 
• Probability of selection of the highest ranked individual: 0.6 
The parameter settings were based on results of several preliminary runs. They are comparable 
to the typical values mentioned in the literature [Mitchell, 1996]. 
Each individual in the population represents a candidate solution to the feature subset 
selection problem. Let m be the total number of features available to choose from to represent 
the patterns to be classified. In a medical diagnosis task, these would be observable symptoms 
and a set of possible diagnostic tests that can be performed on the patient. It is represented 
by a binary vector of dimension m (where m is the total number of features). If a bit is a 1, it 
means that the corresponding feature is selected. A value of 0 indicates that the corresponding 
feature is not selected. The fitness of an individual is determined by evaluating the neural 
network constructed by DistAI using a training set whose patterns are represented using only 
the selected subset of features. If an individual has n bits turned on. the corresponding neural 
network has n input nodes. 
The fitness function has to combine two different criteria - the accuracy of the classification 
function realized by the neural network and the cost of performing cleissification. The accuracy 
of the classification function caui be estimated by calculating the percentage of patterns in a 
test set that are correctly classified by the neural network in question. A number of diflferent 
measures of the cost of classification suggest themselves: cost of measuring the v«due of a 
particular feature needed for classification (or the cost of performing the necessary test in 
a medical diagnosis application), the risk involved, etc. To keep things simple, we chose a 
2-criteria fitness function defined as follows: 
costt X )  fitnessix) = accuracy(x) ;—:—- + costmax (6.1) 
accuracyix) + 1 
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where fitness{x) is the fitness of the feature subset represented by x, accuracy{x) is the 
test accuracy of the neural network classifier trained using DistAI using the feature subset 
represented by x, cost(x) is the sum of measurement costs of feature subset represented by x. 
and costjnax is an upper bound on the costs of candidate solutions. In this case, it is simply 
the sum of the costs associated with all of the features. This is clearly a somewhat ad hoc 
choice. However, it does discourage trivial solutions (e.g., a zero cost solution with a ver>-
low accuracy) from being selected over reasonable solutions which yield high accuracy at a 
moderate cost. It also ensures that Vx 0 < fitness(x) < {100 + co5<,„ax)• In practice, defining 
suitable tradeoffs between the multiple objectives has to be bcised on knowledge of the domain. 
In general, it is a non-trivial task to combine multiple optimization criteria into a single fitness 
function. A wide variety of approaches have been examined in the utility theory literature 
[Keeney & Raiffa, 1976]. 
6.5 Experiments 
6.5.1 Datasets 
The e.xperiments reported here used a wide range of real-world datasets from the machine 
learning data repository at the University of California at Irvine [Murphy k: .A.ha. 1994] as 
well as a carefully constructed artificial dataset (3-bit parity) to explore the feasibility of 
using genetic algorithms for feature subset selection for neural network classifiers. The feature 
subset selection using DistAI is also applied to document classification problem for journal 
paper abstracts and news articles. 
• 3-bit Parity Dataset 
This dataset was constructed to explore the effectiveness of the genetic algorithm in 
selecting an appropriate subset of relevant features in the presence of redundajit features 
so as to minimize the cost and maximize the accuracy of the resulting neural network 
pattern classifier. The modified training set is constructed as follows: The original 
features are replicated once (to introduce redundancy) thereby doubling the number 
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of features. Then an additional set of irrelevant features are generated and are assigned 
random boolean valnes. 100 7-bit random vectors were generated and augmented with 
the 6-bit vectors (corresponding to the ori^al 3 bits plus an identical set of 3 bits). 
Each feature in the resulting dataset is assigned a random cost between 0 and 9. The 
performance considering the random costs in addition to the accuracy (see equation (6.1)) 
was compared with that obtained by considering the accuracy alone. Table 6.1 includes 
this datciset. Size is the number of patterns in the dataset. Dimension is the number 
of input attributes. Missing? is whether there are any missing values, and Class is the 
number of output classes in Table 6.1. 
Table 6.1 Parity and document datasets used in the experiments. 
Dataset Size Dimension Attribute Type Missing? Class 
3-bit parity problem (3P) 100 13 numeric No 2 
paper abstracts 1 (Abstractl) 100 790 numeric No 2 
paper abstracts 2 (Abstract2) 100 790 numeric No 2 
news articles 1 (Reutersl) 939 1568 numeric No 6 
news articles 2 (Reuters2) 139 435 numeric No 4 
news articles 3 (ReutersS) 834 1440 numeric No 8 
• Datasets from UCI Repository 
In our experiments with real world datasets, our objective wcis to compare the neural 
networks built using feature subsets selected by the genetic algorithm with those that 
use the entire set of features available. Some of the datasets (with reasonable size of 
feature sets) were chosen in our experiment from Table 5.1. Some medical datasets 
include measurement costs for the features, but most of the datasets lack this information. 
Therefore, our experiments with the datasets from UCI repository focused on identifying 
a minimal subset of features that yield high accuracy neural network classifiers. Where 
measurement costs were available, the performance considering the cost in addition to 
the accuracy was compared with that obtained by considering the accuracy alone. 
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• Document Datasets 
The paper abstracts were chosen firom three different sources: IEEE Expert magazine. 
Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research and Neural Computation. The news articles 
were obtained from Reuters dataset. Each document is represented in the form of a 
vector of numeric weights for each of the words (terms) in the vocabulary. The weights 
correspond to the term frequency and inverse document frequency (TFIDF) [Salton &: 
McGill, 1983; Yang et al., 1998d] values for the corresponding words (see also section 
8.3.2). The training sets for paper abstracts were generated based on the classification of 
the corresponding documents into two classes (interesting and not interesting) by two dif­
ferent individuals, resulting in two different data sets (Abstractl and Abstract2). The 
classifications for news articles were given based on their topics (6,4 and 8 classes) follow­
ing [Koller & Sckhami, 1997], resulting in three different datasets (Reutersl, Reuters2 
and Reuters3), respectively. These datasets are also summarized in Table 6.1. Since 
these datasets do not have measurement costs for the features, our experiments with 
document datasets also focused on identifying a minimal subset of features that yield 
high accuracy neural network classifiers. 
6.5.2 Experimental Results 
Two different sets of experiments were run to explore the performance of GADistAI. The 
first set of experiments were designed to explore the effect of feature subset selection on the 
performance of DistAI on a given choice of training and test sets. Each dataset was randomly 
partitioned into a training and test set (with 90% of the data used for training and the re­
maining 10% for testing). The genetic algorithm was used to select the best feature subset on 
the basis of this choice of training and test sets. The results were averaged over 5 independent 
runs of the genetic algorithm, for a given choice of training and test set. This process was 
repeated 10 times with 10 different choices of training and test set, which makes 5 x 10 = 50 
runs of the genetic algorithm. 
The second set of experiments explored a somewhat different, but related question. Since 
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feature subset selection in GADistAI is guided by the fitness fdnction, it seems reasonable 
to expect that the quality of fitness estimates will have some impact on the performance 
of DistAI. Thus, it is interesting to explore the performance of GADistAI when the fitness 
estimates are obtained using several training and test sets. Thus, in this set of experiments, 
fitness estimates used by GADistAI were obtained by averaging the observed fitness values for 
10 different partitions of the data into training and test sets. The reported results represent 
averages over 5 independent runs of the algorithm. 
The results of those two different sets of experiments are shown in Tables 6.2-6.6. The 
entries in the tables give the means (and standard deviations) in the form mean (± standard 
deviation). 
6.5.2.1 Improvement in Generalization using Feature Subset Selection 
To study the effect of feature subset selection on generalization, experiments were run 
using classification accuracy as the fitness function. The results in Table 6.2 indicate that 
the networks constructed using GA-selected subset of features compare quite favorably with 
networks that use ail of the features in all randomly partitioned datasets. In particular, feature 
subset selection resulted Ln substantial improvement in generalization on many of the datasets. 
(For example, 100% accuracy were yielded in P3, Promoters, and Zoo datasets). .A.lso, the 
number of features selected is significantly smaller than the total number of features present 
in the original data representation in all of the datasets. 
The results shown in Table 6.3 indicate that the networks constructed using GA-selected 
subset of features are comparable to the networks that use all of the features in most of the 
datasets with 10-fold cross-validation. Cle«irly, GADistAI outperformed plain DistAI (with all 
features) in the parity problem in the sense that it successfully selected important features giv­
ing 100% generalization. For the remaining datasets, the improvement is generalization ranged 
from modest in some cases to marginal in others. The best individual generated by GADistAI 
outperformed DistAI In almost all datasets. Again, the number of features selected is signifi­
cantly smaller than the total number of features present in the original data representation 
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Table 6.2 Results for randomly partitioned datasets. 
DistAI GADistAI 
Dataset Features Accuracy Features Accuracy 
3P 13 79.0±12.2 6.6 ± 1.6 100 ± 0-0 
Annealing 38 96.6±2.0 21.0 ± 3.1 99-5 ± 0-9 
Audiology 69 66.0±9.7 36-4 ± 3.5 83.5 ± 8.2 
Bridges 11 63.0 ± 7.8 5.6 ± 1.5 81.6 ±7.6 
Cancer 9 97.8 ± 1.2 5.4 ± 1.4 99.3 ± 0.9 
CRX 15 87.7 ± 3.3 8.0 ±2.1 91.5 ± 2.8 
Flag 28 65.8 ± 9.5 14.0 ±2.6 78.1 ±7.8 
Glass 9 70-5 ± 8.5 5-5 ±1.4 80.8 ±5.0 
Heart 13 86.7 ± 7-6 7.2 ±1.6 93.9 ±3.8 
HeartCIe 13 85-3 ± 2.7 7.3 ±1.7 92.9 ±3.6 
HeartHun 13 85.9 ± 6.3 7.0 ±1.2 93.0 ±4.0 
HeartLB 13 80.0 ± 7.4 7.1 ±1.7 91.0 ±5.7 
HeartSwi 13 94.2 ± 3.8 6.6 ±1.7 98.3 ±3.3 
Hepatitis 19 84.7 ± 9.5 9-2 ±2-3 97.1 ±4.3 
Horse 22 86.0 ± 3.6 11-1 ±2-3 92.6 ±3.4 
Ionosphere 34 94.3 ± 5.0 17.3 ±3.5 98-6 ±2-4 
Pima 8 76.3 ± 5.1 3-8 ±1.5 79-5 ±3-1 
Promoters 57 88.0 ± 7.5 28.8 ±3.3 100 ±0-0 
Sonar 60 83-0 ± 7-8 30.7 ±3.7 97-2 ±2.9 
Soybean 35 81-0 ± 5.6 19.4 ± 2.7 92-8 ±5.9 
Vehicle 18 65.4 ± 3.5 9.1 ±1.7 68.8 ±4.3 
Votes 16 96.1 ± 1.5 8.9 ±1.8 98.8 ±1.2 
Vowel 10 69.8 ± 6.4 6.5 ±1.2 78.4 ±3.8 
Wine 13 97.1 ± 4.0 6-7 ±1.6 99.4 ±2.1 
Zoo 16 96.0 ± 4.9 9.3 ±1.6 100 ±0.0 
Abstractl 790 89.0±9.4 393-7 ± 12.9 97.6 ± 4.7 
Abstract2 790 84.0±12.0 393.8 ± 14.6 94.4 ± 7.3 
Reuters 1 1568 91.6±2.9 786.1 ± 19.1 94.9 ± 2-5 
Reuters2 435 88.5±10.5 218.3 ± 9.7 97.5 ± 4.7 
Reuters3 1440 96.4±1.6 715.4 ± 20.3 98.7 ± 1.0 
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Table 6.3 Results for 10-fold cross-valldatloQ.. 
DistAI GADistAI (average) GADistAI (best) 
Dataset Features Accuracy Features Accuracy Features Accuracy 
3P 13 79.0±12.2 4.8 ± 0.7 100 ± 0.0 4 100 ± 0.0 
Annealing 38 96.6±2.0 20.0 ±1.4 98.8 ± 0.4 18 99.5 ± 1.2 
Audiology 69 66.0±9.7 37.2 ± 1.8 72.6 ± 2.8 39 76.5 ± 13.8 
Bridges 11 63.0 ± 7.8 4.9 ± 0.6 56.9 ± 7.6 5 67.0 ± 11.9 
Cancer 9 97.8 ±1.2 6.0 ± 1.1 98.0 ± 0.3 8 98.6 ± 0.9 
CRX 15 87.7 ± 3.3 7.4 ± 2.6 87.7 ± 0.4 6 88.0 ± 2.8 
Flag 28 65.8 ± 9.5 14.2 ± 2.8 63.9 ±6.1 18 70.0 ± 8.8 
Glass 9 70.5 ± 8.5 4.4 ± 0.8 69.3 ±2.5 5 71.0 ±9.4 
Heart 13 86.7 ± 7.6 7.6 ± 0.8 85.5 ±0.7 7 85.9 ± 5.4 
HeartCle 13 85.3 ± 2.7 8.4 ± 0.8 86.9 ±0.6 9 87.7 ±4.0 
HeartHun 13 85.9 ± 6.3 7.4 ± 1.4 85.4 ±1.3 8 87.2 ± 2.2 
HeartLB 13 80.0 ± 7.4 7.6 ± 1.0 79.8 ±1.9 6 83.0 ± 6.0 
HeartSwi 13 94.2 ± 3.8 7.4 ± 1.7 95.3 ±1.1 8 96.7 ±4.1 
Hepatitis 19 84.7 ± 9.5 10.2 ±1.6 85.2 ±2.9 10 88.7 ± 9.5 
Horse 22 86.0 ± 3.6 9.6 ± 2.7 83.2 ±1.6 5 85.0 ± 7.0 
Ionosphere 34 94.3 ± 5.0 16.6 ±3.0 94.5 ± 0.8 13 96.0 ± 4.3 
Pima 8 76.3 ± 5.1 4.0 ± 1.7 73.1 ±3.1 2 76.8 ± 3.8 
Promoters 57 88.0 ± 7.5 30.6 ± 2.1 89.8 ±1.7 31 92.0 ± 7.5 
Sonar 60 83.0 ± 7.8 32.2 ± 2.2 84.0 ±1.6 28 85.5 ± 7.6 
Soybean 35 81.0 ± 5.6 21.0 ±1.4 83.1 ± 1.1 19 84.3 ± 7.2 
Vehicle 18 65.4 ± 3.5 9.4 ± 2.1 50.1 ± 7.9 11 59.4 ± 4.7 
Votes 16 96.1 ± 1.5 8.2 ± 1.5 97.0 ±0.7 7 97.9 ± 1.3 
Vowel 10 69.8 ± 6.4 6.8 ± 1.2 70.2 ±1.6 6 71.5 ± 5.7 
Wine 13 97.1 ±4.0 8.2 ± 1.2 96.7 ±0.7 7 97.1 ± 3.9 
Zoo 16 96.0 ± 4.9 8.8 ± 1.6 96.8 ±2.0 9 99-0 ± 3.0 
Abstract 1 790 89.0±9.4 402.2 ± 14.2 89.2 ± 1.0 387 91.0 ±9.4 
Abstract2 790 84.0±12.0 389.8 ± 5.2 84.0 ± 1.1 382 85.0 ± 10.2 
Reuters 1 1568 91.6±2.9 766.0 ± 12.0 90.2 ± 0.7 750 91.5 ± 0.7 
Reuters2 435 88.5±10.5 222.4 ± 14.7 90.3 ± 0.8 195 91.5 ± 10.6 
ReutersS 1440 96.4±1.6 721.0 ±16.6 96.2 ± 0.7 712 96.9 ± 1.6 
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in aU of the datasets. 
Table 6.4 compares the results of GAOistAI with the results of other GA-based (ADHOC) 
[Richeldi & Lauzi, 1996] and several non GA-based approaches that are available in the liter­
ature (non-GA) [Liu & Setiono, 1996a; Liu & Setiono, 1996b; Kohavi, 1994; Kohavi &: Frasca, 
1994; KoUer & Sahami, 1996; Roller & Sahami, 1997]. A indicates that the result is not 
reported in the corresponding reference. The results indicate that GAOistAI gave higher gener­
alization accuracy than the other techniques or comparable accuracy in almost all cases (except 
Vehicle dataset) although it occasionally selected more features. GAOistAI produced feature 
subsets with larger number of features than the approach in [Koller & Sahami, 1996; Roller 
& Sahami, 1997] for Reuters datasets. This can be explained by that the former found the 
feature subsets using a genetic algorithm for datasets with relatively large number of features 
while the latter set up the number of features to select a priori. It should be noted that it 
is not generally feasible to do a completely fair and thorough comparison between different 
approaches without the complete knowledge of the parameters and the set up used in the 
experiments. 
6.5.2.2 Minimising Cost and Maximizing Accuracy using Feature Subset 
Selection 
The selection was based on both the generalization accuracy and the mecisurement cost 
of features. (See the fitness function in equation (6.1)). The 3-bit parity problem, Cleveland 
heart disease, hepatitis domain ajid pima Indians diabetes datasets were used for the experiment 
(with the random costs in the 3-bit parity problem). The results are shown in Table 6.5 and 
6.6 for randomly partitioned and 10-fold cross-validation datasets, respectively. 
As we can see from Table 6.5, the fitness function that combined both accuracy and cost 
outperformed that based on accuracy alone in every respect: the number of features used, gen­
eralization accuracy, and the cost. This is not surprising because the former tries to minimize 
cost (while maximizing the accuracy), which reduces the number of features, while the latter 
emphasizes only on the accuracy. 
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Table 6.4 Comparison between various approaches for feature subset selec­
tion. 
non-GA ADHOC GADistAI 
Oataset Features Accuracy Features Accuracy Features Accuracy 
Annealing 
- - 8 95.0 18 99.5 
Cancer 4 74.7 - - 8 98.6 
CRX 6 85.0 7 85.1 6 88.0 
Glass 4 62.5 4 70.5 5 71.0 
Heart 3 79.2 5 80.8 7 85.9 
Hepatitis 4 84.6 - - 10 88.7 
Horse 4 85.3 - - 5 85.0 
Pima - - 3 73.2 2 76.8 
Sonar - - 16 76.0 28 85.5 
Vehicle - - 7 69.6 11 59.4 
Votes 4 97.0 5 95.7 7 97.9 
Reutersl 40 94.1 - - 750 91.5 
Reuters2 40 90.0 - - 195 91.5 
ReutersS 80 98.6 - - 712 96.9 
Table 6.5 Comparison of different fitness evaluations for randomly parti­
tioned datasets. 
Accuracy only Accuracy & Cost 
Oataset Features Accuracy Cost Features Accuracy Cost 
3P 6.6 100 46.1 4.3 100 26.7 
HeartCle 7.3 92.9 335.7 6.1 93.0 261.5 
Hepatitis 9.2 97.1 22.8 8.3 97.3 19.0 
Pima 3.8 79.5 28.5 3.1 79.5 22.8 
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Table 6.6 Comparison of different fitness evaluations for 10-fold 
cross-validation. 
Accuracy only Accuracy & Cost 
Dataset Features Accuracy Cost Features Accuracy Cost 
3P 4.8 100 35.6 3.8 100 25.4 
HeartCIe 8.4 86.9 390.5 7.2 85.7 317.8 
Hepatitis 10.2 85.2 23.4 10.0 85.3 23.2 
Pima 4.0 73.1 29.3 4.2 76.1 20.8 
Table 6.6 also shows the fitness function that combined both accuracy and cost outperforms 
that based on accuracy alone in all datasets except HeartCIe. The generalization accuracy 
was higher and the cost was also higher with the fitness function that is based on accuracy 
alone in HeartCIe dataset. This explains how the fitness function (equation (6.1)) works in 
GADIstAI and verifies the rationale behind it. Also, note that some of the runs resulted in 
feature subsets which did not necessarily have TninimnTn cost. This suggests the possibility of 
improving the results by the use of a more principled choice of a fitness function that combines 
accuracy and cost. 
6.6 Summary and Discussion 
An approach to feature subset selection using a genetic algorithm for neural network pattern 
classifiers is proposed in this paper. A fast inter-pattem distcince-beised constructive neural 
network algorithm, DistAI, is employed to evaluate the fitness (in terms of the generalization 
accuracy) of candidate feature subsets in the genetic algorithm. The results presented in this 
paper indicate that genetic algorithms offer an attractive approach to solving the feature subset 
selection problem (under a different cost and performance constraints) in inductive learning of 
pattern classifiers in general, and neural network pattern classifiers in particular. 
The GA-based approach to feature subset selection does not rely on monotonicity as­
sumptions that are used in traditional approaches to feature selection which often limits their 
applicability to real-world classification and knowledge acquisition tasks. It also offers a nat­
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ural approach to feature subset selection by taking into account, the distribution of available 
data. This is due to the fact that feature selection is driven by estimated fitness values, which 
if based on multiple partitions of the dataset into training and test data, provide a robust 
measure of performance of the feature subset. This is not generally the case with many of 
the greedy stepwise algorithms that select features based on a single partition of the data into 
training and test sets. Consequently, the feature subsets selected by such algorithms are likely 
to perform rather poorly on other random partitions of the data into training and test sets. 
The approach to feature subset selection is able to naturally incorporate multiple criteria 
(e.g., accuracy, cost) into the feature selection process. This finds applications in cost-sensitive 
design of classifiers for tasks such cts medical diagnosis, computer vision, among others. .Another 
interesting application is automated data mining and knowledge discover}- from datasets with 
an abundance of irrelevant or redundant features. In such cases, identifying a relevant subset 
that adequately captures the regularities in the data can be particularly useful, particularly 
in scientific knowledge discovery tasks. Techniques similar to the one discussed in this paper 
have been successfully used recently to select feature subsets for pattern classification tasks 
that arise in power system security assessment [Zhou et al.. 1997]. sensor subsets in the design 
of behavior and control structures for autonomous mobile robots [Balakrishnan Honavar. 
1996a; Balakrishnan k Honavar. 1996b]. 
Some avenues for future research include: 
• Ebctensive experimental (and wherever feasible, theoretical) comparison of the perfor­
mance of the proposed approach with that of conventional methods for feature subset 
selection is of interest and significance. 
• Our approach, GADistAI can be applied to more real-world applications, and its effective­
ness can be verified. For instance, GADistAI can be used in scientific knowledge discovery 
tasks in bioinformatics (e.g., discovery of protein structure-function relationships, car­
cinogenicity prediction, gene sequence identification). 
• Different machine learning algorithms can be used within the genetic algorithm for feature 
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subset selection as our approach used a constructive neural network learning algorithm, 
DistAI. For instance, we incorporated the naive Bayesian classifier into a genetic algorithm 
and verified a much improved generalization accuracy. 
• Feature subset selection can be extended by incorporating feature construction and ge­
netic programming [Koza, 1992] as well. 
• A simple fitness evaluation is used in our experiments to consider both the generalization 
accuracy and the measurement costs of attributes. More principled design of multi-
objective fitness fonctions for feature subset selection using domain knowledge as well 
as mathematically well-founded tools of multi-attribute utility theory [Keeney i: Ralffa. 
1976]. 
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7 CONSTRUCTIVE THEORY REFINEMENT IN KNOWLEDGE 
BASED NEURAL NETWORKS 
7.1 Introduction 
As described in chapter 1, inductive /eamtnt/[Langiey, 1995: Mitchell, 1997; Honavar et al., 
1999a] is an approach to learn concept descriptions (or knowledge) from a set of labeled ex­
amples. For instance, the varioas neural network learning algorithms described in chapter 2. 
4. 5. and the decision tree algorithms [Quinlan, 1986; Quinlan, 1993] are inductive learning 
algorithms. Such inductive learning systems have yielded good generalization in many appli­
cations. However, the generalization is from the set of labeled examples not knowing how the 
examples are labeled. The performance of inductive learning systems can potentially improve 
by using domain specific knowledge or a domain theory about the concept being learned (when 
such domain knowledge/theory is available). Hybrid learning systems that incorporate domain 
knowledge in inductive learning can yield better performance (in terms of learning speed and 
generalization capability, for instance) than learning systems that rely on induction with the 
labeled data only. On the other hand, the domain specific knowledge is often incomplete or 
inaccurate in many applications of interest. 
Inductive learning systems that use information from training examples to modify an ex­
isting domain theory by either augmenting it with new knowledge or by refining the existing 
knowledge are called theory refinement systems. 
Theory refinement systems can be classified into the following three categories [Parekh, 
1998]: 
• Symbolic approaches 
Symbolic learning algorithms (e.g., decision tree learning algorithm [Quinlan. 1986; Quin-
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Ian, 1993]) are used for revising the theory in this category. For instance, the EITHER 
system [Onrston & Mooney, 1994] finds a subset of examples that the domain theory is 
not able to correctly classify, and generates new rules that correctly classify the previously 
misclassified subset of examples using the decision tree learning algorithm. 
• Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) based approaches 
This approach uses computational logic as the knowledge representation mechanism and 
refine the theory using the inductive inference rather than the traditional deductive 
inference. For instance, the FORTE [Richards & Mooney, 1995] employs a hill-climbing 
search for refining theories represented by first-order Horn-clauses. It identifies errors in 
the theory and keep revising it using a library of operators until no further revisions are 
possible. 
• Connectionist approaches 
Neural networks are good candidate to theory refinement. The domain knowledge can 
be embedded into an initial network architecture either by explicitly setting the values 
for the connection weights or by training them. Then it can be refined by training the 
network on a set of labeled examples. For instance, the KBANN [Towell et ai. 1990; 
Towell L Shavlik. 1994] determines an initial network architecture by translating AJVD-
OR graph representation of the domain knowledge, and applies the backpropagation 
learning algorithm [Rumelhart et al., 1986] to refine the knowledge. KBANN is reported 
to outperform symbolic approaches (such as EITHER) and other learning algorithms (such 
as backpropagation and IDS [Towell k. Shavlik, 1994; Parekh, 1998]. However, KBANN 
is limited in that the network topology is not allowed to change, and thus theory is 
refined in terms of weight modifications only. In addition, new set of rules can not be 
incorporated. 
We attempt to use prior knowledge in neural network learning as it is demonstrated and 
claimed to be efficient in [Shavlik, 1994]. We incorporate the domain specific knowledge into 
the initial network and refine it using a neurcd network learning algorithm. As explained 
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in chapter 4, constmctive neural network learning algorithms have potential for generating 
near-minimal networks commensurate with the task dynamically, and have advantages over 
backpropagation style learning algorithms. Constructive learning algorithms also offer an in­
teresting approach to the use of (possibly inaccurate and incomplete) domain knowledge for 
refining it. The domain theory can be translated into an initial network architecture (either 
by explicitly setting the values for the connection weights or by training them), and any new 
rules can be easily incorporated into the network. Then, any inaccuracy or inconsistency in 
the domain theory can now be refined by adding neurons to the network and training them on 
a set of labeled examples. Figure 7.1 depicts this process. 
Against this background, this chapter describes a constructive approach to theory refine­
ment using knowledge based neural networks. The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: 
Section 7.2 describes the process of incorporating the domain knowledge into am initial network 
tirchitecture and refining it using DistAI. Section 7.3 summarizes sever^ related constructive 
theory refinement systems to be compared with our approach. Section 7.4 presents the results 
of our experiments to compare our approach with DistAI with other constructive theory refine­
ment systems described in section 7.3. Section 7.5 concludes with summary and discussion of 




Figure 7.1 Constructive learning for theory refinement. 
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some directions for fataie research. 
7.2 Theory RelSnement Using DistAI 
The domain theory is typically represented as a set of rules. The set of rules constitutes a 
hierarchy. Each rule in the hierarchy determines its output based on rules below it, and the 
rule at the top of the hierarchy produces an output, which is the final decision of the set of 
rules. 
The rules can be translated into neural networks as suggested in [Towell et al.y 1990; Parekh, 
1998]. The rules can be arranged in the form of having only one antecedent in each rule. Then 
the modified set of rules can be converted into an AND-OR graph, which can be incorporated 
in a neural network with perceptrons with proper weight settings. (See [Parekh. 1998] for 
detailed description and examples of rule incorporation into a neural network). 
In our system, the set of rules are incorporated into neural networks as a blackbox. As 
shown in Figure 7.1, it computes an output using the rules inside and the inputs. This elimi­
nates the need for converting the rules into an .-VND-OR graph, and then into a neural networks 
of perceptrons. 
The domain theory is incorporated into the initial network architecture as shown in Fig­
ure 7.1 and refined using DistAI in our constructive theory refinement system. Both the inputs 
and an additional value out of the blackbox of domain theory are fed into DistAI, and the 
network is trained. 
7.3 Previous Constructive Theory Refinement Systems 
In this section, we will introduce several constructive theory refinement systems to make 
comparisons with our approach. 
7.3.1 HDE 
Fletcher and Obradovic proposed a constructive theory refinement system [Fletcher & 
Obradovic, 1993]. They start with jui initial network representing the domain theory and refines 
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the theory by training a single hidden layer of perceptions osing a set of labeled examples. 
The hyperplane detection from examples algoritlun [Banm & Lang, 1991] is ased to generate 
the hidden neurons. The hyperplane detection from examples algorithm divides pattern space 
with hyperplanes. A hyperplane is randomly constructed by choosing two points that belong 
to different classes and localizing a split between them. This process is repeated until a 
fixed number of hyperplanes are generated. The hjrperplanes are mapped to perceptrons in 
the hidden layer of the network, and the output unit is trained using the pocket algorithm 
[Gallant, 1990; Gallant, 1993]. We will name this Fletcher and Obradovic's approach HDE. 
7.3.2 TopGen 
The TopGen algorithm [Opitz & Shavlik, 1995] searches the space of possible extensions of 
a KBANN network, and determines an extension with the best generalization accuracy on the 
cross-validation set. In other words, TopGen generates a KBANN using the domain theory, 
trains it using the backpropagation algorithm and puts it on a queue of candidate hypotheses. 
The algorithm chooses the best (in terms of classification accuracy) network from the queue and 
generates new networks by adding neurons at different locations in the best network chosen. 
These new networks axe trained and placed on the queue. .A.fter this process is repeated for a 
number of iterations, the best network on the queue is returned. 
7.3.3 REGENT 
The REGENT algorithm [Opitz & Shavlik, 1997] extends TopGen by performing a genetic 
search in the space of network architectures. It starts with a population of networks from the 
initial KBANN. The fitness value of an individual network is the error on a cross-validation 
set. Two genetic operators, crossover and mutation, are specialized for connectionist theory 
refinement, and applied to the individuals in the population to generate new candidate net­
works. The crossover operator tries to maintain the rule structure of the network, and the 
mutation operator adds a node to the network using the TopGen algorithm. It is reported that 
both TopGen and REGENT outperform the backpropagation and KBANN algorithms. 
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7.3.4 MTiling-MPyramid 
The domain knowledge (e.g., set of rules) is translated into a network of perceptrons as 
described in section 7.2. Among the various constructive neural network algorithms introduced 
in chapter 4, a combination of MTiling and MPymmid algorithms is used in this system [Parekh 
& Honavar, 1998]. The former is used to discretize the inputs for the latter, and the latter 
is used for the constructive theory refinement. In other words, this hybrid approach takes in 
real-valued patterns and produces a binary representation using the MTiling algorithm, and 
apply the binary representation to the MPymmid algorithm to refine the theory. Figure 7.2 
depicts this hybrid system. 
Input Units 
Domain 
Theory MTiling Layer 
(Discretization) 
MPyramid 
Constructive Neural Netwoiic 
Figure 7.2 Hybrid constructive network for theory refinement. 
7.4 Experiments 
7.4.1 Datasets 
Three different datasets were used in our experiments: 
• Ribosome 
This data is from the Human Genome Project. It comprises of a domain theory and a 
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set of labeled examples. The inpat is a short segment of DNA nucleotides, and the goal 
is to leam to predict whether the DNA segments contain a ribosome binding site. There 
are 17 rules in the domain theory, and 1880 examples in the dataset. 
• Promoters 
This data is also from the Human Genome Project, consists of a domain theory and a 
set of labeled examples. The input is a short segment of DNA nucleotides, and the goal 
is to leam to predict whether the DNA segments contain a promoter site. There are 31 
rules in the domain theory, and 940 examples in the dataset. 
• financial advisor 
The financial advisor rule base contains 9 rules as shown in Figure 7.3. 
1 if (sav^deq and inc-adeq) then invest^tocks 
2 if dep-sav^deq then sav_adeq 
3 if assets-hi then sav^deq 
4 if (dep-inc-adeq and eam-steady) then inc_adeq 
5 if debt Jo then inc_adeq 
6 if (sav > dep * 5000) then dep.5av^deq 
1 if (assets > income * 10) then cissets-hi 
8 if (income > 25000 + dep * 4000) then depJnc_adeq 
9 if (debt_pmt < income * 0.3) then debt Jo 
Figure 7.3 Financial advisor rule base. 
As In [Fletcher k. Obradovic, 1993], a set of 5500 labeled examples that is consistent 
with the rule base are randomly generated. 500 exajnples are used for training and the 
remaining 5000 is used for testing. 
7.4.2 Experimental Results 
We compare the performajice of our approach using DistAI with the approaches shown in 
Section 7.3 for each dataset. 
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7.4.2.1 Human Genome Project Datasets 
A ten-fold cross validation is used in each approach. The average training and test accu­
racies of the rules in domain theory alone were 87.29 ± 0.22 and 87.29 ± 2.03 for Ribosome 
dataset and 77.45 ±0.56 and 77.45 ±5.01 for Promoters dataset, respectively. Table 7.1 and 
7.2 shows the average generalization accnracy and the average network size (along with the 
standard deviations where available) for Ribosome and Promoters datasets. respectively. 
Table 7.1 Results of Ribosome dataset. 






87.3 ± 2.0 
86.3 ± 2.4 
90.3 ± 1.8 
90.9 
91.8 
40.3 ± 1.3 
23 ± 0.0 
42.1 ± 9.3 
70.1 ± 25.1 
Table 7.2 Results of Promoters dataset. 






77.5 ± 5.0 
93.0 ± 2.8 
96.3 ± 1.8 
94.8 
95.8 
12.2 ± 1.0 
34 ±0.0 
40.2 ± 3.3 
74.9 ± 38.9 
As we can see in Table 7.1 and 7.2, our approach yielded a reasonable performance. For 
Ribosome datset, it produced a lower generalization accuracy than other approaches, it also 
generated bigger networks than MTiling-MPyramid and REGENT. For Promoters dataset, it 
produced comparable generalization accuracy with smaller network size. 
The time taken in our approach is significantly faster than other approaches. This is 
because DistAI is much faster (see in Chapter 5) than perceptron learning algorithms and the 
backpropagation algorithm. REGENT is even slower since it employs the genetic search. 
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7.4.2.2 Financial Advisor Rule Base 
As explained earlier, 5500 patterns were generated randomly to satisfy the rules in Fig­
ure 7.3, of which 500 patterns were used for training and the remaining 5000 patterns were 
used for testing the network. In order to experiment the algorithms with several different 
incomplete domain theories, some of the rules were pruned with its antecedents in each exper­
iment. For instance, if sav-adeq was selected as the pruning point, then the rules for savjadeq, 
dep^av.adeq, and assetsJii are eliminated from the rule base. In other words rules 2. 3, 6, and 
7 are pruned. Further, rule 1 is modified to read "i/ (incjadeq) then invest^tocksT. Then the 
initial network is constructed from this modified rule base and augmented using constructive 
learning. 
Our experiments follow those performed in [Fletcher & Obradovic, 1993] and [Parekh & 
Honavar. 1998; Parekh, 1998]. As we can see in Table 7.3 and 7.4, our approach either 
outperformed other approaches or yielded comparable results. It output higher accuracies 
than other approaches in several cases, and it always produced compact networks. As discussed 
earlier, the speed advantage of our approach is significant. 
Table 7.3 Results of financial advisor rule base (DistAI and MTil-
ing-M Pyramid). 
Pruning point DistAI MTiling-M Pyramid Rules alone 
Test % Size Test % Size Test % 
dep_sav_adeq 89.2 17 91.2 ± 1.7 28.2 ± 3.6 52.4 
assetsJii 99.5 2 99.4 ± 0.2 10 ± 0.0 99.5 
dep_inc_adeq 97.5 6 94.3 ± 1.5 21.0 ± 3.1 90.4 
debt Jo 92.9 9 94.1 ± 2.0 22.1 ± 4.0 81.2 
sav_adeq 98.4 9 90.8 ± 1.5 26.4 ± 3.3 87.6 
inc-adeq 92.3 15 83.8 ± 2.2 32.7 ± 2.9 67.4 
7.5 Summary and Discussion 
Theory refinement techniques offer an attractive approach to exploiting available domain 
knowledge to enhance the performance of data-driven knowledge acquisition systems. Neural 
networks have been used extensively in theory refinement systems that have been proposed in 
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Table 7.4 Results of financial advisor rule base (HDE). 
Pruning point HDE Rules alone 
Test % Hidden Units Test % 
dep-sav^eq 92.7 31 75.1 
assets-hi 92.4 23 93.4 
depJnc_adeq 85.8 25 84.5 
debtJo 84.7 30 61.7 
sav^deq 92.2 19 90.9 
inc^deq 81.2 32 64.6 
the literature. Most of such systems translate the domain theory into an initial neural net­
work architecture cind then train the network to refine the theory. The KBANN algorithm is 
demonstrated to outperform several other learning algorithms on some domains [Towell et al., 
1990; Towell & Shavlik, 1994]. However, a significant disadvantage of KBANN is its fixed net­
work topology. TopGen and REGENT algorithms are proposed to eliminate this limitation and 
attempt to modify the network architecture. E^erimental results demonstrate that TopGen 
and REGENT outperform KBANN on several applications [Opitz k. Shavlik, 1995; Opitz k. 
Shavlik, 1997]. The MTiling-MPyramid algorithm builds a network of perceptrons. Its perfor­
mance, in terms of classification accuracies attained, as reported in [Parekh & Honavar. 1998], 
is comparable to that of REGENT and TopGen, but at significantly lower computational cost. 
We proposed a connectionist theory refinement system based on DistAI and compared its 
performance with several other connectionist theory refinement systems. While many connec­
tionist strategies translate the domain theory into an initial network architecture, our approach 
directly uses the set of rules to utilize the domain theory without any translation. More impor­
tantly, our approach is significantly faster other connectionist approaches compared because 
DistAI trains the network without iterative weight update procedures (e.g., perceptron learn­
ing, backpropagation algorithm) and/or the expensive genetic search. Experimental results 
demonstrate that our approach yields comparable generalization accuracies and favorable net­
work size. 
Some directions for future research include: 
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• OUT cunent framework does not allow any changes to the original mles of the domain 
theory. In some scenarios it might be beneficial to aQow the theory refinement system to 
explicitly modify the original rules. Design of a constructive learning scheme that allows 
for direct modification of the existing domain theory and also adds new knowledge rules 
is worth exploring in depth. In addition, considering uncertainty in the domain theory 
is of interest. 
• Extraction of rules from the trained neural networks is an actively pursued area of re­
search and finds direct applicability in data mining. We have not yet explored approaches 
for extracting the refined knowledge rules from the trained network. We conjecture that 
our method for training constructive learning algorithms would make the knowledge 
extraction task simpler. Our approach uses h3rperspherical threshold neurons whose op­
eration can more easily be translated into rules than the sigmoid neurons typically used in 
backpropagation type algorithms. Further, since the original rules are left uncorrupted in 
our approach, the comprehensibility of rules extracted from the trained network is likely 
to improve significantly. There is significant interest in the study of efficient techniques 
for knowledge extraction from trained neural networks. The interested reader is referred 
to [Towell & Shavlik, 1993; Fu, 1993; Craven, 1996] for additional details. 
• Recent research has focused on the use of neural networks for cumulative multi-task 
learning [Thrun, 1995]. The goal here is to exploit the prior knowledge acquired while 
learning the earlier tasks to make the learning of the later (possibly more difficult) tasks 
ecLsier. A constructive neural network learning algorithm is also good candidate for 
multi-task learning. 
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8 MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS AND MOBILE AGENTS FOR 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL AND KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY 
8.1 Introduction 
As introduced in chapter 1, translating recent advances in our ability to gather, store, and 
analyze a wide variety of data on multiple, geographically distributed, heterogeneous data and 
knowledge sources into significant breakthrough in distributed problem-solving and decision­
making in various applications presents the following problems [Honavar et al.. 1998]: 
• The large volumes of data, the range of potentially relevant and useful complex inter­
relationships that need to be discovered, and the diversity of data sources challenge 
approaches to data mining and knowledge discovery. Hence, tools are necessary to sup­
port data-driven knowledge acquisition and incremental theory refinement from multi­
ple, heterogeneous, structured as well as semi-structured data and knowledge sources 
(including multiple types of sensor data, text, images, and the Uke). Machine learning is 
a practical approach to data miniTig and knowledge discovery. Among various machine 
learning algorithms, artificial neural networks, methods to improve their performance, 
and some applications are introduced and studied for this purpose in previous chapters 
(chapter 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7). 
• Design of complex information systems in order to be feasible, often requires modular 
design which involves the decomposition of the overall task into more manageable sub-
tasks. Multi-agent systems are appropriate tools for this purpose, A multi-agent system 
consists of multiple autonomous agents, each of which is responsible for a data source 
(e.g., independently managed database) or analysis capability (e.g., a knowledge discov­
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ery tool). Modular design also lends itself to being adapted and extended for a broader 
class of knowledge network applications. There should be mechanisms for communica­
tion, coordination and control of collections of agents to ensure satisfactory operation of 
multi-agent systems. 
• The data and knowledge sources are often geographically distributed. This calls for the 
use of information assistants or software agents for intelligent, selective, and context-
sensitive data gathering and data assimilation prior to large scale data analysis. Hence, 
tools for monitoring different data sources and routing the appropriate information se­
lectively to relevant sites or specific users are needed. Since the information of interest 
is user and context-dependent, such tools have to be customizable to specific users and 
information contexts. Furthermore, given the large volumes of data involved, it is de­
sirable to perform as much analysis as feasible at the sites where the data is located 
and transmit only the results of analysis rather than flooding the network with data. 
Such mobile software agents are of significant interest that can transport themselves to 
appropriate sites, carry out the computation on site, and return with useful results. 
This chapter gives more detailed descriptions on multi-agent systems and mobile agents, 
and introduces our approaches to those problems. 
8.1.1 Multi-agent Systems 
A multi-agent system consists of a set of agents that cooperate each other to accomplish 
certain tasks of interest. Multi-agent systems, because of their modularity, offer an attrac­
tive approach to the design of such systems that utilize multiple, heterogeneous, «ind often 
autonomous resources in decision support, scientific, distributed manufacturing, business, mil­
itary command and control, and other applications. In such multi-agent systems, satisfactory 
completion of the tasks at hand depend critically on effective communication and coordination 
among the agents. In order to harvest the potential power of such systems in practical appli­
cations, it is essential that suitable mechanisms be devised to exercise adequate control over 
the behavior of such systems. In multi-agent systems, the notion of control suggests such func­
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tions as coordination among agents, synchronization among multiple agents, activation and 
deactivation of individual agents or groups of agents, selection among ^ents, creation of new-
agents when needed, elimination of agents that are no longer needed, adaptation of individual 
agents and agent populations to changes in the environments or task demands, learning (both 
at the individual as well as group levels) from experience, and (at a much slower timescale) 
evolution of agent populations toward more desirable behaviors. Both natural systems (e.g., 
cells, brains, immune systems, evolution, groups, social organizations, economies, societies) 
and artificial systems (computers, multi-computers, computer networks, programs, factories) 
offer rich sources of examples of a wide variety of coordination and control mechanisms that 
can be beneficially incorporated into the design of complex information processing systems in 
general [Honavar & Uhr, 1990; Uhr, 1984]: coordination that emerges firom interaction among 
large number of agents that exhibit relatively simple behaviors inspired by organizations such 
as the ant colonies [Hofstadter, 1979]; hierarchical control where the flow of control follows 
the structure of the hierarchy (e.g., in the military); coordination that emerges from interac­
tion (including communication and negotiation) among self-interested agents as exemplified 
in the contract net protocol (CNP) [Smith, 1980; Sandholm, 1993; Sandholm. 1998] and re­
lated negotiation mechanisms [Rosenschein k. Zlotkin, 1994] and distributed routing in large 
self-managing communication networks [Mikler et al.. 1996]; control that emerges from compe­
tition for resources under the influence of environmental rewards as exemplified by evolutionary 
processes modeled by genetic algorithms [Mitchell, 1996]. 
The Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language (KQML) [Finin et al., 1997] and the 
CNP [Smith, 1980] are two candidates that have been proposed for multi-agent coordination. 
The KQML provides a set of performatives which define the communicative acts that can be 
performed by the agents. Agent tell facts to other agents, evaluate expressions, subscribe to 
services, and so on. The CNP provides a framework for negotiation using bidding and contracts 
among agents in a distributed problem solver [Smith, 1980]. In other words, agents announce, 
bid, award and take awards for certain tasks continuously to maximize the overall utility of the 
system. (See Section 8.2.1 for details). 
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The CNP can be applied to different kinds of applications that can be solved efficiently by 
a distributed problem solver. The CNP can be used to support interactive negotiations among 
multiple agents in a distributed problem solver. One such application involves information 
retrieval and knowledge discovery from heterogeneous, autonomous, and distributed data and 
knowledge sources. Section 8.2 describes our approach to coordination and control of multiple 
agents for information retrieval through inter-agent negotiation using the CNP. 
8.1.2 Mobile Agents 
Mobile agents are such cigents that can move in a computer network from host to host as 
needed in accomplishing their tasks. Mobile agents offer a natural extension of the remote 
programming paradigm in several interesting ways. In particular, mobile agents are generally 
thought to be able to act with a certain degree of autonomy. That is, the agent is able to make 
intelligent decisions regarding its itinerary and modify it in a dynamic fashion in response to in­
formation that becomes available as it moves from one host to another. Multiple mobile agents, 
when equipped with the ability to communicate with each other, can negotiate, collaborate, 
and compete with each other £is appropriate in the pursuit of their objectives [Rosenschein & 
Zlotkin, 1994], as described earlier. Mobile agents provide a potentially efficient framework 
for performing computation and analysis in a distributed fashion at sites where the relevant 
data is available, and transmitting only the results of aoialysis instead of expensive shipping of 
large volumes of data across the network. For example, in many data mining and knowledge 
discovery tasks, a mobile ^ent can visit multiple, geographically distributed data repositories 
and return with knowledge (e.g., in the form of a few concise rules) that captures the observed 
regularities in the data. Unlike remote procedure calls which require ongoing communication 
through a failsafe network from the time of initiation of the task until its completion, a major 
advantage of mobile agents is that ongoing interaction does not require ongoing communication 
[White, 1997]. Mobile agents provide an attractive paradigm for design and implementation 
of scalable, flexible, and extensible systems for selective information retrieval and knowledge 
discovery from multiple, geographically distributed, heterogeneous data sources. Also, mobile 
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agents can easily adjust their behavior as needed based on the status of the network. For 
instance, in case of network failure, it can wait until the network connection is restored, or it 
can find alternative routes. 
Mobile agent infrastructures support the creation. deplo}anent, and management of mo­
bile software agents. There is considerable ongoing research on mobile agent infrastructures 
[White. 1997: Kiniry & Zimmerman, 1997: Wong et aL. 1999]. Most of them have a similar 
architecture consisting of at least three components: agent servers, agent interface, and agent 
brokers (service directory). Agent servers support basic agent migration mechanisms, authen­
tication. and perhaps provide other services. Agent brokers provide addresses of agent servers 
and support mechanisms for uniquely naming agents and agent servers. .Agent interface is 
used by application programs to create and interact with agents. The different mobile agent 
infrastructure proposals differ from each other in terms of detailed implementation (e.g.. choice 
of agent transport mechanism, agent programming languages, and so on). For the experiments 
described in this chapter, we used ObjectSpace's Voyager ' which is a platform-independent 
mobile agent infrastructure that is written completely in Java. (See Section 8.3.1 for details). 
Nowadays, it is possible for individuals around the world to access a wide variety of in­
formation sources on the Internet. However, effective use of these information sources (e.g.. 
documents, articles, electronic mail messages, news, and the like), requires fairly sophisticated 
tools for locating, classifying, and retrieving only those items that are of interest to a given 
user of a group of users. For instance, a researcher might be interested in selectively retrieving 
recently published papers related to his or her research from a variety of sources. Similarly, an 
individual might be interested in selectively retrieving and reading news articles. This presents 
us with a document classification problem. This is just one of many similar tasks that need to 
be automated in order for people to be able to make effective use of the emerging computing, 
communications, and information infrastructure. 
Document retrieval has been the subject of study for several decades [Scdton, 1982]. How­
ever, work on personalized document retrieval agents is relatively new. Some examples include 
'[http://www.objectspace.com/Products/voyagerl.htm] 
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WebWatcher [Joachiins et al., 1997], Personal WebWatcher [Mladenic, 1996], Fab [Balabanovic & 
Shoham, 1997] which leam user interests using user feedback and recommend and/or prefetch 
web pages; and software agents for mail handling and electronic news filtering [Maes. 1997]. 
We implemented simple mobile agents for information retrieval from multiple, possibly hetero­
geneous knowledge and data sources using Voyager. The mobile agents axe also customizable 
to individuzds to consider their interests. 
Against this background, the rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 8.2 de­
scribes the CNP and its implementation, and presents the results of simulations designed to 
evaluate the performance of CNP in a multi-agent system for information retrieval. Section 8.3 
focuses on the design and implementation of customizable intelligent mobile agents for docu­
ment retrieval from distributed document collections. Section 8.4 concludes with a summarj-
and discussion of some directions for future research. 
8.2 Design of a Multi-Agent System using the Contract Net Protocol 
In this section, we describe the design and implementation of a multi-agent system for 
information retrieval and knowledge discovery using the CNP. 
8.2.1 Contract Net Protocol 
The CNP was originally proposed as a tool for communication and control in a distributed 
problem solver [Smith. 1980]. Its use was demonstrated in a distributed sensing system in 
[Smith, 1980] and for a distributed delivery system in [Sandholm, 1993]. CNP provides a 
mechanism for agents to communicate and negotiate to solve a distributed problem via con­
tracts. A contract is a set of tasks to be accomplished. Agents announce tasks that they need 
performed, make bids to perform tasks announced by other agents, evaluate the bids and award 
contracts. Each agent has a set of capabilities and needs. An agent's capabilities indicate the 
set of tasks that the agent can perform for other agents (perhaps at a certain cost). An agent's 
needs indicate the set of tasks that the agent needs to accomplish. The tasks that are part 
of an agent's needs candidates to be delegated to other agents: the tasks are announced to 
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other agents, the bids for the tasks are collected, the best bid (which yields the highest utility 
e.g., profit, quality of the service, etc.) is determined and then the tasks are awarded to the 
agent submitting the best bid. Under certain assumptions, it can be shown that in successive 
contracts each contract leads to a task allocation that is more beneficial to the entire society 
of aigents that is involved in the negotiation process [Sandholm, 1997]. 
8.2.2 Implementation Details 
Our CNP implementation is based on a modular, object-oriented design which contains 
several domain-independent modules as well as a few domain-dependent (application-specific) 
modules. This design lends itself to being adapted for ase in a broad range of applications. 
The domain-independent modules include: Announcer, Bidder, Awarder, Awardee as well as 
certain auxiliary modules. They work closely with the Local Optimizer module which calls 
application-dependent functions. The domain-independent modules operate as follows: 
• Directory provides assistance in locating agents. When an agent enters into the network, 
it registers with the directory. 
• Messenger handles sending and receiving of messages between agents. It queries the 
directory to locate agents. It also mcinages the storage and organization of messages. 
Other modules use these stored messages. 
• Phase Controller controls the orderly execution of different stages of the negotiation 
process by czdling the announcer, bidder, awarder and awardee. 
• Announcer sends announcements to an appropriate set of agents. Each message defines 
the task to be fulfilled and sets any limitations (e.g., the maximum price it is willing to 
pay, the time limit it will be waiting to receive bids, and so on). The local optimizer 
selects a task from among the current needs for making an announcement. Only one 
announcement message is sent per cycle. 
• Bidder generates bids in response to announcements received. The process is completed 
in two stages: It first discards announcements that correspond to tasks that can not be 
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performed given the current capabilities of the agent or announcement that have expired. 
It then determines the appropriate bids by consulting the local optimizer. 
• Awarder works with the local optimizer to process various bids (received within some 
time limit), generating awards based on some criteria (e.g., lowest cost, highest quality, 
etc.), and sends awards to appropriate agents. The agents whose bids are not selected 
are sent loser messages. 
• Awardee accepts an award that is received, communicates with the local optimizer to 
update the state of the system (e.g., if it is supposed to supply some products, it decreases 
the quantity of products and Increases the income/assets). 
The local optimizer is a domain or application dependent module which incorporates 
domain-specific features to make decisions. Each phase of negotiation relies on certain func­
tions performed by the local optimizer which ensures that each agent behaves rationally so as 
to maximize its utility. 
The four phases of Announcer. Bidder. Awarder and Awardee are repeated until the negoti­
ation reaches an equilibrium (i.e.. no agent is in a position to improve its utility by delegating or 
accepting tasks to be performed) or an acceptable solution with anticipated utility is obtained. 
The overall view of the multi-agent system, the pseudo-code that summarizes the CNP. 
and the structure of an agent are shown in Figure 8.1, Figure 8.2 and Figure 8.3, respectively. 
Directory 
Figure 8.1 Overall view of the system. 
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do forever (in Phase Controller) 
Bidder: 
• Read all the <tnnoancements received and check their expiration times: 
• Generate bids within the limit of resources available (e.g., cash) for announcements 
that has not expired; 
• Send the bids to the corresponding agents: 
• Delete announcements processed: 
Awarder: 
• Read all the bids for announcements received, and drop any bids that are late: 
• Pick the best bids for announcements whose time limit is expired: 
• Send an awarding message to the winning agent, and send a loser message to 
all the other agents who had bid: 
• Delete all expired announcements; 
Awardee: 
• Accept aJl awarding messages: Update the state of the system: 
• Get all the loser messages: 
• Remove aJl the announcements received corresponding to the awarding/loser 
messages; 
Announcer: 
• Pick one item from Needs set (that gives highest utility) and send out announcements 
to agents; 
• Re-announce announcements that did not receive any bids within the time limit; 
end 






Bidder Local Optimizer 
Awarder 
Awardee 
Figure 8.3 An agent using the contract net protocol. 
8.2.3 Evaluation 
In order to explore the feasibility of using CNP for coordination among agents in a dis­
tributed knowledge network, we designed and implemented a multi-agent system for informa­
tion retrieval and knowledge discovery from distributed data sources. Each agent maintains 
a needs table and a capabilities table. The needs table contains description of the data (e.g. 
a list of queries) that the agent needs, and the capabilities table contains description of the 
agent's capabilities (e.g.. the information that is able to supply, or analysis functions that is 
able to perform on data) that can be utilized by other agents. Items in both tables have costs 
associated with them. The cost in needs table is the maximum cost the agent is willing to pay 
to get the information. The cost in capabilities table represents the cost (measured in some 
suitable units) of accomplishing the task in question. These costs are used by the local opti­
mizer during the negotiation process. Each agent seeks to maximize its utility. The framework 
is flexible enough to allow an agent to provide value-added information to other agents. For 
example, an agent can obtain data from other agents, perform analysis of the data to extract 
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some useful knowledge, and then provide the knowledge back to the agents that need it. Six 
agents were ased in the CNP in our experiments. 
The simolation results revealed the effectiveness of the CNP. Each agent was able to acquire 
the information that it needed from other agents at minimnm cost attainable through the 
negotiation process. Sometimes, it was observed that some agents' bids were not sent in time 
(because of processing and communication delays) and thus were eliminated in the awarding 
phase. However, each agent was able to take advantage of the best bid among those that were 
available at any given time. More systematic experiments under a variety of conditions are 
needed to more completely characterize the performance of this system. 
8.3 Intelligent Mobile Agents for Information Retrieval 
In this section, we describe the design and implementation of intelligent mobile agents for 
retrieving relevant information using the Voyager mobile agent infrastructure. 
8.3.1 The Voyager Mobile Agent Infrastructure 
Several groups have designed and implemented mobile agent infrastructures. Most of them 
provide basic capabilities for creating, trzinsporting, and managing mobile agents. An agent 
system. Agent TCL, is designed and implemented in [Gray et al., 1996; Kotz et ai, 1997]. It 
includes network-sensing tools and a docking system for agents to move between computers. 
Three leading commercial mobile agent systems - General Magic's Odyssey IBM's Aglets 
and ObjectSpace's Voyager - are introduced and compared in [Kiniry & Zimmerman, 1997]. 
Recently, a set of standards for Mobile Agent System InteTvpembility Facilities {MAF) [FOKUS 
et al., 1997] has been proposed by a consortium of several companies and research groups in­
cluding the GMD FOKUS and IBM. MAF standardizes several key aspects of mobile agent 
infrastructure including: agent management, agent transfer, agent and agent system names, 
agent system tjrpes, and location (address) S3mtax. This will facilitate interoperability among 




tation choices. (See [Wong et al., 1999] for a discnssion of an MAF-compliant Java-based 
implementation of a mobile agent infrastractme). 
Voyager is designed to help developers produce high impact distributed systems quickly. 
Voyager is implemented entirely in Java and designed to use the Java language object model. 
Voyager allows regular message syntax to construct remote objects, send them messages and 
move them between programs. The Voyager Object Request Broker (ORB) provides services 
for mobile objects and autonomous cigents. It also provides services for mobile objects and 
autonomous agents. It also provides services for persistence, scalable group communication, 
and bzisic directory services. 
Agent platforms like Odyssey or Aglets allow developers to create an agent, program it 
with a set of tasks, and launch it into a network to fulfill its mission. However, they have 
minimal support for basic distributed computing and treats agents differently than simple 
objects. Aglets use sockets and Odyssey uses Remote Method Invocation (RMI) to move agents 
between machines. However, none of these platforms allow sending a regular Java message to 
a stationary or moving agent. As a result, it is very difficult for objects to communicate with 
an agent after the agent has been launched and for agents to communicate with other agents. 
An attractive feature of Voyager is that it se<imlessly integrates distributed computing with 
agent technology. An agent in the Voyager system is a special kind of object that can move 
independently, can continue to execute as it moves, and otherwise behaves like any other Java 
object. Voyager enables objects and other agents to send standard Java messages to an agent 
even as the agent is moving. In addition. Voyager allows us to remote-enable ajiy Java class, 
even a third party library class, without modifying the class source in any way. (See Voyager 
User Guide for further details). 
8.3.2 Design of Customizable Document Retrieval Agents 
We focus on the design of customizable agents for information retrieval from distributed 
data sources. We illustrate our approach to this problem using the customized document 
retrieval task. However, the proposed approach can be easily adapted to handle a wide range 
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of selective information retrieval tasks (e.g., image retrieval, DNA sequence retrieval, etc.)-
Classification of documents necessarily has to involve some an<dysis of the contents of a 
document. In the absence of a satisfactory solution to the natural language understanding 
problem, most current approaches to document retrieval use a hag of words representation of 
documents [Salton, 1989; Korfhage, 1997]. A document is represented as a vector of weights for 
terms (or words) from a vocabulary. Although a variety of approaches can be used to design 
document classifiers using the bag of words representation, to keep the discussion focused, 
we restrict ourselves to a relatively simple yet eflFective approach based on the TFIDF (term 
frequency - inverse document frequency) classifier [Salton & McGill, 1983; Korfhage. 1997: 
Yang et al., 1998d]. 
The TFIDF approach to document classification works as follows: Let V be the vocabulary 
used. Let be a document. The document is processed using stopping and stemming proce­
dures [Salton, 1989; Korfhage, 1997] to obtain a bag of words for document d. The stopping 
procedure eliminates all commonly used terms, and the stemming procedure [Porter, 1980] 
produces a list of representative (root) terms. Let W{ be the ith word in the vocabulary V. 
The term frequency of Wi, TF{wi,d). is the number of times u;,- occurs in d. The document 
frequency of Wi, DF{wi), is the number of documents in which u;, occurs at least once. The 
inverse document frequency oi Wi, IDF{wi), is defined as 
where |Z)| is the total number of docimients. Then, the term frequency - inverse document 
frequency ol Wi, TFIDF{wi,d) is given by [Salton, 1989; Korfhage, 1997] 
T F { w i , d ) - I D F { v : i )  
The vector representation rf of a document d is given by 
d =  [ T F I D F ( w i . d ) T F I D F ( w 2 , d )  •  •  • T F I D F { w \ v \ , d ) \  
A TFIDF document classifier is constructed as follows: Let C be a collection of document 
classes of interest. A prototype vector c is generated for each class c 6 C as follows; 
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C = J2^ 
dec 
A docmnent n to be classified is assigned to the class whose prototype is the closest to it 
(as measured by some suitable distance function). The cosine function is a commonly used 
distance measure. Thus, the classification of n is given by 
arg max co3(n,c) 
c6C 
ft • c 
= argm^ „ „ ^|, 
c6C (I n II - II c II 
A simple version of the document classification task is to classify documents into two 
categories: interesting or uninteresting. This is accomplished by training a document classifier 
(i.e., constructing the class prototypes) using a set of pre-classified documents. 
8.3.3 Implementation Details 
The TFIDF classifier is incorporated into mobile agents on the Voyager mobile agent plat­
form. First, a mobile agent (Agentl) is generated for searching and retrieving a set of doc­
uments from a remote site that matches with the query given by the user. The query is used 
to retrieve documents that match the query. The agent is shipped to the remote site, and the 
agent retrieves matching documents and sends them to the local site. Then the agent dies. 
The user then classifies the retrieved documents as interesting or not interesting. This pro­
vides a dataset for training the document classification and retrieval agent using the approach 
outlined above. Then, a TFIDF based document classification and retrieval agent is designed 
using the training data <ind the resulting agent (Agent2) is sent to a remote site to retrieve 
relevant documents. Relevant documents are determined by the classifier at the remote site 
and returned to the local site. Then the agent dies. Figure 8.4 depicts these agents. 
8.3.4 Evaluation 
The paper abstracts dataset (also shown in Table 6.1) was used in the experiments: 404 
paper abstracts published between 1995 and 1997 were chosen from IEEE Expert magazine. 
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JoTunal of Artificial InteDigence Research amd Neural Computation. Each abstract is repre­
sented as a feature vector as explained in section 8.3.2. A query was given to retrieve paper 
abstracts that is related to some topics of interest. The query vector is compared with each 
document vector to select 100 paper abstracts that match with the query. The selected paper 
abstracts were classified by two different users either interesting or not interesting to obtain 
two training sets (Abstractl and Abstract2 in Table 6.1). There are 790 features and two 
classes in the datasets. 
Instead of downloading all documents from the distributed databases, the agents worked on 
the remote databases, retrieved only a subset of relevant documents and sent them to the local 
site thereby miniTniCTng the duration of the expensive network connection. In our experiments, 
the amount of data transferred in the mobile agents (the classifier and the relevant information) 
was much less than that in a conventional system (the entire data). The savings of network 
connection in mobile agents will be even greater for very Icirge data while the mobile agents 
are lightweight. 
8.4 Summary and Discussion 
Translating recent advances in our ability to gather, store, and analyze a wide variety of 
data on multiple, geographically distributed, heterogeneous data and knowledge sources into 
significant breakthrough in distributed problem-solving and decision-making in various appli­
cations requires tools such as machine learning, multi agent systems, and mobile agents. Since 
some machine learning algorithms cind related work are discussed in previous chapters, multi-
agent systems and mobile agents are studied in this chapter. The former involves coordination 
and negotiation among agents to fulfill certain tasks, and the latter make agents move around 
the network from host to host and work on the available data and return the results to starting 
place instead of flooding the network with data. We implemented and evaluated a multi-agent 
system and mobile agents for information retrieval. 
The CNP is used in the multi-agent system. CNP provides an attractive framework for 
negotiation and coordination among self-interested rational agents. Within this framework. 
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each agent can annonnce tasks, make bids, evaluate bids made by other agents to complete 
the tasks, and offer contracts. Hence, it offers a possible mechanism for coordination among 
multiple autonomous agents in multi-agent systems. Our implementation of the CNP, because 
of its modular design, lends itself to being adapted for use in a broad range of applications 
of distributed knowledge networks [Honavar et al.y 1998]. The feasibility of this approach to 
coordination among multiple autonomous agents was demonstrated on an application involving 
information retrieval from distributed data sources. 
Intelligent mobile agents offer an attractive paradigm for the design of modular, flexible, 
robust, scalable, and adaptive information systems for a variety of applications, including 
customized information retrieval. Machine learning appears to be the most practical approach 
to designing customizable software agents. We have presented the design of mobile agents 
for customized document classification and retrieval using the commercially available Voyager 
mobile agent infrastructure. The experiments reported here demonstrate the effectiveness 
of machine learning as a viable and practical approach to the design of such agents. The 
performance of the agents in terms of classification accuracy on novel documents not used 
during trainiag is quite good, and can be improved further using automated feature subset 
selection. Mobile agents offer a significant performance advantage over conventional remote 
procedure calls when we deal with very large remote data collections only a small fraction of 
which is of interest to the user. 
Some interesting and promising directions for further research are outlined below: 
• There are still many issues to be explored in multi-agent systems. For instance, the scala­
bility of our approach in l«irge multi-agent systems is of interest. Also, considering hybrid 
coordination mechanisms that use CNP in combination with a hierarchical organization 
of multi-agent systems is of interest. 
• The CNP uses very simple languages to communicate between agents. The design of 
adequately expressive languages for representing the needs and capabilities of agents 
across different classes of applications is of interest. 
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Multi-agent systems with the CNP can be used to solve other tasks. For instance, it can 
be applied to distributed manufacturing system where each agent has lists of parts to be 
needed or to be supplied. Agents can negotiate to maximize their profits and products. 
The CNP can be extended to consider subcontracts. Each agent can try to find the best 
deal through subcontracts. 
Systematic experiments with distributed data sources, under a variety of network condi­
tions and data source characteristics (e.g., percentage of relevant documents) would be 
helpful in evaluating the scalability of this approach to real-world applications. 
Systematic studies to explore the relative performance advantages and disadvantages of 
alternative designs and implementations of such systems (including the mix of mobile 
and static cigents) is of interest. 
The design of customizable information retrieval agents for a broad range of semi-




We have explored several related research problems in the design of systems of intelligent 
leciming agents for information retrieval and data-driven knowledge discovery. These problems 
are of significant interest since they offer sophisticated tools for locating, classifying, selectively 
retrieving, and extracting knowledge &om a wide variety of heterogeneous, distributed infor­
mation sources accessible through the Internet. The major contributions of this dissertation 
include: 
• Multi-category variants of perceptron learning algorithms for non-separable 
ckissification tasks 
Three different perceptron learning algorithms (the pocket algorithm with ratchet modi­
fication, the thermal perceptron and the barycentric correction procedure) were extended 
for multi-category classification. The performances of the algorithms (in both winner-
take-all and independent training) were compajed with carefully chosen artificial and 
real-world datasets in order to explore the inductive bias of each eilgorithm. 
• Multi-cagetory extension of constructive neural network learning algorithms 
Many of the constructive neural network learning algorithms proposed in the literature 
are restricted in the number of output classes that they can classify, and the feature 
types that they can handle. We have extended these algorithms to solve problems with 
multi-category, real-valued patterns. Our extension guarantees 100% clcissification ac­
curacy on finite, non-contradictory datasets. The effectiveness of these algorithms were 
demonstrated on a variety of real-world data [Parekh, 1998]. 
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• Design of an efficient inter-pattern distance-based constructive neural net­
work learning algorithm 
A new, provably convergent constractive neural network learning algorithm, DistAi. was 
designed and implemented. DistAI does not require time-consuming, iterative weight up­
date procedures. It makes use of inter-pattem distance which can be computed by one 
pass through of the dataset. Therefore, it generates a network for a given task signif­
icantly faster. In addition, DistAi can handle multi-category classification tasks with a 
variety of features (e.g., binary, real-valued, nominal, etc.). Our experimental results on 
various artificial as well as real-world datasets demonstrate the high speed learning of 
DistAI, and present comparable classification accuracy to other sophisticated algorithms 
that rely on iterative weight updates. Because of its relatively high speed. DistAI is a 
good candidate for largescale data mining and knowledge discovery. 
• Feature subset selection with DistAI using a genetic algorithm 
.A.S DistAi is a variant of instance-based learning, the performance of the aigorithm de­
pends heavily on the values of data features. Classifying an appropriate set of features 
can thus improve the classification accuracy over the entire set of features. Each feature 
might entail a certain measurement cost. Therefore, feature subset selection decreases 
the overall cost of measurement of features. In our experiments, a genetic cdgorithm is 
used for DistAi to find aji appropriate feature subset for better performance. Experimen­
tal results demonstrate that feature subset selection improves the classification accuracy 
of DistAI and decreases the number of features and measurement costs. 
• Knowledge-based theory refinement using DistAi 
The availability of (often incomplete or inaccurate) domain specific knowledge about the 
concept being learned can potentially enhance the performance of the inductive learning 
system. Constructive neural networks offer a natural framework for knowledge-based 
theory refinement by incorporating the domain knowledge into the initial network ar­
chitecture and then refining it using a learning algorithm. We used DistAi for theory 
refinement and compared its performance with other systems on several interesting ap­
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plications with domain knowledge. The experiments revealed comparable performance 
to other approaches despite the simplicity and high speed of DistAi. 
• Multi-agent systems for information retrieval and knowledge discovery 
Mnlti-agents systems provide an attractive approach to knowledge discovery from dis­
tributed data and knowledge sources. Mobile agents are particularly attractive since 
they can move in the network, work at the remote sites, and transmit the residts only 
instead of wasting the network connection to ship the raw data across the network. We 
designed a system of mobile information retrieval agents using the contract net proto­
col as a framework for negotiations among agents. The effectiveness of our system was 
verified in the information retrieval and knowledge discovery task. 
All of the research problems considered in this dissertation address important elements in 
designing a modular and scalable system for information retrieval and knowledge discovery from 
the abundant distributed, heterogeneous data and knowledge sources. Severzd future research 
problems are outlined in previous chapters. Some of the key future research directions include: 
alternative architectures for intelligent agents; techniques for interoperability in heterogeneous 
data and k- ledge sources (e.g., multidatabase systems [Sheth Sc Larson, 1990]. mediator 
based systems [Wiederhold, 1997]): alternative approaches for multi-agent coordination and 
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